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A BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASE  

FOR THE HISTORY OF PILOT TRAINING SELECTION 

 
Introduction 

In August 2009 Damos Aviation Services (DAS) accepted Subcontract TCN 09216 from Battelle 
Columbus Operations under the U.S. Air Force Research Office Scientific Services Program, 
Contract W911NF-07-D-0001 / Delivery Order 0906.  This report describes and documents the 
bibliographic database developed and delivered as a result of that subcontract. 

 In previous work funded by U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social 
Sciences (ARI) under an Army contract (DASW01-03-D-0016, Selection Instrument for Flight 
Training) DAS initiated a review and analysis of aviator selection in the United States and other 
countries which led to a technical report on aviator selection prior to 1925 (Damos, 2007).  In a 
subsequent effort, funded by ARI under Air Force contract FA3089-06-F-0580 (Human 
Resources Research Database and Strategic Planning Support), DAS produced a bibliographic 
database of sources from WWI to the present.  DAS continued to survey the literature and 
assemble relevant documents after completion of the original database. 

 
 

Database Description 

For a variety of reasons, including resource limitations, lack of interest, lack of motivation, or 
plain ignorance, there is a tendency today for agencies to reduce or eliminate support for the 
operation of small libraries and reference collections.  When support is withdrawn there is often 
little consideration given to the preservation of such collections.  The bibliographic database 
developed under this project  preserves a large number of references and their associated files 
that may otherwise have been lost or destroyed.  Even if the product of the present effort serves 
as no more than an archive it will prove valuable to future research and development. 

The bibliographic database contained herein was formed by reviewing objects available in local 
tangible formats and records accessible through linkages on the Internet.  Information from these 
was entered into the database through a database management software package to form records.  
Where possible, the full-text objects corresponding to these records were acquired and linked to 
their entries.   Review of a large proportion of the entities provided paths to other, previously 
unknown entities.  For remote sources where data retrieval capabilities existed (some data 
retrieval capability exists with nearly every Internet resource) searches were performed on all 
available data fields using keywords that are commonly associated with aviator selection 
practices. 

The entries in the reference database are listed in author order in Appendix B.  Note that the first 
57 entries have no author listed. 

Limitations.  Objects entered as database records are associated with pilot selection in the United 
States Armed Forces from the inception of the employment of aviation by the U.S. military to the 
present day.  There are some records that are primarily relevant to commercial aviation, military 
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pilot selection in other countries, and to general knowledge, skill, ability and other characteristics 
(KSAO) assessment for occupational or training selection.  These are included because they bear 
close association with U.S. military pilot selection and are likely to be of use to researchers in the 
area.  Web pages are not included for two reasons: Few are primary sources of information and 
most are ephemeral.  That is, there is a high likelihood that a cited web page will not exist in the 
near future. 
 
Sources.  The entries in the database were retrieved from 46 documented sources.  These are 
listed in Table 1 along with their Uniform Resource Locators (URL).  In addition to these 
sources a large portion of the corpus is derived from personal holdings of the authors and from 
documents literally rescued from discard.  A full set of the Army Air Forces Aviation 
Psychology Program Research Reports (commonly known as the Blue Book) series was retrieved 
by Dr. R. Bruce Gould from a dumpster at Brooks Air Force Base.  A large number of 
documents was retrieved from the scientific reference files at the Rotary Wing Aviation 
Research Unit of the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI).  
These were scheduled to be shredded and recycled because the building in which they were 
housed was transferred to another agency and no library would accept the files. Since then the 
remaining documents from that collection were transferred to the Redstone Scientific 
Information Center (RSIC) at Redstone Arsenal, AL. 
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Table 1. List of sources for entries in the bibliographic database. 

SOURCE NAME URL 
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory None 
Air Force Publishing https://www.my.af.mil/gcss-af/ 
Air University Library Index to Military Periodicals http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/aulimp/index.html 
Air University Press  http://www.maxwell.af.mil/au/aul/aupress/ 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) http://www.aiaa.org/ 

American Memory http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/browse/index
.html 

American Psychological Association (APA) http://www.apa.org 
Army Administrative Publications http://www.army.mil/usapa/epubs/index.html 

Army Doctrine and Training Publications http://www.army.mil/usapa/doctrine/Active_
FM.html 

Army Heritage Collection Online http://www.ahco.army.mil/site/index.jsp 

Center of Military History Online Bookshelves  http://www.army.mil/cmh/online/Bookshelve
s/Books3.htm 

Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) Public 
Scientific and Technical Information Network (STINET) http://multisearch.dtic.mil/dtic/ 

Damos Aviation Services http://www.damosaviation.com 
Donovan Research Library Digitized Monograph Collection https://www.infantry.army.mil/monographs/ 

Electronic Code of Federal Regulations 
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-
idx?c=ecfr&sid=3efaad1b0a259d4e48f1150
a34d1aa77 

Google Books http://www.google.com/books 

Headquarters, U.S. Army Medical Command https://www.us.army.mil/suite/portal/index.js
p 

Human Factors and Ergonomics Society (HFES) http://www.hfes.org 
Ingenta http://www.ingentaconnect.com 
International Military Testing Association (IMTA) http://www.internationalmta.org/ 

International Symposium on Aviation Psychology (ISAP), 
Association for Aviation Psychology, Proceedings http://www.wright.edu/isap 

Internet Archive http://www.archive.org 
Joint Doctrine, Education and Training Electronic 
Information System  https://jdeis.js.mil/ 

Joint Electronic Library  http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/index.html 

Library of Congress www.loc.gov/  
Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts 
(LISTA) http://www.libraryresearch.com/ 

Military Library Education Research Library Network 
(MERLN) Digital Collections  

http://merln.ndu.edu/index.cfm?lang=EN&p
ageID=2&type=page 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Technical Reports http://ntrs.nasa.gov/ 

National Defense University Library Digital Collections http://www.ndu.edu/Library/index.cfm?secID
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Quantification.  The database currently comprises 1,805 entries represented in 20 different object 
types.  These object types are as follows: 
 

Audiovisual Material 
Book 
Book Section 
Chart or Table 
Conference Paper 
Conference Proceedings 
Edited Book 
Figure (Photograph) 
Government Document 
Journal Article 
Legal Rule or Regulation 
Magazine Article 
Manuscript 
Pamphlet 

=210&pageID=126&type=section 

Naval War College Newport Papers  http://www.nwc.navy.mil/press/npapers/new
paper.htm 

Pentagon Library http://www.hqda.army.mil/library/m.htm 
PsychInfo http://www.apa.org 
PubMed, National Library of Medicine http://www.ncbi.nlm.gov/pubmed/ 

RAND Review http://www.rand.org/publications/randreview
.html  

RAND Technical Reports http://www.rand.org/pubs.html 
Scitopia http://www.scitopia.org 
U.S. Army Military History Institute (AMHI), Historical 
Services Division http://www.carlisle.army.mil/ahec/MHI.htm 

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social 
Sciences (ARI) – Fort Rucker Research Unit holdings None 

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social 
Sciences (ARI) Technical Library http://arit.sirsi.net/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/49 

Web of Science http://science.thomsonreuters.com/training/
wos/ 

World Wide Science http://WorldWideScience.org 
WorldCat http://worldcat.org 
United States Air Force Academy http://www.usafa.af.mil/index.asp 

Aviation Technical Library, Fort Rucker, AL  http://www.rucker.army.mil/usaace/techlibra
ry/index.html 

Navy Department Library http://www.history.navy.mil/library/index.htm 
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory Ruth H. Hooker Research 
Library http://infoweb.nrl.navy.mil/index.cfm?i=157 
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Personal Communication 
Report 
Serial 
Statute 
Thesis 
Unpublished Work 

 
The publication dates span a range of 149 years from 1862 to 2011.  There are nine entries for 
which there is no known year of publication.  For one entry the year of publication is known only 
to the nearest decade.  There are 5,005 authors cited and 1,391 keywords listed.  There are 57 
entries that have no author listed.  The database contains citations for articles from 479 journals.  
Ninety-three entries have associated URLs.  There are two entries whose associated documents 
are distribution restricted (so labeled in the Notes attribute for those entries) although the 
database entries themselves are not restricted.  No entries are classified or sensitive.  There are 
18 entries that are considered to be incomplete.  These are included in a subgroup in the database 
management software files.  There are 721 object files linked to the entries.  Most of these are 
digitized full-text representations of the original work or digitized photographs.  There are a 
number of instances where more than one file is linked to an entry.  This is because the size of 
the work makes it difficult to reliably operate the scanning and interpretation software employed. 
 
Scanning and Optical Character Recognition.  There are a large number of entries for which hard 
copies were accessible but for which digitized copies were not.  These were scanned into 
digitized files (Portable Document Format – pdf) and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
procedures were applied.  The success level of OCR software is dependent on the quality of the 
image being interpreted.  If the original image was degraded or noisy, then the frequency of 
interpretation errors is increased.  There are a number of files that are scanned but OCR success 
was so minimal that they have been left unintepreted.  The internal content of these files can not 
be automatically searched. 
 
Special mention should be made of the Army Air Forces Aviation Psychology Program Research 
Reports (Blue Book) series.  The digitized representations of these works are derived from two 
sources:  Xerographic copies of some volumes that were in the ARI holdings and digital 
photographic images of volumes made by Brandon Spillers from originals possessed by the U.S. 
Air Force.  The Xerographic copies are of mediocre quality and may be second generation 
copies.  The scanned files are therefore at best second generation, and may be third generation 
copies.  As such their image quality is sufficient to allow them to be read but not sufficient for 
successful OCR.  The digitized images were made as Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) images, 
one for each page.  These images were subsequently assembled into pdf files, however, they tend 
to be somewhat skewed and slightly out of focus.  Therefore OCR was not successful on these. 
 
Bibliographic Database Management Software.  The software used in this project is a 
commercially available proprietary package named EndNote, marketed by Thompson Reuters 
(www.endnote.com/), Version X4.  This package is designed to run under Microsoft Windows 
XP, Vista, and Windows 7 operating systems and under Macintosh OS X.  It will interface with 
several word processors including Microsoft Word 2003, 2007, 2010 and OpenOffice.org Writer 
3, as well as with Macintosh Pages ‘09.  There are a number of freely distributed database 
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management software packages available which are available at no cost and are platform 
(operating system) independent.  Three of these are: 
 
 Bibus  http://bibus-biblio.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page 
 JabRef  http://jabref.sourceforge.net/ 
 Refbase http://www.refbase.net/index.php/Web_Reference_Database 
 
 

Copyright Limitations 
 
Copyright restrictions affect the uses to which the database may be applied.  Many of the entries 
in the database are from sources that retain copyright.  The most common are journals published 
by the American Psychological Association (APA).  The APA Copyright and Permissions Policy 
(American Psychological Association, 2011) specifically asserts control over abstracts of articles 
published in APA journals.  It would be impractical to obtain permissions to use every one of the 
abstracts associated with APA journal articles in the database.  Therefore the APA abstracts are 
not present in the database files.  Many of these have been replaced by newly written abstracts. 
 
Copyright restrictions limit the redistribution (availability) of the associated digitized text files.  
Many of the works in the database are in the public domain, and, therefore present no problem.  
Government publications are by their nature in the public domain and therefore present no 
problem.  Many others, however, do not belong to either category.  It has been asserted that 
libraries and archives are specifically allowed to make up to three copies of a work for the 
purpose of preservation under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998.  It has also been 
asserted that the Fair Use provision for individuals and libraries allows copies to be made subject 
to four factors: Purpose of the use, Nature of the Work, Amount used, and Market impact.  The 
problem ensues from the fourth factor.  Journal publishers may have an expectation of revenue 
based on the sale of reprints of articles.  If one widely distributed digital copies of these works, 
journal publishers could argue that this distribution dilutes their market. 
 
In this regard at least three courses of action are available.  The first is to make all of the full text 
files unavailable for research. The second is to sort through all of the files and make only those 
that are copyrighted unavailable.  The third is to acquire permissions to use each of the 
copyrighted files. 
 

User Instructions 
 
Disk Contents.  Accompanying this report is a set of two digital video disks (DVD) that contain 
the complete database and related files. These two DVDs containing the referenced material 
herein are maintained at AFPC/DSYX. This set is the Digital Library of the History of Pilot 
Training Selection.  On Disk A of this set an EndNote database is contained in the file Aviator 
Selection.enl. A co-located folder, Aviator Selection.Data, contains a subfolder, PDF. The 
subfolder PDF contains subfolders that themselves contain the file attachments associated with 
entries in the database.  The EndNote application packages file attachments in a separate folder 
for each database entry.  In some cases there are multiple files within a subfolder.  Disk A also 
contains the file Aviator Selection.htm, which is a hypertext markup language (HTML) listing of 
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the complete entries in the database. This file can be read by standard internet browsers.  Finally, 
Disk A contains a Standard Form 298 for the digital library (sf298.doc). 
 
The size of the complete library exceeds the capacity of a single DVD.  Therefore the balance of 
file attachments are on Disk B of the set, in Aviator Selection.Data\PDF.  Disk B contains two 
other folders.  The folder Trash is intended as a temporary location for deleted entries and is 
empty.  The folder rdb contains 22 files that are used by the file management software.  These 
are not intended to be manipulated by users. 
  
Installation.  Please refer to Appendix A for definitions of basic terms used here.  To use these 
products as a digital library, with EndNote as the reference management software package, copy 
the entire contents of Disk A to the desired directory on a local hard drive.  Then copy all of the 
entry-specific subfolders in Selection.Data\PDF on Disk B into the subfolder Aviator 
Selection.Data\PDF on the local hard drive.  Assuming EndNote has been installed, the library 
can be opened by starting EndNote and then opening Aviator Selection.enl or by  double clicking 
on Aviator Selection.enl. 
 
To use these products as a bibliographic database, with EndNote as the reference management 
software package, copy all files as above EXCEPT for the subfiles under Aviator 
Selection.Data\PDF.  Doing this eliminates access to all of the attached files for database entries 
(including copyrighted materials).  If access to an attached file is made within EndNote, the 
application will issue an error message stating that the file can not be found. 
 
Most other bibliographic database management applications can import the contents of an 
HTML file.  This is the main reason for including the file Aviator Selection.htm.  Most other 
bibliographic database management applications will not function as digital libraries, that is, they 
do not directly link to full-text files associated with database entries. 
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Appendix A.  Basic Definitions 
 

A bibliographic database is ―a computer file consisting of electronic entries called records, each 
containing a uniform description of a specific document or bibliographic item, usually 
retrievable by author, title, subject heading (descriptor), or keyword(s).   Some bibliographic 
databases are general in scope and coverage; others provide access to the literature of a specific 
discipline or group of disciplines.  An increasing number provide the full-text of at least a 
portion of the sources indexed.  Most bibliographic databases are proprietary, available by 
licensing agreement from vendors, or directly from the abstracting and indexing services that 
create them (Reitz, 2010). 

Reference management software packages contain a bibliographic database integrated with filter, 
search and list generation functions.  Most include the capability of generating lists of selected 
references in specific formats required for various publications.  Many reference management 
packages can be interfaced with commonly available word processors so that a reference list can 
be produced as an article is written.  This reduces the risk of cited sources being left out of the 
reference list or of including entries that are not cited in the text.  It also can potentially reduce 
the frequency of typographical errors in a reference list.  Reference management software 
packages usually have a capability to import entries from other bibliographic databases. 

A digital library is an extension of the bibliographic database and reference management 
software structures that include full-text copies of the entries, stored in digital formats rather than 
print, microfilm, or similar media.  The term Digital Library is defined by the Digital Library 
Interoperability, Best Practices and Modeling Foundations as ―a potentially virtual organisation, 
that comprehensively collects, manages and preserves for the long depth of time rich digital 
content, and offers to its targeted user communities specialised functionality on that content, of 
defined quality and according to comprehensive codified policies‖ (Candela et al., 2011). 
A traditional library, that is, one containing directly tangible works in a range of media as 
opposed to digitized representations of those works, requires substantial physical space and 
consequently significant maintenance cost, is limited by available physical space and its 
operations schedule, requires significant manpower for operation, and limits access by virtue of 
its location and by participant group boundaries.  A digital library may be made available 
globally through the Internet, without regard to time, allows multiple users to access works 
simultaneously, incurs no risk of resource loss to patrons, and provides broader and faster 
information retrieval facility.
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Appendix B.  Listing of the Bibliographic Database Entries With Abstracts 
 
 
. Ground signals to an aviator. In Ground signals.pdf (Ed.), (pp. Ground signals.pdf 
Collection: World War I Miscellaneous-Roy Coles Album 2   
 Folder: RG75S-World War I Miscellaneous Coll.-Roy Coles Album 72.28  
 Title: Ground Signals to an Aviator ). 
  
. Manual for the use of the Student Pilot Prediction System. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, FL: 

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 
  
. Airfield near San Antonio. (192?) (pp. Created/Published [192-?]  

Notes: Forms part of John J. Pershing Collection. Title based on similarity to panorama 
193 in this lot. Photographer's address and phone number: 522 Mason St., San Antonio, Texas. 
Travis 5384. Transfer; LC Manuscript Division (John J. Pershing papers); 1953. Related Names: 
San Antonio Photo Service, photographer. 
Medium: 5381 photographic print : gelatin silver ; 5389 x 5358.5385 in. 
Call Number 
LOT 8852 no. 5385 
Special Terms of Use: No known restrictions on publication. 
Part of Panoramic photographs (Library of Congress)  
Repository: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA  
Digital ID: (digital file from intermediary roll film copy) pan 20546a35796 
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/pan.20546a35796 ). 
  
. Fair Oaks, Va. Prof. Thaddeus S. Lowe observing the battle from his balloon "Intrepid". (1862) 

(pp. CREATED/PUBLISHED 1862 May 1831. 
SUMMARY: Photograph from the main eastern theater of war, the Peninsular Campaign, 

May-August 1862. 
NOTES: Reference: Civil War photographs, 1861-1865 / compiled by Hirst D. Milhollen and 
Donald H. Mugridge, Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, 1977. No. 0067  
Title from Milhollen and Mugridge. Two plates form left (LC-B1811-2348A) and right (LC-
B1811-2348B) halves of a stereograph pair.  
Forms part of Civil War glass negative collection (Library of Congress).  
MEDIUM: 1861 negative (1862 plates) : glass, stereograph, wet collodion. 
CALL NUMBER: LC-B1811- 2348 
REPRODUCTION NUMBER: 
LC-DIG-cwpb-01560 DLC (digital file from original neg. of left half) 
LC-DIG-cwpb-01561 DLC (digital file from original neg. of right half) 
LC-B08171-02348 DLC (b&w film copy neg.) 
SPECIAL TERMS OF USE: No known restrictions on publication. 
PART OF Selected Civil War photographs, 01861-01865 (Library of Congress)  
REPOSITORY: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 
USA  
DIGITAL ID: (digital file from original neg. of left half) cwpb 01560 
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cwpb.01560  
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(digital file from original neg. of right half) cwpb 01561 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cwpb.01561  
(digital file from intermediary roll copy film) cwp 01564a39678 ). 
  
. Annual Report of the Secretary of War for the Year 1885. Vol III: Report of the Chief of 
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assessment of subjects' reactions produced by head movements in a rotating chair. Reliability of 
observers has been demonstrated, and significant validation and cross-validation coefficients 
have been reported for criteria of pass versus various types of separations from pilot training. It 
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as becoming part of the entering flight physical, and procedures that might either impair 
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existing selection battery and cost effectiveness was demonstrated. It was concluded, therefore, 
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score for the 10-rpm group was lower than the mean for either of the two 15-rpm groups used 
previously, subject disturbance had been reduced. 
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 While the Spatial Disorientation (SD) has long been recognized as an important causal 
factor in aviation incidents and accidents, it is only beginning to be recognized as a factor in 
Uninhabited Aerial Systems (UASs). Self, Ercoline, Olson and Tvaryanas (2006) predicted SD 
to be most likely for a manually controlled UAV when operated from a mobile platform. As a 
first step towards better understanding the effects of control platform motion on manual UAV 
control Olson, DeLauer and Fale (2006) had 10 rated Air Force pilots fly a simulated UAV task 
(MS Flight Simulator) from a motion capable control platform (aircraft simulator). Participants 
performed two basic flight tasks – a vertical task (climb/descent) and a horizontal (turning task). 
The control platform motion was varied to provide either congruent, neutral, or conflicting 
motion cues. Congruent and incongruent motion cures were defined as motion in the same axis 
and either same/different direction as the primary task (i.e., simulator turned left/right and task 
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velocity) showed an effect of both control platform motion and motion type. Presence of both 
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visual and motion cues resulted in greater pitch deviations than motion only or baseline (no 
motion/no visual cue) conditions and the presence of motion in the off-axis of motion resulted in 
the greatest error. These results suggest that platform motion may interfere with an operator‘s 
ability to manually control a UAV from a moving platform (a possible precursor to SD). The 
current study replicates the simulator study using an aircraft (C-172) as the control platform. 
This will allow for a more complete examination of platform motion cues since simulators 
cannot adequately simulate sustained motion. This study also adds a landing task to examine 
glide path and azimuth error. Data collection is not yet complete, however initial results indicate 
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in the vertical axis and the presence of both motion and visual cues resulted in the greatest 
control interference. These results have implications for planned UAV operations from both 
fighter and transport aircraft.  
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participation beyond clerical, stewardess or the private pilot level is still perceived as novel. 
Military aviation has been opened to women on a basis of career parity with men. The 
motivation behind this is twofold: 1) response to the influences of current cultural and legal 
demands for equality of opportunity for women, and 2) the prospect of an enlarged person-power 
base from which future personnel needs of an all-volunteer force can be filled. This expanded 
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requirements related to aircraft flight control. Other research efforts discussed are (1) the 
measurement of attitudes of Navy and Marine Corps aviation personnel toward women on 
several factors, including their acceptance into aviation training, (2) the assessment of the 
female‘s ability to handle multiple complex tasks under stress, and (3) the effects of the 
menstrual cycle on complex perceptual-psychomotor tasks. 
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 The need for supplementary noncognitive background information in the selection of 
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pilots who have voluntarily withdrawn from training Indicate that factors unrelated to mental 
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conducted to determine if Inclusion of the noncognitive items of the college and flight 
background questionnaire would enhance the validity of the existing primary selection process, 
thus reducing the current attrition rate. Certain items of the college and flight background 
questionnaires, when coupled with the residual validity of the existing selection tests, were found 
to increase the predictive validity of the current selection system. The prediction equation 
developed on half of the sample was successfully cross validated with the remaining half. 
implementation of the suggested technique would have reduced the attrition rate by 4.5 
percentage points in the cross-validation sample. Thus, it was recommended that this technique 
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Background Questionnaire (FBQ), in decreasing the attrition rate and thus improving the cost 
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college experiences (e.g., number of times college major changed, type of school attended). The 
FBQ is comprised of questions about applicants' experiences with flying (e.g., actual flight 
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conducted in several different databases: (a) Books in Print; (b) ERIC; (c) the National Technical 
Information Service (NTIS); (d) Psychological Abstracts; (e) Dissertation Abstracts; and (f) the 
Government Printing Office (GPO) Publications Reference File. The Defense RDT&E On-Line 
System (DROLS) was also used to access the Defense Technical Information Center technical 
report database. In addition, the reference sections of all relevant articles were manually 
searched. Using these search methods, 93 pilot personality, 27 situational judgment test, and 150 
crew resource management articles were identified and reviewed.  
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 Safe and successful operation of flight displays and controls is, in part, dependent on the 
anthropometric characteristics of the pilots with respect to the design of a particular aircraft. This 
paper describes the approach required to optimise this fit and provides guidelines for both those 
responsible for design and those who select pilot recruits. The major results reported are those 
for a British population, although the aircraft considered (Boeing 737-200, 747, 757 and 
Lockheed TriStar) are used by airlines throughout the world. The study shows that limitations in 
design considerably reduce the pool of potential recruits with the appropriate anthropometric 
characteristics. The selection criteria, based on functional seated eye height, might exclude 73% 
of the British, 19-65-year-old female population and 13% of the male population. 
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 The present study was conducted in order to determine whether 1 ) the California 
Psychological Inventory (CPI) would be able to discriminate between incoming aviation officer 
candidates (AOC's) and other students who voluntarily dropped out of the flight program 
(DOR's); and 2) if not , whether changing the set so as to ask the subjects to take the test "as they 
would like to be" would help make the discrimination. The CPI was administered to 95 AOC's 
and 51 DOR's with instructions to take the test with its normal instructions. Another group of 
173 AOC's and 32 DOR's took the test with " ideal" instructions. The results indicate that 
entering AOC's and DOR's obtained almost identical scores during the normal administration of 
the test, but with the "ideal" instructions, AOC's obtained significant elevations on 11 of 18 
scales ; whereas, only 2 scales were significantly elevated for the DOR group. The results 
suggest that the CPI should be investigated as a possible aid in the prediction of the DOR. 
 
Bucky, S. F., & Ridley, S. L. (1972). California Psychological Inventory as a predictor of 

success in the naval flight program. Aerospace Medicine, 43, 971-973.  
 The authors state that although personality inventories had previously differentiated 
outstanding from average pilots, they were less successful in predicting drop-outs. The authors 
propose that pilots may be a homogeneous group with respect to personality and that the mental 
"set" they adopt when completing instruments may muddle the results. In this study, they 
proposed that they could change the mental set by including a condition in which respondents are 
told to complete the inventory "as you would like to be." The sample was composed of 3 15 U.S. 
Navy aviation officer candidates with 283 of these then taking the "as you would like to be" 
condition. All subscales of the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) were administered and 
the criterion was dichotomous (finish or voluntary withdraw from flight training). The only scale 
that differentiated between the finish and withdraw groups was the Communality scale. Nearly 
all scale scores were elevated in the "as you would like to be" condition. The authors 
recommended that an item analysis of the Communality scale be completed. 
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 Three different measures of helicopter pilot performance were correlated--two types of 
computer scores and one type of safety/instructor pilot grades. Results indicated the two types of 
computer scores were basically interchangeable. The direction of the relationship between the 
different types of computer and safety-pilot measures was as expected for 76 percent of the 
measures examined, but statistical significance was attained in fewer cases (approximately 50 
percent of the total). Reasons for any noted discrepancies are discussed along with findings about 
the most strongly associated measures. The computer scores and safety-pilot grades were related 
strongly enough to conclude that they were both accurately measuring the same type of 
performance.  
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As Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAVs) become integrated into the U.S. 
military's arsenal, the number of vehicles that an operator can successfully supervise will 
play an important role in the effectiveness of future missions. The present study 
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investigated performance and mental workload when an operator supervises multiple 
UCAVs. This study focused on the parameters that affect the operator's performance 
during a simulated UCAV suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) mission, which is 
expected to be the primary function of the UCAV. All three factors which were 
manipulated, including the number of vehicles to be supervised, vehicle airspeed, and 
difficulty level of attacks (targets engaged by either a single vehicle or multiple vehicles), 
affected both performance and Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT), 
and NASA Task Load Index (TLX), subjective mental workload measures. 
Accomplishment score analyses were used to estimate performance redlines, based on the 
Accomplishment Score Model of Average Mental Workload (Colle & Reid, 1997, 2005). 
A performance mental workload redline was defined as the point at which 
accomplishment scores no longer increased. Performance redlines were estimated using 
piecewise linear functions of accomplishment scores. Redlines indicated that for simple 
scenarios operators could effectively control about 12 UCAVs flying at 900 knots or 8 
UCAVs flying at 1500 knots. For complex scenarios, operators could effectively control 
8 UCAVs flying at 900 knots.  Subjective mental workload redlines also were estimated 
for both the SWAT and TLX subjective mental workload measures based on the 
performance redlines. Consistent with iv previous research, the estimated SWAT redline 
was in the range of 40 ± 10. Initial estimates of a redline also were obtained for the TLX. 
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 The study of pilot personality has a long and controversial history. Personality 
characteristics are fairly poor predictors of training completion, but are probably better predictors 
of operational performance. Personality characteristics are also important considerations in 
clinical psychological assessment. The current paper describes the personality characteristics of 
1301 US Air Force students pilots based on the NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R). 
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 Results from a meta-analysis of studies using personality constructs to predict military 
aviation training outcomes are reported. From the 26 studies that reported effects of personality 
as predictors of aviation training outcome, the constructs of neuroticism (K = 7), extroversion (K 
= 8), and anxiety (K = 4) appeared most frequently. Meta-analysis effects were derived using 
both random effects and artifact distribution model. Uncorrected effects from the random effects 
model produced the largest mean effect for neuroticism (rmeta = -.15), followed by extroversion 
(rmeta = .13), and anxiety (rmeta = -.11). Corrections for predictor reliability and range restriction 
produced the greatest increase in the validity coefficient for neuroticism (rcorr = -.25), implying 
more psychometrically reliable and sensitive instruments could substantially improve the 
predictive validity of personality assessments in aviation selection contexts. The results 
confirmed the hypothesis that neuroticism and its facet anxiety would be negatively related to 
training success, and that extroversion would share a positive relationship with training success 
in military aviation. 
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 For nearly fifty years, citizen airmen have served in the nation's defense as members of 
the Air Force Reserve. Citizen Airmen: A History of the Air Force Reserve, 1946 -1994 begins 
with the fledgling air reserve program initiated in 1916, traces its progress through World War II, 
and then concentrates on the period 1946 through 1994. The study skillfully describes the 
process by which a loosely organized program evolved into today's impressive force. The Air 
Force Reserve story is told within the context of national political and military policy and 
stresses that over the decades, as national needs have increased, reservists have met the 
challenges. Initially, the Air Force treated its reserve units as supplemental forces and equipped 
them with surplus equipment. Shortly after the Air Force Reserve was established in 1948, its 
members mobilized for Korean War duty and they served throughout the conflict. The Reserve 
program subsequently fell into disarray and required patient rebuilding. The passage of a series 
of key federal laws related to personnel issues and the introduction of the air reserve technician 
program greatly assisted in this rejuvenation process. In the l96Os, the Air Force Reserve 
demonstrated its mettle as it participated in numerous mobilizations reflecting the Cold War 
tensions of the era. Reservists were involved in operations ranging from the Berlin Crisis of 
1961-1962 to the Southeast Asia mobilizations in 1968. In the 1970s, the Air Force Reserve 
program assumed heightened importance when the Department of Defense adopted the Total 
Force Policy. This concept treated the active forces, the National Guard, and all reserve forces as 
an integrated force. Reservists were now expected to meet the same readiness standards as their 
active duty counterparts. Since then, the Air Force Reserve has demonstrated its ability to 
perform a wide variety of missions. Air Reservists participated in American military operations 
in Grenada and Panama. 
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 High rates of attrition among students in Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) are a major 
concern for the U.S. Air Force. Recent efforts at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory 
have attempted to reduce attrition rates by improving the method by which pilot candidates are 
selected. Currently, UPT students are chosen primarily on the basis of their Pilot and Navigator-
Technical composite scores from the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT). The present 
effort sought to determine the extent to which scores on an experimental test battery, known as 
the Basic Attributes Tests (BAT), added to the validity provided by the Pilot and Navigator-
Technical composite scores. The BAT battery consisted of eleven subtests and measured 
psychomotor skills, as well as a variety of cognitive/perceptual abilities and 
personality/attitudinal characteristics believed to be related to pilot training performance. 
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Force pilot aptitude tests. Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 69(10), 931-
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cognitive subtasks    
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three cognitive subtasks. Paper presented at the South Texas Symposium on Human 
Factors and Ergonomics.  

 In 1955, the U.S. Air Force discontinued apparatus-based testing as a component of its 
aircrew selection and classification system due to administrative problems. Since then, the Air 
Force has relied on paper and pencil test batteries such as the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test 
to select pilot and navigator trainees. Unfortunately, the aircrew selection system without 
apparatus testing has failed to produce acceptable attrition rates in the light of escalating training 
costs. As a result, a computer based testing system, the Basic Attributes Tests (BAT) system, 
was developed to assess psychomotor skills as well as a variety of psychological and cognitive 
attributes that are believed to be related to flight training performance. This paper evaluated three 
subtests used to assess cognitive abilities: Perceptual Speed (information input efficiency), 
Decision Making Speed (low level cognitive and high level sensory-perceptual motor 
involvement) and Item Recognition (short-term memory storage, search and comparison 
operations). Each of the subtests was evaluated in terms of its internal consistency and ability to 
predict flight training performance. An integrated model, based on results from the three 
cognitive subtests, was evaluated against flight training performance criteria. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1987). Basic attributes test (BAT) system:  Development of an automated test 

battery for pilot selection. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Human Resources 
Laboratory. 

 This report documents the development of the Basic Attributes Test (BAT) by the Air 
Force and provided some preliminary validation results. A detailed description is given of the 
BAT hardware and software, as well as descriptions of each of the tests that were currently part 
of the selection system when this report was written. Several personality measures were included 
in the system: (1) a Risk Taking test; (2) Self-crediting Word Knowledge Test (measures self 
assessment ability and self-confidence); (3) Activities Interest Inventory (measures survival 
attitudes); (4) the Embedded Figures Test (measures field dependence/independence); and (5) the 
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Automated Aircrew Personality Profile (measures personality factors that had not been 
determined at the time of the report). Preliminary results for the personality measures were not 
very encouraging, with only the Self-crediting Word Knowledge test shown to be predictive for 
either training outcome (pass/fail) or advanced training assignment. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1987). Basic Attributes Test (BAT) System: A Preliminary Evaluation. Brooks 

AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 Recent efforts to reduce attrition rates in Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) 
have resulted in the development of an experimental computer-administered test battery, the 
Basic Attributes Test (BAT) system. Included in the battery are several tests which measure 
information processing efficiency- and speed that were identified in previous research as being 
related to pilot performance, particularly with regard to fast jet fighter aircraft This paper 
evaluated three subtests used to assess cognitive abilities: Digit Memory (information input 
efficiency), Decision-Making Speed (low-level cognitive and high-level sensory perceptual-
motor involvement), an Item Recognition (short-term memory storage, search and comparison 
operations). Each of the subtests was evaluated in terms of its ability to predict various flight 
performance measures and final training outcome. Of particular interest was the potential of the 
cognitive subtests to increase the validity of current selection procedures that rely mainly on 
paper-and-pencil measures. In addition, an integrated model containing both the current selection 
measure and experimental subtests did demonstrate significant relationships with several other 
performance measures including recommendations for fighter assignments after training. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1987). Field dependence-independence and its relationship to flight training 

performance. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 Previous research has suggested that level of field dependence- independence could be 
used as a measure of social skills and vocational interests. According to this research, field-
dependent individuals tend to prefer areas of work that require social skills, whereas field-
independent individuals favor positions in the sciences or practical-analytical-oriented 
occupations. This study examined the usefulness of field dependence-independence measure for 
predicting performance during flight training. One thousand nine hundred seventy-seven (1,977) 
United States Air Force pilot candidates were administered the Embedded Figures Test as part of 
a computer-administered test battery prior to entry into Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). 
Several items on the Embedded Figures Test demonstrated poor reliability. Further, the level of 
field dependence-independence was not found to be related to performance during flight training. 
It was recommended that the test be eliminated for consideration as a selection and classification 
tool. Keywords: Job analysis; Flight crews.  
 
Carretta, T. R. (1987). Spatial Ability as a Predictor of Flight Training Performance. Brooks 

AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 Spatial ability has been demonstrated to be related to Performance of a variety of tasks 
including several military enlisted jobs and piloting aircraft. This paper examined the 
relationship between performance on a spatial ability task (i.e., the Mental Rotation Test) and 
flight training performance for 1,939 United States Air Force Undergraduate Pilot Training 
(UPT) candidates. Performance on the Mental Rotation Test was not related to completion of 
training, but was related to a recommendation for specialized training after UPT. Pilot candidates 
who made quick, consistent, and accurate judgments were more likely to be recommended for 
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fast-jet training (Fighter-Attack-Reconnaissance or FAR). This was consistent with the current 
practice of selecting the best-performing student pilots for follow-on training in FAR aircraft.  
 
Carretta, T. R. (1987). Time-Sharing Ability as a Predictor of Flight Training Performance. 

Brooks AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 Modern-day pilots must perform a variety of activities concurrently. In addition to flying 
the aircraft, they must monitor the communications channels and instrument panel and also 
navigate. As a result, the ability to allocate attention to different tasks effectively or "time share" 
is crucial for a safe, well-executed flight. A compensatory tracking and signal detection dual-task 
was administered to 1,130 United States Air Force pilot training candidates prior to entry into 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). Tracking performance was extremely reliable. Although 
performance on this task was not predictive of successful completion of UPT it was related 
significantly to a post-UPT advanced training recommendation. This task may be useful when it 
is desirable to place pilot candidates into specialized training tracks at an early point in training. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1988). Cross-validation of an experimental pilot selection and classification test 

battery. Paper presented at the 30th Annual Military Testing Association Conference, 
Arlington, VA.  

  
Carretta, T. R. (1988). Relationship of encoding speed and memory tests to flight training 

performance. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 The demands on the cognitive/perceptual abilities of military pilots have increased 
steadily as aircraft have become more sophisticated. The ability to encode and classify signals 
and to retrieve information from short-term memory are two of the several cognitive/perceptual 
abilities that have been linked to flying performance. Two tests, Encoding Speed (encoding and 
classification ability) and Immediate/Delayed Memory (short-term memory retrieval), were 
administered to 2,219 United States Air Force pilot candidates prior to entry into Undergraduate 
Pilot Training (UPT). Performance on the Encoding Speed test was related to successful 
completion of UPT, in-flight performance measures, and advanced training assignment. 
However, scores on the Immediate/Delayed memory test were not related to training 
performance. Pilot candidates who made quick on accurate responses on the Encoding Speed test 
were more likely to perform well on in-flight performance measures and be recommended for 
post-UPT training in a fast-jet (Fighter-Attack-Reconnaissance) aircraft. Implications for pilot 
selection and classification are discussed. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1988). USAF pilot selection and classification systems. Paper presented at the 

Psychology in the Department of Defense Conference.  
  
Carretta, T. R. (1989). Recent Trends in USAF Pilot Selection and Classification Research. 

Paper presented at the 31st Annual Military Testing Association Conference, San 
Antonio, TX.  

  
Carretta, T. R. (1989). USAF pilot selection and classification systems. Aviation, Space, and 

Environmental Medicine, 60(1), 46-49.  
 The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to identify research methodologies (i.e., the 
Basic Attributes Test; BAT) that add to the predictive validity of currently used pilot selection 
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procedures; and (2) to determine how accurately the recommendations made by the Advanced 
Training Recommendation Board (ATRB; fighter/non-fighter) could be duplicated without using 
flight training performance data. Four hundred seventy-eight USAF officer candidates from the 
AFROTC and OTS who had been tested on the BAT participated. Subjects had already been 
chosen for Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) based on their Air Force Officer Qualifying Test 
(AFOQT) scores. The AFOQT is a paper and pencil battery that consists of 16 subtests and 
produces five composite scores and the BAT consists of 12 computer-administered tests that 
measure psychomotor skills as well as a variety of cognitive abilities, perceptual abilities, 
personality and attitudinal characteristics. Three regression models were evaluated against UPT 
final outcome and ATRB recommendations: (1) Model I included AFOQT Pilot and Navigator-
Technical composite percentile scores along with the number of times the AFOQT was taken by 
the subject; (2) Model 11 included scores from the BAT subtests; and (3) Model III combined 
the first two models. Results showed that Model I was significantly related to both UPT (R = .17, 
p < .01) and ATRB (R = .17, p < .05). Subjects who took the AFOQT only once were more 
likely to complete UPT successfully and to be recommended for follow-on training with fighter 
aircraft (FAR). The results for Model I1 showed that of the BAT tests, the two psychomotor 
skills tests demonstrated the strongest relationship to UPT (R = .26, p < .01), however, they were 
only marginally related to ATRB (R = .16, p < .10). The cognitive/perceptual abilities subtests 
were also significantly related to UPT and ATRB. For the personality/attitudinal subtests, results 
showed that those subjects who were more cautious on the test of self-confidence (Self-crediting 
Word Knowledge) and chose fewer high risk activities were more likely to complete UPT, but 
these tests were not related to ATRB. Finally, the results for Model III showed the strongest 
relationships to the criteria (UPT, R = .50, p < .01; ATRB, R = .44, p < .05), but some of the 
variables did not contribute at all. Thus, stepwise regression was used to develop a simpler 
model. The AFOQT scores were entered first, followed by the remaining 39 variables. The final 
model contained 11 variables from 8 different tests. These variables included the AFOQT, both 
psychomotor tests, 3 of the cognitive perceptual abilities tests (Encoding Speed, Item 
Recognition and Time Sharing) and 2 of the personality/attitudinal tests (S-CWK, AII) (R = .31, 
p < .01). The author recommends using AFOQT and BAT scores to both classify and select 
students for UPT and advanced flight training. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1990). Basic Attributes Test (BAT): A Preliminary Comparison Between 

Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) and Officer Training School (OCS) Pilot 
Candidates. Brooks AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 

 The Basic Attributes Test (BAT) battery is a set of computer-administered personnel tests 
designed to assess a broad range of attributes believed to be related to flying training 
performance. The original battery consisted of 15 tests that measured psychomotor coordination, 
cognitive and perceptual abilities, and personality and attitudinal characteristics. This report 
focuses on the development of interim score profiles for eight of the BAT tests for Reserve 
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) and Officer Training School (OTS) pilot candidates. 
Comparisons between the two groups indicate that although the OTS group consistently scored 
higher on the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) than did the ROTC group, the two 
groups scored very similarly on the BAT battery. A factor analysis was performed to provide 
insight into the ability domains assessed by the BAT battery. The six factors that emerged 
suggest that the eight tests are fairly independent. Finally, research regarding the utility of the 
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BAT battery for pilot selection and classification is reviewed briefly and suggestions are made 
regarding future development of the test battery. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1990). Cross-Validation of Experimental USAF Pilot Training Performance 

Models. Brooks AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 A series of studies have indicated that individual differences in hand-eye coordination, 
information processing ability, personality and attitudes are related to USAF pilot training 
performance. The current investigation was designed to cross-validate these results. Eight 
hundred eighty-five (885) USAF Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) students were divided 
randomly into two groups. Pilot selection models that used a combination of Air Force Officer 
Qualifying Test (AFOQT) and Basic Attributes Test (BAT) battery scores were developed 
independently for each group and then cross-validated with the other group. In the model 
development phase, subjects with good hand-eye coordination who made quick decisions were 
more likely to complete UPT successfully in both groups. Although there was some reduction in 
the validity coefficients in the crocs-validation phase, the selection models were related 
significantly to UPT final outcome in both groups. These results suggest that the AFOQT/BAT 
pilot selection models are sufficiently robust to be used as adjuncts to operational USAF pilot 
trainee selection procedures. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1991). Comparison of Experimental U.S. Air Force and Euro-NATO Pilot 

Candidate Selection Test Batteries. Brooks AFB, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
 Air Force personnel from several countries currently are evaluating computerized test 
batteries as an adjunct to current pilot candidate selection procedures. This paper describes and 
compares proposed U.S. Air Force (USAF) and Euro-NATO Aircrew Selection Working Group 
(ACSWG) pilot candidate selection test batteries. A validation strategy for the ACSWG test 
battery is described that focuses on test item analyses (e.g., evaluating internal consistency), 
evaluation of test scoring procedures, evaluation of test battery factor structure, and evaluation of 
test scores against training performance criteria. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1991). Short-term test-retest reliability of an experimental version of the BAT: 

AL Technical Report -1991-0001. 
  
Carretta, T. R. (1992). Predicting pilot training performance: Does the criterion make a 

difference? Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
 The purpose of this study was to examine different procedures for generating 
performance criteria in order to: (a) reflect the relative quality of USAF pilot candidates based on 
flying performance scores and academic grades; and (b) evaluate the utility of these criteria for 
improving the understanding of the relationship between selection test scores and training 
performance. Seven hundred fifty-five USAF students between the ages of 21 and 31 years old 
who were completing Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) participated. Each subject had been 
administered the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) and the Basic Attributes Test 
(BAT) prior to entry into UPT (subjects had already been chosen, in part, on the basis of their 
AFOQT scores). The AFOQT battery consists of 16 subtests that assessed 5 ability domains: 
verbal, quantitative, spatial, perceptual speed and aircrew interests/aptitude. Fourteen of the 16 
subtests were used to compute the Pilot and Navigator-Technical composite scores used in the 
selection of pilot candidates. The BAT consists of 8 computerized tests that assessed individual 
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differences in psychomotor coordination (rotary pursuit, stick and rudder, compensatory 
tracking), information processing ability (reasoning, spatial transformation, short-term memory, 
perceptual speed), personality (self-confidence) and attitudes toward risk-taking. A variety of 
performance criteria were examined: (1) UPT final outcome (pass/fail); (2) academic grades; (3) 
daily flying grades; (4) check flight grades; and (5) number of flying hours. The Air Training 
Command (ATC) uses a weighted evaluation score based on three phases: Phase I (academic), 
Phase II (T-37, flying performance grades), and Phase III (T-38, flying performance grades). 
Several different equations were developed each dealing with the eliminees in a different way. 
Generally speaking, the rankling of the candidates was nearly identical for equations based on all 
of the criteria. For pilot training candidates, the criterion used did not make a difference as to 
who would have been selected. Additionally, alternative criteria demonstrated little utility for 
understanding the relationship between preselection personnel test scores and training 
performance. However, the rankings generated from the weighted evaluation scores were shown 
to be closely related to advanced training recommendations (fighter vs. nonfighter aircraft). 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1992). Recent developments in U.S. Air Force pilot selection and classification. 

Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 63(12), 1112-1114.  
 This article discusses the implementation of a new system for classifying pilots. At the 
time this article was written, Air Force pilots were selected using a positively weighted 
composite of the following measures: the AFOQT pilot composite, composite psychomotor 
response speed scores from Mental Rotation (spatial transformation) and Item Recognition 
(short-term memory), tracking difficulty from Time Sharing, response speed and response choice 
from Activities Interest Inventory (attitudes toward risk) and previous flying experience. The Air 
Force had proposed to implement the Pilot Selection and Classification System (PSACS) which 
would change the process by which pilot candidates are selected and classified. The first plan 
was to replace Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) with Specialized Undergraduate Pilot 
Training (SUPT), which would classify pilot candidates into one of four major weapon systems 
categories (bomber, fighter, tanker or transport aircraft) using the AFOQT and the BAT. This 
plan was revised and classification into SUPT was to occur at the completion of T-37 training 
and be based on T-37 flying and academic performance, pilot candidate preferences and aircraft 
availability. The new plan included the Pilot Candidate Selection Method (PCSM), which 
includes the Pilot and Navigator-Technical AFOQT composites, BAT psychomotor scores, 
biographical information, information processing and personality measures. In a sample of 1,112 
U.S. Air Force UPT students, the regression of these scores onto UPT final outcome (pass/fail) 
was .31. The author described this as a significant improvement in operational suitability. This 
system was scheduled to be operationally implemented by 1992. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1992). Short-term retest reliability of an experimental U.S. Air Force pilot 

candidate selection test battery. International Journal of Aviation Psychology, 2(3), 161-
173.  

 Two hundred forty-seven U.S. Air Force pilot candidates commissioned through the Air 
Force Reserve Officer Training Corps were tested on an experimental form of the Basic 
Attributes Test (BAT) battery twice on consecutive days at the beginning of a flight screening 
program. The purpose of this study was to examine the short-term retest reliability of the BAT 
battery. There was a moderate correlation between subjects' first and second administration test 
composites (Pearson r = .56, Spearman r = .55). The magnitude of the retest correlations may 
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have been underestimated due to reduced test length and preselection of subjects on operational 
selection instruments. Implications for an operational retest policy and for a planned 
measurement and metric equivalency study are discussed. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (1992). Understanding the relations between selection factors and pilot training 

performance:  Does the criterion make a difference? International Journal of Aviation 
Psychology, 2, 95-106.  

  
Carretta, T. R. (1995). What is Measured and What is Predictive in USAF Pilot Selection Tests? 

Paper presented at the 37th Annual International Military Testing Association 
Conference, Toronto, ON, Canada.  

  
Carretta, T. R. (1996). Air Force Officer Qualifying Test Retest Performance. Paper presented at 

the 38th Annual International Military Testing Association Conference, San Antonio, 
TX.  

 The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) is a multiple aptitude battery used to 
select applicants for U. S. Air Force (USAF) officer commissioning programs and to classify 
commissioned officers into aircrew training programs. Its factor structure has been studied 
(Carretta & Ree, 1996), it has been validated for pilot and navigator training (Arth, Steuck, 
Sorrentino, & Burke, 1990; Carretta & Ree, 1995a; Olea & Ree, 1994), and group differences 
have been examined (Carretta, in press; Carretta & Ree, 1995b; Roberts & Skinner, 1995). 
Current Air Force policy allows applicants to test twice on the AFOQT (one retest). The 
minimum retest interval is six months, but a retest may occur after several years. Additional 
retests can be and are granted, but require a waiver. Only the latest scores are reported to officer 
and aircrew selection boards and the boards are not informed whether the score is a retest. 
Although the current form (or its equivalent) of the AFOQT has been in use since 198 1, little 
research has been done to examine its retest characteristics (i.e., score changes, reliability, 
validity). Arth (1986) examined score changes and retest reliability for the operational 
composites in a sample of 2,246 USAF officer applicants. He observed that retesters‘ first-test 
scores were lower than those who tested only once. Arth also observed score gains for all 
composites and retest reliabilities between .775 and .880. However, he did not examine score 
changes or retest reliability for the 16 AFOQT tests, nor did he examine the predictive validity of 
first versus retest scores for pilot trainees. The purpose of this study was to examine retest mean 
score performance and retest reliability on the AFOQT composites and tests and to evaluate 
alternative methods for handling retest scores. Estimating the stability of test performance over 
time is important because it establishes an upper limit on the amount of agreement that can be 
expected on a retest and may provide insight about the interpretation of retest scores relative to 
first-test scores. Examining the predictiveness of first and retest scores may help to inform policy 
in the use of retest scores for pilot selection. 
 
Carretta, T. R., Perry, D.C. and Ree, M.J. (1996). Prediction of situational awareness in F-15 

pilots. International Journal of Aviation Psychology, 6(1), 12-41.  
  
Carretta, T. R. (1996). Preliminary validation of several US Air Force computer-based cognitive 

pilot selection tests. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
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Carretta, T. R. (1997). Group differences on U.S. Air Force pilot selection tests. Brooks Air 
Force Base, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R. (1997). Group differences on US Air Force Pilot Selection Tests. International 

Journal of Selection and Assessment, 5(2), 115-127.  
  
Carretta, T. R. (1997). Male-female performance on U.S. Air Force pilot selection tests. 

Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 68(9), 818-823.  
 Summarizes several studies of sex-differences in responses on Air Force pilot selection 
tests and in training performance. Reviews the predictive utilities of selection instruments and 
their ability structures and contribution of flying knowledge to training performance. 
Confirmatory factor analyses indicate that the same factors are measured for both sexes, although 
scores may be different. No evidence of predictive bias was found.  
 
Carretta, T. R. (2000). U.S. Air Force pilot selection and training methods. Aviation, Space, and 

Environmental Medicine, 71(9), 950-956.  
 Changes in U.S. Air Force (USAF) pilot selection and training procedures have occurred 
in the last 5 years, including utilization of computer-based testing techniques to measure pilot 
aptitude. Training procedures have changed to provide more specialized training earlier in the 
training cycle. A recent study suggests that the information derived from testing is often ignored 
by pilot candidate selection boards. The largest sources of USAF pilot trainees rely  on measures 
of officership for selection decisions. USAF pilot selection decisions could be improved by 
making better use of personnel attribute data. Further improvements could be gained from a 
structured selection interview and measures of personality. 
 
Carretta, T. R. (2000). U.S. Air Force Pilot Selection and Training Methods. Wright-Patterson 

Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Research Laboratories. 
  
Carretta, T. R. (2002). Common military pilot selection practices. Gateway, XIII(1), 1-4.  
  
Carretta, T. R. (2005). Development and Validation of the Test of Basic Aviation Skills (TBAS). 
 In 1993, the Pilot Candidate Selection Method (PCSM) was operationally implemented 
as an adjunct to US Air Force pilot training selection methods. PCSM combined the Air Force 
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) Pilot composite scores from the Basic Attributes Test (BAT) 
and a measure of prior flying experience in a regression-weighted pilot aptitude composite. Since 
1993, neither the BAT hardware nor software have been updated. As with all aptitude tests, it is 
desirable to update test content at regular intervals to keep it current and avoid potential 
problems such as test compromise. In the case of computer-based tests such as the BAT, it is also 
desirable to update test hardware and software to avoid problems associated with normal wear to 
the system (e.g., calibration of the control sticks, functioning of input devices) and to take 
advantage of advances in computer hardware and software. The Test of Basic Aviation Skills 
(TBAS) was developed as a candidates BAT replacement test in the PCSM equation. The 
purpose of this report is to document the TBAS development process and report results of a 
study of its validity and incremental validity versus measures of pilot training performance when 
used with other operational measures of pilot aptitude (i.e., AFOQT), prior flying experience).  
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Carretta, T. R. (2006). Evaluation  of Adverse Impact for US Air Force Officer and Aircrew 
Selection Tests. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH: Air Force Research Laboratory. 

 Adverse impact issues have posed a challenge to military personnel selection. The 
purpose of the current study was to examine group differences in performance on tests used to 
qualify applicants for US Air Force officer commissioning and aircrew training programs. In 
particular, the impact of raising minimum qualifying scores on selection ratios for majority and 
minority groups was examined. Results indicated that strict application of the current minimum 
qualifying standards, along with top-down selection of qualified applicants, would lead to 
adverse impact for females and racial/ethnic minorities for both officer commissioning and 
aircrew training programs. Future test development should focus on the identification of tests 
that preserve the predictive validity of USAF personnel selection tests while minimizing 
subgroup differences. Reduction of adverse impact across all subgroups is a challenging issue. 
Sometimes changes in test content or the addition of a new test may reduce adverse impact for 
one subgroup but worsen it for another. Setting low minimum qualifying scores allows a greater 
range of applicants to be considered for training or job opportunities, but may adversely affect 
organizational performance (i.e., increase training requirements, reduce job performance). 
Minimum qualifying scores should be based on empirical research (e.g., job analysis) identifying 
the ability requirements for successful performance of the jobs being targeted. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Doub, T. W. (1998). Group differences in the role of g and prior job 

knowledge in the acquisition of subsequent job knowledge. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: 
Air Force Research Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R., & King, R. E. (2008). Improved military air traffic controller selection methods 

as measured by subsequent training performance. Aviation, Space, and Environmental 
Medicine, 79(1), 36-43.  

 INTRODUCTION: Over the past decade, the U.S. military has conducted several studies 
to evaluate determinants of enlisted air traffic controller (ATC) performance. Research has 
focused on validation of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) and has 
shown it to be a good predictor of training performance. Despite this, enlisted ATC training and 
post-training attrition is higher than desirable, prompting interest in alternate selection methods 
to augment current procedures. The current study examined the utility of the FAA Air Traffic 
Selection and Training (AT-SAT) battery for incrementing the predictiveness of the ASVAB 
versus several enlisted ATC training criteria. METHOD: Subjects were 448 USAF enlisted ATC 
students who were administered the ASVAB and FAA AT-SAT subtests and subsequently 
graduated or were eliminated from apprentice-level training. Training criteria were a 
dichotomous graduation/elimination training score, average ATC fundamentals course score, and 
FAA certified tower operator test score. RESULTS: Results confirmed the predictive validity of 
the ASVAB and showed that one of the AT-SAT subtests resembling a low-fidelity ATC work 
sample significantly improved prediction of training performance beyond the ASVAB alone. 
DISCUSSION: Results suggested training attrition could be reduced by raising the current 
ASVAB minimum qualifying score. However, this approach may make it difficult to identify 
sufficient numbers of trainees and lead to adverse impact. Although the AT-SAT ATC work 
sample subtest showed incremental validity to the ASVAB, its length (95 min) may be 
problematic in operational testing. Recommendations are made for additional studies to address 
issues affecting operational implementation. 
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Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1993). Basic Attributes Test (BAT): Operational pre-

implementation analysis and score equating. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Armstrong 
Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1993). Basic Attributes Test (BAT): Psychometric equating of a 

computer-based test. International Journal of Aviation Psychology, 3, 189-201.  
  
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1993). Pilot Candidate Selection Method (PCSM): What  Makes It 

Work? Brooks AFB, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
 A sample of 678 Air Force pilot training candidates were tested with a paper-and pencil 
aptitude battery and computer-administered tests of psychomotor skills, information processing, 
and attitude toward risk. A self report of flying experience was also collected. These data were 
used in regression analyses to determine which variables provided the best prediction of two 
flying criteria, passing-failing flying training and class ranking at the end of flying training. The 
paper-and-pencil tests were found to be the best predictors. The measures of flying experience, 
psychomotor skills, and altitude toward risk incremented the prediction of the criteria. 
Information processing was not found to be incremental to the other variables in the prediction of 
the criteria. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1993). Validity of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test for 

predicting pilot training performance. Paper presented at the 35th Annual Military 
Testing Association Conference, Williamsburg, VA.  

 The U.S. Air Force has used the same fundamental approach for the selection of pilots for 
over 35 years. Included among the selectors is the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) 
which is comprised of 16 tests. Although the AFOQT has been used for officer commissioning 
and aircrew selection since 1957, few studies have examined its validity for predicting pilot 
training performance since 1966. The current study validated the AFOQT tests for five pilot 
training criteria. Subjects were 7,563 men and women selected for pilot training on the basis of 
educational attainment, academic major, and AFOQT scores. Criterion variables included daily 
flying grades and check flight grades in subsonic and transonic aircraft, and overall academic 
performance in the 53 week pilot training course. The criteria showed low to moderate 
correlations with each other. Test validities were presented in range-restricted form and were 
corrected for multivariate range restriction. The Arithmetic Reasoning test was most predictive 
of academic success. The Aviation Information and Instrument Comprehension tests were most 
predictive of daily and check flights in the initial jet aircraft. The Scale Reading test was most 
predictive for daily and check flights in the advanced training aircraft. The average validity of 
the tests in the operational composite used to select pilots was found to be .19 and the average of 
the eight most valid tests for pilot selection was .21. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1994). Pilot-Candidate Selection Method: Sources of Validity. 

International Journal of Aviation Psychology, 4(2), 103-117.  
 Six hundred seventy-eight Air Force pilot training candidates were tested with a paper-
and-pencil aptitude battery and computer-administered tests of psychomotor skills, information 
processing, and attitude toward risk. A self-report of flying experience was also collected. These 
data were used in regression analyses to determine which variables provided the best prediction 
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of two flying criteria: pass-fail flying training, and class rank at the end of flying training. The 
paper-and-pencil tests were found to be the best predictors. The measures of flying experience, 
psychomotor skills, and attitude toward risk incremented the prediction of the criteria above the 
prediction provided by the paper-and-pencil tests by 23%. Computer-administered information-
processing measures were not found to be incremental to the other variables in the prediction of 
the criteria.  
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1995). Air force officer qualifying test validity for predicting pilot 

training performance. Journal of Business and Psychology, 9(4), 379-388.  
 The AFOQT was validated for the prediction of pilot training criteria. Subjects were 
7,563 men and women selected for pilot training on the basis of educational attainment and 
AFOQT scores. Criterion variables included daily flight training grades, check flight grades in 
subsonic and transonic aircraft, and overall academic performance in the 53 week pilot training 
course. Test validities were presented as observed, corrected for multivariate range restriction, 
and corrected for multivariate range restriction and unreliability. The Aviation Information and 
Instrument Comprehension tests, measures of job knowledge, were most predictive of daily and 
check flights in the initial subsonic jet aircraft. This reflects the relative greater importance of 
prior job knowledge early in training. The Scale Reading test, a measure of perceptual speed, 
was most predictive for daily and check flights in the advanced transonic training aircraft. The 
Arithmetic Reasoning test, a good measure of general cognitive ability, was most predictive of 
aeronautics in ground school. The development of an improved pilot selection composite is 
suggested by the results of the validity analyses. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1996). Factor structure of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test: 

Analysis and Comparison. Military Psychology, 8(1), 29-42.  
 The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) is used to qualify men and women for 
commissions in the Air Force, classify them for pilot and navigator jobs, and award Reserve 
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) scholarships. Despite more than three decades of use, little 
published literature exists outside of Air Force technical reports, which do not receive wide 
distribution. One of the most important details about a test battery is which factors it measures. 
To determine this, several factor models were tested with structural equations. Most of the 
models were hierarchical with general cognitive ability (g) as the highest factor. A model with 
hierarchical g and the five lower order factors of verbal, math, spatial, aircrew, and perceptual 
speed fit the data best. The factor structure of the AFOQT was compared to the factor structure 
of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), the enlistment qualification test 
battery. The AFOQT was found to contain a greater number of factors than did the ASVAB. 
Given the confirmed AFOQT factor structure, four methods of increasing its validity are 
proposed and discussed. These methods are increasing reliability of the tests, increasing the g 
saturation, adding job knowledge tests, and adding additional valid factors.  
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1996). US Air Force pilot selection tests: What is measured and 

what is predictive? Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 67(3), 279-283.  
  
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1997). The best retest is the average: Findings and implications. 

Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
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Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1997). Expanding the nexus of cognitive and pyschomotor 
abilities. International Journal of Selection and Assessment, 5(3), 149-157.  

 A study was conducted to expand the nexus of cognitive and psychomotor abilities. A 
cognitive aptitude battery and a psychomotor battery were administered to 429 military recruits. 
A confirmatory factor analysis yielded higher-order factors of general cognitive ability (g) and 
psychomotor/technical knowledge (PM/TK). PM/TK was interpreted as Vernon's (1969) 
practical factor (k:m). In the joint analysis of these batteries, g and PM/TK each accounted for 
about 31% of the common variance. No residualized lower-order factor accounted for more than 
7% PM/TK influenced a broad range of lower-order psychomotor factors. The first practical 
implication of these findings is that psychomotor tests are expected to be at least generally 
interchangeable. A second implication is that the incremental validity of psychomotor tests 
beyond cognitive tests is expected to be small. These findings should help guide test developers 
and inform personnel selecting agencies regarding the expected utility of psychomotor tests. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1997). Factor Structures of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test: 

Analysis and Comparison. Brooks AFB, TX: United States Air Force Research 
Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1997). Male and female causal models of pilot skill acquisition: A 

preliminary evaluation. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
  
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1997). Negligible sex differences in the relation of cognitive and 

psychomotor abilities. Personality and Individual Differences, 22(2), 165-172.  
 Comparisons of cognitive and psychomotor aptitude factor structure were made for 
samples of men and women. The factor model was previously confirmed. It included two higher-
order factors representing general cognitive ability (g) and psychomotor/technical knowledge 
(PM/TK) as well as 10 lower-order cognitive and psychomotor factors. All cognitive and 
psychomotor tests contributed to the factor representing g. The PM/TK factor was interpreted as 
representing Vernon's (1969) practical factor (km). The model showed acceptable fit for both 
sexes. The proportion of total and common variance accounted for by the higher-order factors 
and lower-order factors were similar for men and women. Confirmatory factor techniques that 
imposed statistical constraints tested if the factor loadings were the same for both groups. 
Although some of the differences in loadings were statistically significant, they were small in 
magnitude (0.05 or less). The most notable differences occurred for the loadings of two technical 
knowledge tests on g and for a single psychomotor tests on PM/TK. All three tests had higher 
loadings for men than for women. Correlations between factor loadings for men and women 
approached r = I.P. These results are consistent with previous research supporting the near 
identity of ability structure for men and women. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1998). Factor structure of the Air Force Qualifying Test: Analysis 

and comparison. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: United States Air Force Research 
Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (1999). Pitfalls of ability research in aviation psychology. Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, TX: U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory. 
 Ability research in aviation psychology can be fraught with pitfalls that lead to 
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inappropriate conclusions . We identify several issues that lead to potential misinterpretation of 
results and suggest corrective solutions . These issues include lack of construct validity of the 
measures, misinterpretation of correlations and regression weights, lack of statistical power, 
failure to estimate cross-validation effects, and misinterpretation of factor analytic results. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Ree, M. J. (2000). Pilot Selection Methods. Wright-Patterson AFB, OH: 

United States Air Force Research Laboratory. 
  
Carretta, T. R., Ree, M. J., & Callister, J. D. (1999). Factor Structure of the Cogscreen-

Aeronautical Edition Test Battery. Brooks AFB, TX: United States Air Force Research 
Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R., Ree, M. J., Tsang, P. S., & Vidulich, M. A. (2003). Pilot selection methods. In P. 

S. Tsang & M. A. Vidulich (Eds.), Principles and Practice of Aviation Psychology. (pp. 
357-396). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 

  
Carretta, T. R., Retzlaff, P. D., Callister, J. D., & King, R. E. (1998). A comparison of two U.S. 

Air Force pilot aptitude tests. Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 69(10), 931-
935.  

 BACKGROUND: The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) and 
Multidimensional Aptitude Battery (MAB) were administered to 2233 U.S. Air Force pilot 
candidates to investigate the common sources of variance in those batteries. The AFOQT was 
operationally administered as part of the officer commissioning and aircrew selection testing 
requirement. The MAB is a clinical test battery and was administered to provide an intellectual 
baseline to assist clinicians when it becomes necessary to evaluate pilots with cognitive referral 
questions. RESULTS: A joint factor analysis of the AFOQT and MAB revealed that each battery 
had a hierarchical structure. The higher-order factor in the AFOQT previously had been 
identified as general cognitive ability (g). The intercorrelation between the higher-order factors 
from the batteries was 0.981, indicating that both measured g. Although both batteries measured 
g and included verbal, spatial, and perceptual speed tests, the AFOQT also included tests of 
aviation knowledge not found in the MAB. CONCLUSION: Additional studies are required to 
evaluate the utility of the AFOQT for clinical assessment and the MAB for officer and aircrew 
selection. 
 
Carretta, T. R., Retzlaff, P. D., & King, R. E. (1997). A tale of two test batteries: A comparison 

of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test and the Multidimensional Aptitude Battery. 
Mesa, AZ: Armstrong Laboratory. 

  
Carretta, T. R., Rodgers, M. N., & Hansen, I. (1993). The Identification of Ability Requirements 

and Selection Instruments for Fighter Pilot Training. Brooks AFB, TX: Armstrong 
Laboratory. 

 Forty-three experienced fighter pilots from Canada, Norway, and the United States 
served as subject matter experts (SMEs) in an effort to determine the relative importance of 27 
personnel characteristics for fighter pilot performance. Inter-rater reliability estimates indicated 
an acceptable level of agreement for SMEs within each country and between pairs of countries 
regarding the relative importance of the 27 characteristics. Because there was sufficient 
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agreement among SMEs from the three countries, the average ranking of the 27 characteristics 
was calculated. Based on these results, aviation psychologists from Canada, Denmark, the 
Netherlands, Norway, United Kingdom, and the United States reviewed selection instruments 
currently in use in NATO member countries, to identify the most promising selection 
instruments for inclusion in a computer-based fighter pilot test battery. Their recommendations 
are summarized in the paper. 
 
Carretta, T. R., & Siem, F. M. (1988). Personality, Attitudes, and Pilot Training Performance: 

Final Analysis. Brooks AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
  
Carretta, T. R., Siem, F. M., & Kantor, J. E. (????). Selection and classification of Air Force 

pilot candidates. 
   
Carretta, T. R., & Walters, L. C. (1991). The Development of Behaviorally Anchored Rating 

Scales (BARS) for Evaluating USAF Pilot Training Performance. . Brooks Air Force 
Base, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 

 The purpose of this study was to develop Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS) 
which could be used by instructor pilots (IPs) to evaluate their students on eight personality 
characteristics considered important to flying fighter-type aircraft. IPs generated behavioral 
examples which reflected good, average, and poor job behaviors for each personality dimension. 
These job behaviors were randomized and presented to another group of IPs who tried to match 
each behavior with the personality characteristic it best represented. The IPs demonstrated 
sufficient agreement to develop BARS for four of the eight personality characteristics 
(achievement motivation, assertiveness, cooperativeness, and stress tolerance). The behavioral 
examples generated for the retained personality characteristics were evaluated for their use as 
scale anchor points. Several uses of BARS in the flying training environment were discussed. 
 
Carretta, T. R., Walters, L. C., & Siem, F. M. (1991). Personality assessment in proposed USAF 

pilot selection and classification systems. Paper presented at the 6th International 
Symposium on Aviation Psychology, Columbus, OH.  

 These authors note that since 1955 the United States Air Force (USAF) has employed 
essentially the same basic approach to selecting pilot candidates. This paper describes proposed 
changes to this selection process. The two major changes in the system were: (1) converting from 
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processes (e.g., code, transform, match) to perform spatial test items. If these models are correct, 
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 The paper examines the feasibility of improving the assessment of motivation among 
potential officer candidates at the Regular Commissions Board (RCB). There are three central 
issues: why do those deemed suitable for officer entry decide to leave voluntarily what can be 
done to predict voluntary wastage what other interventions are open to the organisation to 
influence the pattern of withdrawal? The reasons that underlie this problem are complex, 
however, recognising what influences the motivation of potential officers is central to improving 
the overall selection and training system. Given the complexity of the problem, the current report 
has been based on an extensive and detailed investigation of available research and has used a 
number of approaches to study the problem. Currently, a significant number of candidates 
withdrew from the selection process between RCB Briefing and the RCB and between RCB and 
entry to the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (RMAS). Additionally, between 10-12% of 
RMAS main course cadets voluntarily withdrew from training (VWFT). Voluntary wastage is 
likely to become an increasing problem in the light of demographic trends, increasing recruiting 
targets and limits on recruiting resources. Considerable value exists in developing measures 
specifically designed to predict voluntary withdrawal. The study comprised an examination of 
exit reports and a large scale survey of 605 officer cadets. The analysis of training records was 
undertaken to examine reasons for VWFT amongst young officer cadets. The survey was 
targeted at various cross-sections of RMAS cadets. The survey aimed to explore a wide range of 
theoretical issues of potential value in predicting VWFT. The questionnaire also provided the 
opportunity to trial a number of potential personality measures (the Trait-Self Description (T-
SD) inventory and the Locus of Control and Self efficiency scale). The results of this study 
strongly reflect the importance of realistic knowledge and expectations about initial officer 
training among Army applicants and the role of personality in adapting to the demands of 
Sandhurst life. VWFT appears to be less influenced by standard recruiting practices (e.g. 
advertising, familiarisation visits, recruiting officers etc.), or by provision of Sponsorship or 
other career opportunities at the point of selection. There is, however, a very clear relationship 
between expectations being met and the considering of withdrawal. The report supports the 
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‗social fit‘ with other cadets Poorer understanding of their performance during training Poorer 
levels of commitment All these characteristics were found to predict expressed thoughts of 
voluntary withdrawal. The impact of training feedback and counselling is also likely to be of 
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 BACKGROUND: This study examines the aeromedical outcomes of aviation personnel 
with asymptomatic cholelithiasis or those treated successfully with conventional (open) 
cholecystectomy (CC), laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC), or extracorporeal shock wave 
lithotripsy (ESWL) for previous symptomatic cholecystitis. METHODS: The Biomedical 
Database of the Naval Aerospace Medical Institute was searched for waiver requests for 
asymptomatic gallstones, acute cholecystitis, and cholecystectomy. Microfiche records were then 
reviewed. The rates of development of symptomatic disease and need for cholecystectomy or 
ESWL were noted in aircrew granted waivers for asymptomatic cholelithiasis. The aeromedical 
outcomes of aircrew who underwent treatment for symptomatic disease by cholecystectomy (CC 
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military reconnaissance balloon flights. On his second flight, he survived a class "A" aviation 
mishap. This article discusses the probable contributing mishap factors stemming from the lack 
of an effective aviation medicine program with appropriate flight surgeon input and 
participation. Physical standards, flying duty medical examinations, the Acceptability Rating for 
Military Aeronautics (ARMA), crew rest regulations, unit safety programs, physiological 
training, aviation life support equipment (ALSE), night vision training, survival training, and 
aircraft accident investigation are explored. 
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 This study examined cultural differences on several general aptitude and personality 
measures. The author notes that the international standardization of psychological selection tests, 
although very critical, can only be achieved if the selection methods employed are culturally fair. 
This study resulted from an attempt to develop norms for an English version of a psychological 
test battery, specifically focusing on two aspects of culture fairness: nationality and language 
differences. Subjects were scientists (15 women and 82 men) working in a variety of areas (e.g., 
Physics, Astronomy) in several different countries. The aptitude tests in this battery were 
presented in either a paper-and-pencil format or as apparatus tests, and were typical of most 
aptitude batteries (e-g., the battery measured attention, memory, psychomotor function, etc.). The 
personality inventory was the Temperament Structure Scales, which consists of 11 scales: 
motivation, emotional stability, rigidity, extroversion, aggressiveness, vitality, dominance, 
empathy, spoiltness, mobility and openness. In addition, the State Trait Anxiety Inventory and 
the Fear Survey Schedule (which measures phobic behavior and generalized anxiety) were 
administered. The results showed that there were significant differences in average scores 
obtained across nationalities (Northern Europe vs. Southern Europe) for scales from the FSS, the 
STAI, and for the openness scale of the TSS. An analysis of covariance revealed that there was a 
strong effect for knowledge of English and that nationality alone had only a negligible effect. 
The author discusses the implications of culturally biased tests for selecting aviation personnel. 
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 European participation in the Space Station Freedom brought about new challenges for 
the psychological selection of astronaut candidates, particularly in respect to specific demands of 
long duration space flights. For this reason existing selection criteria and methods were 
reassessed. On these grounds a study was undertaken applying a unique composition of aptitude 
tests to a group of 97 ESA scientists and engineers who are highly comparable to the expected 
astronaut applicants with respect to age and education. The tests assessed operational aptitudes 
such as logical reasoning, memory function, perception, spatial orientation, attention, 
psychomotor function, and multiple task capacity. The study goals were: 1) Verification of 
psychometric qualities and applicability of tests in a normative group; 2) Search for culture-fair 
tests by which multi-national groups can be examined; 3) Identification of test methods which 
consider general and special operational demands of long duration space flights. Based on the 
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empirical findings a test battery was arranged for use in the selection of ESA astronaut 
applicants. Results showed that 16 out of the 18 employed tests have good psychometric 
qualities and differentiate reliably in the special group of testees. The meta structure of the test 
battery as described by a factorial analysis is presented. Applicability of tests was generally high. 
Tests were culture-fair, however, a relation between English language skills and test results was 
identified. Since most item material was language-free, this was explained with the importance 
of English language skills for the understanding of test instructions. Solutions to this effect are 
suggested. 
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 In the summer of 1991, the European Space Agency (ESA) performed its second 
selection campaign since 1977 in order to find 10 astronaut candidates (laboratory specialists and 
space plane specialists). An integral part of this selection process was the psychological 
evaluation, according to the principles laid down in the study report "Definition of Psychological 
Testing of Astronaut Candidates." After national preselection, 59 applicants underwent the 
psychological evaluation, which consisted of the assessment of operational aptitudes (basic 
cognitive and psychomotor functions) and personality traits (motivation, social capability, stress 
resistance). The test program included a diverse number of tests, questionnaires, behavioral 
ratings, biographical data, and semi-structured interviews. About 50 scores were available for 
each subject. A comparison of the test scores with the original normative data, culture-fairness of 
the psychological selection, and discriminant functions analyzing the assessment decisions will 
be presented and discussed. 
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 The objective of this project was to develop a methodology for predicting the selection 
scores for pilot and navigator candidates from three different commissioning sources and from 
active duty officer candidates. Each year the U.S. Air Force commissions officers from the US 
Air Force Academy (USAFA), Officer Training School (OTS), and Reserve Officer Training 
Corps (ROTC) detachments at major universities and colleges. From these officers, each 
commissioning source selects a number of candidates to be sent to pilot and navigator training. 
The USAFA convenes a board of commissioned officers to screen the records of all graduates 
who apply for this training and rank orders these candidates using a pilot and navigator board 
score. The OTS graduates who apply for this training are screened by an Air Force board to rank 
order candidates for selection. The ROTC candidates are rank ordered using a computer model. 
In addition, the these three sources, a fourth source of pilot and navigator candidates is a board 
which is convened by the Air Force Personnel Center (AFPC) to screen records of previously 
commissioned officers who have applied to be considered for future training slots. Each of these 
candidate selection sources were analyzed using the Policy Capturing methodology to attempt to 
predict the board scores for the USAFA, OTS, and AFPC selection boards. In addition, sources 
of bias in this selection process, such as sex and race, were investigated. 
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1996. 
 This advisory circular (AC) provides information and standard forms, but not the only 
forms, that may be used to comply with some of the provisions of the Pilot Records 
Improvement Act of 1996 (PRIA), which is contained in Title V of Public Law 104-264,     110 
Stat. 3259 (1996). The statute requires air carriers, prior to hiring an individual as a pilot, to 
request and receive: from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), certain records pertaining 
to the individual concerning pilot certificates, associated ratings, medical certificates, and 
summaries of legal enforcement actions; from other air carriers or other persons for whom the 
individual may have been employed in the past 5-year period, certain records pertaining to 
training, competency, disciplinary actions, and/or terminations or other causes for separation 
concerning the prior employee; and from the National Driver Register pertinent records 
concerning the motor vehicle driving record of the individual being considered for hiring. Note 
that this new statutory requirement only applies to those operators that have or are required to 
have an air carrier certificate. Further, air carriers that also conduct intrastate operations under 
Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) parts 121 or 135 are required to comply 
with the new requirements. 
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 The development of a simulator-based selection system for the German army Aviation 
will be described. The task VIRS to use ordinary Uii-1 D simulators without any modification in 
soft- or hardware. Testing procedures had to be as simple as possible so as to make it possible for 
every instructor-pilot to run a subject through the program by simple following written 
instructions. Performance measurement had to be unambiguous and practical. A four-days-one-
hour-per-day program was developed which leads flight naive subjects in 14 steps up to the 
handling of the simulator using pitch and stick while flying a complex maneuver (vertical-S) 
with all six degrees of simulator motion being active. Performance measurement is learning-
objective oriented and highly objective. 44 subjects have been tested so far. All-subjects were 
able to handle the simulator with motion system on. Results vary over a wide range. A high 
degreed standardization among instructor pilots has been achieved. The system is ready for 
operation. 
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Beach, AL.  

 In Germany, aviation psychology looks back on an impressing history which had its 
beginnings way back in 1916 as some mythical accounts would have it. Although it is untrue that 
the late "Red Baron" made the acquaintance of aviation  psychologists, it is certainly true to say 
that all German military pilots since the end of WW I have been confronted with aviation 
psychology in one way or another, if not with an actual aviation psychologist, then at least with 
aviation psychology methods and instruments. As a general rule, such instruments would include 
paper and pencil tests, and boxes with all kinds of levers, buttons, lights and bells. In the sphere 
of aviation, psychology was essentially synonymous with pilot candidate selection. Presumably 
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this is also true for other countries where aviation psychology is practiced. On the other hand, 
aviation psychologists were surprisingly hesitant in touching two other important areas of 
aviation, namely - pilot training - psychological support for aviators. 
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scores and success in air weapons controller training. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air 
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 This project investigated the relationship between Air Force Officer Qualifying Test 
(AFOQT ) composite scores and student performance in Air Force air weapons controller 
training. The purpose of this study was to examine the feasibility of using AFOQT scores as one 
of the selection criteria for entry to the air weapons controller field. A analysis of training 
performance data for 968 students showed a significant positive correlation between AFOQT 
Academic Aptitude composite scores and successful completion of training . Thus, a range of 
possible minimum cutoff scores on this composite was recommended as a selection criterion. 
Data concerning the appropriate cost of attrition rates ( Fiscal Year 1982 ) for the five air 
weapons controller training organization and the expected effects of establishing various 
minimum selection criteria were also presented . A separate data analysis of demographic 
factors, including age, and source of commission showed no consistent relationship between 
these variables and student performance that would be useful in establishing criteria based on 
these variables . The decision to use AFOQT scores as one of the selection criteria is now under 
management review at Air Force Headquarters. 
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 This article summarizes the work conducted by various government agencies to improve 
the selection of aviation cadets during the period around World War II. Three different predictors 
were tested using three different samples, each of whom joined the service under somewhat 
different circumstances (e.g., before or after the war). The first predictor was the Wonderlic 
Personnel Test (PT), which was later to become the Aviation Classification Test (ACT). It was a 
group-administered intelligence test (1 12 items) that tapped vocabulary, following directions, 
arithmetic reasoning, etc. The Mechanical Comprehension Test (MCT) was the second predictor 
and it is a 76-item test that measures knowledge of "barnyard physics." Finally, the Biographical 
Inventory (BI) was used, which has 150 items that measure background variables, interests, 
habits, preferences, etc. The BI and the MCT were later combined to form an overall Flight 
Aptitude Rating (FAR). This paper contains some of the first published validity data for these 
tests, which are still in use today (e.g., the BI and MCT). A variety of criteria were examined 
including training outcome (pass/fail) both for flight school and ground school, reason for failure 
in flight training and number of flight hours (although validities for number of flight hours are 
not reported). The validities for the PT were generally low across all three samples, although 
validities for predicting performance in ground school were moderately high (.20 to .3 1; sample 
sizes were very small; Ns ranged from 24-45). The validities of the MCT for predicting 
flight/ground school training were moderately high (ranging from -25 to .33 across the three 
samples). Finally, the BI did not predict ground school failures (or "Other Types of Failures") 
very well, but it did do a good job of predicting flight training failures (validities ranging from 
.29 to .34 across these samples). 
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 Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome poses a risk for tachyarrhythmias and sudden 
cardiac death. Most WPW studies have relatively limited numbers of subjects and brief follow-
up periods. METHODS: We reviewed records of 238 consecutive military aviators with WPW 
syndrome evaluated from 1955 to 1999. Follow-up was by questionnaires, telephone interviews, 
or death certificates. Events included sudden cardiac death and supraventricular tachycardia 
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(SVT) (by electrocardiographic [ECG] documentation or suggestive symptoms). RESULTS: The 
mean age was 34.3 years (range 17-56 years). Forty-two (42/238, 17.6%) had SVT (WPW 
syndrome) and 196 of 238 (82.4%) had the WPW ECG pattern only. The mean follow-up of 21.8 
years (range 2-41 years) was obtained on 228 of 238 (96%) for a total of 4906 patient-years. 
Sudden cardiac death occurred in 1 of 228, an incidence of 0.0002 per patient-year (95% 
confidence interval 0.0-0.001). SVT occurred in 47 of 228 (20.6%) or 0.01 per patient-year. One 
hundred eighty-seven (187/228, 82%) initially had the WPW ECG pattern only; 28 of 187 
(15.0%) reported SVT during follow-up. Forty-one (41/228, 18%) initially had WPW syndrome; 
19 of 41(46.3%) reported additional SVT during follow-up. CONCLUSION: Sudden cardiac 
death risk was low (0.02%/patient-year) in this WPW population. The SVT incidence was 1% 
per patient-year. Referral bias and some characteristics of the unique military aviator population 
may partly account for these low event rates. However, these results may be more applicable to 
unselected populations than are tertiary referral-based studies. 
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 During the past ten years the writer and various collaborators have been engaged in 
developing and utilizing a method that has been named the "critical incident technique." It is the 
purpose of this article to describe the development of this methodology, its fundamental 
principles, and its present status. In addition, the findings of a considerable number of studies 
making use of the critical incident technique will be briefly reviewed and certain possible further 
uses of the technique will be indicated. The critical incident technique consists of a set of 
procedures for collecting direct observations of human behavior in such a way as to facilitate 
their potential usefulness in solving practical problems and developing broad psychological 
principles. The critical incident technique outlines procedures for collecting observed incidents 
having special significance and meeting systematically defined  criteria. By an incident is meant 
any observable human activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences and 
predictions to be made about the person performing the act. To be critical, an incident must occur 
in a situation where the purpose or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observer and where 
its consequences are sufficiently definite to leave  little  doubt  concerning  its effects. Certainly 
in its broad outlines and basic approach the critical incident technique has very little which is 
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new about it. People have been making observations on other people for centuries. The work of 
many of the great writers of the past indicates that they were keen observers of their fellow men. 
Some of these writers must have relied on detailed notes made from their observations. Others 
may have had unusual abilities to reconstruct memory images in vivid detail. Some may have 
even made a series of relatively systematic observations on many instances of a particular type of 
behavior. Perhaps what is most conspicuously needed to supplement these activities is a set of 
procedures for analyzing and synthesizing such observations into a number of relationships that 
can be tested by making additional observations under more carefully controlled conditions. 
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 Scores obtained at eight different stages of practice on the Complex Coordination Test 
together with scores on 18 reference tests were subjected to a Thurstone Centroid Factor 
Analysis. Nine meaningful factors were identified in the experimental battery. The results 
indicated considerable, but systematic, changes in the factor structure of the Complex 
Coordination Test as practice on the task was continued. The test became less complex 
(factorially) as practice was continued. Moreover, there was a change in the nature of the factors 
contributing variance at early and later stages of practice. Implications of the findings are related 
to certain problems of learning theory, psychomotor test development, and criterion analysis.  
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 Assessing work requirements across the universe of job classifications represents a major 
problem confronting those responsible for personnel decisions. The dimensions on which work 
vary are numerous, insufficiently defined, and complicated by continuous automation and job 
redesign. In some cases, the establishment of dimensions, categories, or grouping of job 
requirements is an arbitrary process originating from practical necessity rather than from 
systematic empirical or then ethical rationale. It is clear that the absence of a complete taxonomic 
structure of human work classification reduces the effectiveness of personnel decisions regarding 
success of an individual worker within the demands of the job. 
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 The cognitive paper and pencil tests known as the Aircrew Aptitude Test Battery 
(AATB), currently being used for pilot and navigator selection at the CF Aircrew Selection 
Centre (CFASC), are becoming dated. These tests were developed to meet selection 
requirements during World War II (Ferguson & Sloan, 1954; Knoll, 1950; Noble & Manning, 
1948), later validated for Canadian use (Lockwood, 1965; McInnis, 1965), and more recently, 
psychometric characteristics were examined in James (1986). Though proving successful as an 
aircrew selection measure over the years, the tests are based on the traditional requirements of 
aircraft systems operating almost fifty years ago. There are a number of reasons for updating the 
current aircrew selection test battery. Contemporary aircraft have become increasingly 
sophisticated, with technological advances resulting in the automation of many functions 
previously performed by aircrew. However, the complexity of modern aircraft, which utilize 
advanced visual displays and computer technology, place significantly higher cognitive 
workload and information processing demands on aircrew. Furthermore, new testing methods 
have been introduced since the AATB was first used. It is desirable that these new 
methodologies be employed in the design and evaluation of the new tests. During the l970s, the 
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US Air Force Human Resources Laboratory developed and tested an experimental cognitive test 
battery designed to improve the selection of aircrew officers. The tests that showed promise as 
good predictors of pilot (Hunter & Thompson, 1.978) and navigator (Valentine, 1977) training 
performance were introduced at CFASC in early 1983 as the Experimental Aircrew Selection 
Battery (ASB-X). A French- language version of the ASB-X was developed and experimentally 
introduced at the CFASC in 1984. The ASB-X, comprised of eight multiple-choice tests, is 
administered to CFASC aircrew candidates as part of their regular selection processing.   
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 The Air Traffic Controller Aptitude Test (ATCAT) has been used since 1985 as an 
experimental Air Traffic Control ( ATC) selection measure. This paper presents the history , 
content and previous research on the ATCAT and related U.S. test on which the ATCAT is 
based. Item level data was gathered on 155 students and criterion data was obtained for 1.12 
students who completed the ATC course . As was expected from U.S. research , psychometric 
analysis revealed that the ATCAT is a highly speeded test with upwardly biased reliability 
measures . The test operates similarly for both anglophone and francophone groups. Validation 
analyses produced non-significant results for the anglophone and combined groups. The 
francophone correlation was unexpectedly significant; however, this was found to be due to the 
effects of the ATC Technical Vocabulary Course. It was recommended that the experimental use 
of the ATCAT he discontinued. A new ATC measure, the Terminal Option Controller Test 
(TOCT), has been identified and will be introduced as an experimental selection measure. 
Strategies to increase validation sample size will be explored. 
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 The Aircraft Landing (AL) test is a pilot selection device in which attempts are made at 
simulated approaches and landings of an aircraft on a runway until a criterion skill level is 
achieved. The test was designed with principles from the information processing model of skilled 
performance in mind, and two concepts from the model were tested: hierarchical mechanisms 
and feedback. Using Canadian Forces pilot trainees, validities up to 0.45 (n = 104, no previous 
flying experience) and 0.49 (n = 26, previous flying experience) were obtained against a criterion 
score based on flying tests at 7 and 12 h in a light aircraft. It was concluded that the practical 
utility of the test was highly satisfactory and that its validity could be increased by modifications. 
The pattern of results provided some support for the theoretical predictions from the information 
processing model, but methodological difficulties prevented a clear-cut interpretation. 
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Advantages of this approach over an abilities model are discussed. 
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 This is a review of the Martin Scorsese motion picture, The Aviator. This motion picture 
is a biographical treatment of Howard Hughes in the narrow time frame of 1928 to 1946. It 
emphasizes his developing psychological disorders along with his innovations in aviation. 
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 Measures of situation awareness (SA), or what operators know about their immediate 
situation, are reviewed. Three major approaches to SA assessment are considered: explicit, 
implicit, and subjective rating. Explicit measures require operators to self-report material in 
conscious memory. Implicit measures assess the influence of relevant events on subsequent task 
performance. Subjective ratings require operators to assign numerical values to the self-assessed 
quality of their SA. These three measurement approaches are evaluated in terms of their 
reliability and three kinds of validity: construct, content, and criterion. Several problems 
requiring further research are identified and discussed . In particular, reliability and content 
validity continue to present serious difficulties, some of which suggest that new approaches to 
SA measurement may still be needed. 
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 Both explicit and implicit measures of situation awareness (SA) were evaluated in a 
series of experiments in order to assess their reliability and two kinds of validity: criterion and 
construct. In all of the experiments, subjects performed a simulated combat task in which they 
had to monitor the positions of enemy, friendly, and neutral objects. In addition, subjects had to 
attack and defend themselves against enemy objects. A memory probe procedure was used to 
explicitly assess two components of SA: location and identity awareness. In addition, a signal 
detection analysis was used to provide an implicit measure of SA. Test-retest correlations 
indicated that the location awareness measure was much less reliable than the others. Criterion 
validity was evaluated by correlating the SA measures with probability of a kill in the combat 
task. Although the SA metrics seemed to be fairly good predictors of kill probability, the best 
predictor was a measure of behavioral workload. Predictions of multiple resource theory were 
used to evaluate construct validity. In particular, it was predicted that difficulty in maintaining 
identity awareness would not affect location awareness, and this prediction was largely 
supported. Nevertheless, other aspects of the data seemed to contradict current versions of 
multiple resource theory. 
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 The situation awareness (SA) and mental workload of 56 subjects were evaluated as they 
monitored one or more attributes of six objects moving systematically over a rectangular grid. 
Subjects were assigned to one of seven groups depending upon whether they were to monitor 
object locations (location task), object colors (color task), whether the objects flashed (flash 
task), or some combination of these three . Both task performance and subjective ratings were 
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used to assess subjects' awareness of the three object attributes. In addition, subjective ratings of 
mental workload were collected . All subjects performed the monitoring task under four different 
conditions formed from the factorial combination of 1) the probability that objects of a certain 
color would flash and 2) whether object colors remained consistent or changed during the course 
of a trial. The results pointed to the usefulness of both flash and color task performance as 
measures of SA. Subjects were very poor at the location task, suggesting either their location 
awareness was poor or the location task is not a good measure of that awareness . Subjective 
ratings proved useful but occasionally dissociated from task performance . One possibility is that 
subjective ratings reflect rational inferences b the subjects rather than the outcome of their 
introspections. 
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 This paper briefly describes the development and content of the 1992 revision of the 
Navy and Marine Corps Aviation Selection Test Battery (ASTB). The ASTB is the primary 
instrument for selecting personnel into the student naval aviator (pilot) and student naval flight 
officer (navigator) program for the U. S. Navy, U. S. Marine Corps, and the U. S. Coast Guard. 
The first Naval aviation selection test was implemented in 1942 with revisions occurring in 1953 
and 1971. Specifics of these early versions have been documented elsewhere (Griffin & 
Mosko,1977; North & Griffin, 1977; Baisden & Holcombe, 1991) and will not be addressed 
here. In 1984 a program was begun to revise the Naval aviation selection test. There were five 
primary reasons for initiating a new test: (1) changes in the demographics of the applicant 
population (e.g., an all volunteer force, educational curricula); (2) changes in Naval aviation 
training (e.g., increased use of simulators) and operational aircraft (e.g., glass cockpits); (3) 
possible compromises in the test since its revision 13 years earlier; (4) decreased predictive 
validity; and (5) changes in federal guidance regarding employee selection procedures. 
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 Situational Awareness (SA) is considered essential to safe and expert pilot performance. 
The computer-based WOMBATTM test provides a multi-tasking environment designed to assess 
a set of abilities thought to be important for the maintenance of SA in complex environments. 
There is some evidence to suggest that performance on this test is related to elite pilot 
performance. This paper reports the results of a study assessing the predictive validity of the test 
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with regard to the training performance of ab-initio pilot students. Performance measures 
included official Flight Test scores as well as the number of flight hours to criterion 
performance. An analysis of data provided by approximately 30 student pilots was undertaken. 
The results did not support the position that WOMBAT scores have predictive validity in relation 
to the employed criterion variables. However, situational awareness data derived from a 
subsequent simulator study did show the expected relationship. The results of these studies are 
discussed with respect to the theoretical and practical considerations pertaining to selection, 
training and performance. Consequent recommendations center around the alignment of 
selection, training and performance measures. It is argued that the use of detailed and explicit 
developmental markers can result in both a robust means of assessing predictive validity and 
increased efficiency and effectiveness of flight training.  
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article. The jet aviator group differed significantly from the EPPS General Adult Male norm 
group on all scales except Intraception. This group differed significantly from the EPPS College 
Male norm group on all scales except for Need for Achievement and Exhibition. The EPPS has 
also been given to several classes of student flight surgeons and, with a few conceptually 
meaningful exceptions, the pilots in this study tended to score similarly to the student flight 
surgeons. The differences were that the student flight surgeons scored higher on Nurturance and 
lower on Dominance. As compared to the general male population, the jet aviators scored higher 
on the Heterosexuality, Dominance, Change, Achievement and Exhibition scales and lower on 
the Nurturance, Abasement, Deference, Order and Succorance scales. 
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Garrad, M. (1997). Computer Aided Text Analysis in Pilot Selection: A Criterion Revisited. 

Paper presented at the 39th Annual International Military Testing Association 
Conference, Sydney, Australia.  

 One of the pivotal contributions of Military Psychology to improving military personnel 
selection has been the development and utilisation of structured, objective tests of ability and 
aptitude. In contradistinction to the cognitive domain, until recently there has been little success 
in the application of non-cognitive constructs to the selection of pilots. Researchers have 
suggested that less intrusive measures than those currently employed may be required to assess 
the ‗deeper‘ aspects of the non-cognitive domain, such as the ―dark side‖ of personality. In this 
paper, data from a study of a novel application of Computer Aided Text Analysis (CATA) to the 
selection of RAAF pilot trainees is further investigated. Given previous findings that suggest 
CATA has the potential to be a useful tool in pilot selection, this study elaborates reasons for 
pilot training failure beyond the bivariate pass/fail criterion previously employed. The use of a 
bivariate pass/fail criterion introduces the potential for attenuation of prediction given the 
possible inclusion of failures for cognitively based reasons. In this study, the training suspension 
reports (TSR‘s) were manually content analysed and ―failure themes‖ extracted. The TSR‘s were 
encoded and results subjected to a Principal Components Analysis to determine if a latent 
component structure could be observed. From the component structure matrix a number of scores 
were calculated for each applicant. Themes extracted from a 20 minute communication skills 
essay were then used to investigate subsequent pilot training performance. The results hold 
relevance for the use of CATA as a military selection tool, specifically for pilot and more 
generally as a means of assessing non-cognitive domains in personnel selection. 
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Griffin, G. R., Morrison, T. R., Amerson, T. L., & Hamilton, P. V. (1987). Predicting air combat 

maneuvering (ACM) performance: Fleet fighter readiness program grades as 
performance criteria. Naval Air Station Pensacola, FL: Naval Aeromedical Research 
Laboratory. 

 A difficult aspect of predicting fleet pilot performance is acquiring meaningful and 
reliable, inflight criteria. Without such criteria , performance assessment is both theoretically and 
realistically impossible. This study was an attempt to predict Air Combat Maneuvering ( ACM) 
performance using performance - based laboratory tests and to evaluate the VF-43 adversary 
squadron ' s grading of inflight ACM performance in the Fleet Fighter ACM Readiness Program 
at Naval Air Station Oceana . The purpose of the latter effort was to select convenient and 
reliable criteria for ACM performance assessment and use in the validation of the laboratory 
tests. In an initial evaluation (Study I ), F-4 pilots performed in Fleet Fighter ACM Readiness 
exercises and completed performance - based perceptual motor and multitask tests. Results 
indicated that dichotic listening test measures , obtained during multitask conditions, could be 
used to reliably predict ACM inflight criteria . Results of a larger sample of F-14 pilots ( Study 
II) indicated that an overall ACM grade (OAG) assigned by VF - 43 adversary personnel can be 
predicted reliably by an objective kill difference composite score and three subjective measures : 
situational awareness, mutual support , and energy management. These four measures accounted 
for 78 % of the variance with the OAG. A correlational analysis suggests that the VF-43 grading 
process is reliable and consistent. Additional results were obtained on the relation between the 
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory vision tests and ACM criteria ( Study III). 
Contrast sensitivity measures were significantly related to a mean time-to - first- kill measure. 
Visual acuity and accommodative flexibility measures were significantly related to the initial 
sighting (tally - ho) and visual identification (VID) of adversary aircraft on an instrumented 
range. Age and / or experience in ACM may be an important variable in relating vision tests to 
pilot performance. It is recommended that: (1) improved performance - based tests should be 
administered to a sample of Navy pilots performing in Fleet Fighter ACM Readiness Evaluations 
to replicate initial test results ; and (2) an overall ACM grade regression equation should be 
applied to a supplementary sample of pilots performing in Fleet Fighter ACM Readiness 
exercises to confirm the reliability and validity of the VF-43 adversary squadron' s grading 
process. 
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 Attrition in undergraduate naval aviation training represents a costly problem. An average 
of 25% of student naval aviators fails to complete training. This study reports an effort to 
develop automated single- and multiple-dichotic listening and psychomotor tasks, which have 
the potential to reduce aviator attrition through improved selection an may also be useful in 
initial pipeline classification. Statistical analysis of Study I, comparing a forward and backward 
series of automated dichotic listening (DLT) and psychomotor (PMT) tasks, indicated that a 
backward-direction orientation associated with the psychomotor tests resulted in increased 
difficulty for all PMT measures and two of three multitask DLT measures. The correlational 
estimates of test-retest reliability for the multitask DLT and PMT measures were adequate for 
both series of automated tasks but slightly higher (r - .80 DLT, r - .90 PMT) for the backward 
series. There were significant correlations between the DLT and PMT tasks, for each series of 
single- and multitask measures. The relation between such seemingly different tasks is difficult 
to understand since the DLT is an auditory cognitive processing task, and the PMT is an eye, 
hand, foot coordination task. However, the significant correlations were both smaller and fewer 
in number for the backward series of automated tests. Study II was a correlational evaluation 
between the new automated multitask measures and old nonautomated tasks with demonstrated 
validity for the prediction of primary flight performance. The correlations between 
corresponding tasks of the new automated and old nonautomated tasks averaged .60 for the DLT 
measures and .66 for the PMT tasks. The results of Study III indicated that certain automated 
DLT and PMT measures were significantly related to primary flight grades (PFG) in Navy flight 
training. For the backward series of tasks, all DLT and PMT measures were significantly 
correlated with PFG. However, only two DLT and two PMT measures of the forward series were 
significantly related to FFG. No significant correlations were found between the automated DLT 
and PMT tests and the pass/fail criterion. The absence of a suitable number of flight failure 
attritions was discussed as a possible reason for this result. A regression analysis for the 
backward series of test measures and primary flight training criteria indicated that a psychomotor 
stick and rudder measure and the FAR selection test were significantly related to PFG (R = .53, F 
(2,85) - 16.56, p < .000 1). There were no significant correlations between the automated DLT 
and PMT measures and prior flight hours. These results indicate that a series of automated DLT 
and PMT tasks are suitable replications of an older version of nonautomated tasks. The 
advantages of the automated tasks are that they require less administrative support and provide 
automatic scoring of performance. The backward series of automated tasks, which was correlated 
more strongly with criterion performance, should be administered to a large sample of student 
naval aviators to determine if the tests can account for additional variance in the prediction of 
flight training performance beyond that of current selection tests. 
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 Several studies have suggested the possibility of predicting operational performance in 
fleet aviation environments. This report concerns the use of an automated performance-based test 
battery, involving cognitive and psychomotor functioning, to predict the operational performance 
of fighter pilots. Two groups of pilots who were completing fleet replacement squadron (FRS) 
training for the F/A-18 were tested on this battery. The older and more experienced pilot group 
got higher FRS grades than did the other group; test performance between these two groups was 
not significantly different. Those few significant correlations found between the test measures 
and the FRS grades were illogically patterned and of insufficient quantity or strength to 
demonstrate any reliable predictive ability. This could have been due to the homogeneous nature 
of each of these subject groups in terms of piloting skills and abilities. Keywords: Pilot selection; 
Pipeline assignment; Psychomotor ability; Cognition; Dichotic listening; Multitask performance; 
Fleet aviation performance; Jet fighters; Flight training. (jg)  
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 Since 1947, the Navy has relied on the Aviation Qualification Test (AQT) of general 
ability and the Flight Aptitude Rating (FAR) -- a composite of mechanical comprehension, 
spatial aptitude, and biographical tests--to select naval aviators. While this selection system has 
served the Navy well, the failure rate of pilot selectees has remained consistently high (although 
certainly less than the attrition rate before using a selection test battery), averaging 20-25% over 
the last 20 years. The cost of these failures represents millions of Navy training dollars lost each 
year. As a result, researchers at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory have 
attempted repeatedly to improve selection test batteries. While previous efforts have failed, new 
research results appear to have the potential to improve our selection of pilots and naval flight 
officers. 
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 The purpose of this study was to develop empirical keys to predict a variety of training 
outcomes using the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB) and the Officer Biographical and 
Attitudinal Survey (OBAS). Subjects were 593 pilot candidates who entered pilot training 
through Officer Training School (OTS). (It is interesting to note that UPT trainees from OTS 
represented the largest percentage of eliminees.) The SVIB has 54 occupational keys and five 
supplemental keys. The OBAS is a 116-item inventory which contains a variety of background 
and attitudinal items. It also contains the importance-possibility scale, which measures the 
importance of certain career needs and how likely it is that those career needs can be met by the 
Air Force. The predictive utility of the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) score was 
also examined. Four criteria were used: total elimination (UPT pass/fail), Flying Deficiency 
Elimination (FLY), Self-Initiated Elimination (SIE) and Motivational Deficiency Elimination 
(SIEMOA). Regression analyses were conducted to examine the prediction obtained using the 
keys and the number of pilots correctly classified as passing or failing UPT using several 
different prediction models. The OBAS keys demonstrated significant cross-validity only for 
UPT pass/fail (R = .13, p < .05) and the FLY (R = .14, p < .05) criteria. Seventeen of the SVIB 
occupational scales demonstrated significant zero-order validities with UPT pass/fail resulting in 
a multiple correlation of .45 (not cross-validated). Three different models combining a variety of 
these predictors were tested. Model 1 consisted of the 17 SVIB scales, the four OBAS keys and 
the AFOQT (cross-validity = .14, p < .05). Model 2 consisted of just the 17 SVIB scales and the 
AFOQT (cross-validity = . 11l ns). Finally, Model 3 consisted of the four OBAS keys and the 
AFOQT (cross-validity = .14, p < .05). With respect to classification of pass or fail, Model 1 was 
the most efficient, resulting in an overall correct classification of 7 1 percent. The authors 
conclude that non-cognitive data have practical value in the selection of pilot trainees. 
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 Psychological diagnostics are often charged with predicting how well a person will 
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perform under LOAD in a precarious situation. It is all the more paradoxical that the data upon 
which such prognoses have traditionally been based are invariably won under neutral, if not to 
say sterile, conditions - a far cry from the actual situation under question. Sports and Traffic 
psychologists have undertaken to make amends for this shortcoming by simulating the real-life 
conditions in the laboratory. This strategy, however, has its price; for in so doing, the 
psychologist must make compromises in objectifying specific behavioral dimensions separately. 
As the laboratory simulation approximates the actual demands upon everyday performance for 
the behavior studied, the single, unique capability, dimensions become confounded, hopelessly 
intermingled. The effect is that prognoses regress to the range of chance. 
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 Rash as it may seem to draw any lesson as yet from the present war, in which the great 
Nordic race which embraces the dominant elements in all the belligerent nations is committing 
suicide, the following points, which can be only hinted at in my twenty minutes, seem to me 
worthy of consideration here. Mr. Hafner, through whom most of us receive our foreign 
periodicals, writes, "About one thousand French and German scientific publications have 
suspended as a result of the war, and about half of those that remain have been issued less 
frequently or in reduced size." They have also suffered in quality because so many collaborators 
doing the best work have been sent to the front, and many of them wounded or killed. About all 
the research being now carried on is in the medical field and in hospitals. Since April last 
practically all continental publications have been kept out of this country. This affects not only 
our journal clubs but cuts us off from the stimulus of European thought, so that we are now the 
only great country in the world where research can go on as before.  
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 A major focus of research in crew resource management (CRM) has been the association 
between personality and  effective small-group leadership. In addition, the airline industry 
attempts to assess personality and temperament by placing pilot candidates through a two or 
three stage interview process. In an ongoing effort at Auburn University to develop a 
comprehensive a Pilot Candidate Selection Model, the authors have studied the relationship 
between the professional pilot‘s approach toward people as resources to accomplish goals and 
perception of effective leader behavior. Christie and Geis‘ Mach V scale (as a construct of skill 
in small group leadership) and a modification of the Bernard Bass Leadership Questionnaire (as 
a construct of leader perception) were employed in the survey of 98 Air Force officers 31 of 
which were serving actively as rated pilots. Research indicates a significant relationship in 
success in leadership of small groups and the Mach V scores. Using the measurements of the 
modified Bass questionnaire and the Mach V inventory as predictor variables, the authors 
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derived a discriminant function identifying pilots with ninety percent accuracy. Results indicate 
the potential use of the Mach V and the Bass Leadership Questionnaire as supporting instruments 
in the screening of candidates for commercial pilot training. The authors recommend extending 
current research to Part 141 flight training centers to validate the potential of the Mach V and the 
Bass instruments in evaluating students applying for commercial pilot training.  
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Cognitive Approach. Paper presented at the 11th International Symposium on Aviation 
Psychology, Columbus, OH.  

 The purpose of this study was to re-explore possible factors that influenced the subjects‘ 
visual-spatial information processing as they took mental rotation tests. Two types of mental 
rotation tests were designed to measure subjects‘ visual-spatial abilities. One type of mental 
rotation task required the subject to distinguish figure‘s rotation angle between <90 and > 90 
degrees. All 177 subjects of four groups varying in flight experience (0 hr, 8-23 hrs, 82-85 hrs 
and instructor-pilots) were assessed with 80 stimuli. The results of the comparison among four 
groups indicated that the accuracy ratio was the most reliable factor in measuring individuals‘ 
visual-spatial ability. The increase of complexity level could be considered to improve this 
experiment. Another type of mental rotation task required the subject to distinguish between an 
object and its mirror image. Different complexity levels of stimuli were used. All 70 subjects of 
two groups (passed and failed 12-15 hour flying training program) were assessed with 240 
stimuli. The componential analysis was used to analyze the information process of the mental 
operation. The results indicated that the task‘s internal validation was good and the estimation of 
the higher level of complexity stimuli was significant. The parameter pool of pilots selection 
module examined the parameters that estimated by the componential analysis. The results 
indicated that mental rotating tests, using higher level of complexity stimuli, could be considered 
as part of the test for pilot selection battery.   
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Is the UAV control ratio the right question? Ergonomics in Design, 15, 7, 30-31.  
 There are a variety of on-going attempts to generate unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
technologies to exploit the advantages that these semiautomated and automated airborne 
platforms promise to render. (Although we refer specifically to UAVs here, our arguments apply, 
in principle, to all remote vehicles whatever their medium of operation. The principles 
themselves also extend to other forms of nontransport-based entities.) With regard to such 
operations, the collective community is searching for the ratio between operator(s) and vehicle(s) 
that will prove most efficient and effective. 
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Selection of Aircrew Personnel. Paper presented at the 32nd Annual Military Testing 
Association Conference, Orange Beach, AL.  

 The Selection of Air Force and Navy flight personnel is a progressive process, 
commencing. before the enlistment of the candidates (Phases 1 and 2) and continuing after the 
normal military training (which lasts for approximately one year) into Phase 3. The first Phase is 
a general screening of such factors as Intelligence and Leadership qualities, carried out in the 
respective Officer or NCO Selection Centres. The second Phase is a preliminary flight-aptitude 
screening, using Computer-based psychological tests, grading candidates as broadly ‗Suitable‘ or 
‗Unsuitable‘. The third Phase is more precise, making a final decision as to candidate suitability 
and further predicting what particular activity each candidate would be best suited for (e.g. Jet, 
WSO, Prop, Helicopter or Navigator). It consists of 3 weeks Navigation/Academic instruction, 1 
week FPS 80 Selection and for those who have survived thus far, 5 weeks Flying instruction on 
light prop aircraft, including 18 flying hours. FPS 80 is the abbreviation for the Flight 
Psychological Selection System of the Aviation Psychology Section, Aerospace Medical 
Institute of the German Air Force. As the need was identified to improve the effectivity and 
reliability of the Selection System, FPS 80 was conceptualised. It was then designed and a 
detailed Functional Specification was prepared, from which the required Hardware and Software 
was commissioned. FPS 80 was installed in July of 1987, from which time it was further tested 
and standardized. It was introduced as part of the selection process on the 1st April, 1990. In this 
paper, we will concern ourselves with a description and statistical evaluation of the FPS 80 
Selection system. 
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 For years pilot selection has focused primarily on the identification of individuals with 
superior flying skills and abilities. More recently, the aviation community has become 
increasingly aware that successful completion of a flight or mission requires not only flying 
skills, but the ability to work well in a crew situation. This paper describes the development, 
validation and computerization of a situational judgment test, called the Situational Test of 
Aircrew Response Styles (STARS), which targets the interpersonal skills necessary to function 
effectively in a crew situation. Recent research, especially in the crew resource management 
(CRM) area, highlights the importance of interpersonal skills and certain personality traits for 
effective pilot performance. This crew resource management research was motivated by analyses 
of the causes of aircraft accidents which showed that the majority of these accidents involved 
crew errors (Foushee, 1984). Further analysis indicated that aspects of the crews' interpersonal 
interactions such as breakdowns in coordination and communication most frequently played a 
causal role in these accidents (e.g., Cooper, White, & Lauber 1980). Helmreich (1987) 
hypothesized that pilot performance is determined by ability, personality, and attitudes, and 
suggested that since the first two variables are very difficult to change, crew resource 
management training should focus on changing attitudes. Thus, training can be viewed as a way 
to promote awareness of group dynamics, bring about attitude change, and improve interpersonal 
skills, but it does not change the underlying traits that have been shown to be related to crew 
resource management. However, selection based on personality traits and/or relevant 
interpersonal skills may enhance crew resource management performance, above and beyond 
what could be expected from crew resource management training alone. 
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 This report describes research done by the Human Resources Research Organization 
Force on the first phase of project RELAY, The Impact of Military national Aspirations and 
Development of Skills. The overall purpose of the research is to increase the degree of benefits 
of an occupational nature achieved by military personnel, during and after active duty , through 
improvements in the interface and civilian occupational manpower systems. The research efforts 
are expected to contribute to this goal by providing information needed for better manage 
linkages and interchanges between the military and civilian manpower systems. 
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 The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) is an aptitude measure used to select 
officers, pilots, and combat system operators. This technical report reviews research that answers 
many common questions about the AFOQT, including whether the test is fair, whether it is 
biased against minorities or women, whether it is too expensive, whether it should be replaced, 
and whether it predicts the performance that is important to the Air Force. In addressing these 
questions, we do not produce original data analyses. Instead, we present a synthesis of the 
existing knowledge about the AFOQT and other selection tests and examine its implications for 
the future of the AFOQT.  
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the generalizability of the Air Farce Officer Qualifying Test (AFOOT) validities across Air 
Force specialties (AFSs). Meta-analyses were conducted on all available Academic Aptitude 
composite validities aggregated and disaggregated into major occupational subgroupings. The 
results suggest that although the validity of the Academic Aptitude composite of the AFOQT 
may vary across AFSs, the AFOQT is of general value in officer selection. 
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 Crew resource management (CRM) researchers and practitioners typically take a training 
approach to improving crew performance. Since the late 1970s, CRM training programs have 
become an increasingly important part of the commercial aviation industry. Most of the major 
commercial airlines have either developed their own CRM training programs or adapted existing 
training programs to suit their own needs (see Prince, Chidester, Bowers, & Cannon-Bowers, 
1992). While CRM has existed in ―pockets‖ of the military for years, because of the multitude of 
commands and locations, a broad-based application has been slower to evolve. The Air Force has 
recently published an Air Force Instruction (AFI 36-2243) that, for the first time, establishes 
broad requirements for developing and managing CRM training programs, and requires CRM 
training for all Air Force aircrew members (Secretary of the Air Force, 1994). Research has 
shown that CRM training does change attitudes linked to airline incidents and accidents, 
including attitudes toward communication and coordination, attitudes toward command 
responsibility, and recognition of stress effects (e.g., Irwin, 1991). In addition, Hehnreich, 
Foushee, Benson, and Russini (1986) demonstrated a link between CRM attitudes and line flying 
performance. However, Prince et al. (1992) cite evidence which suggests that the personalities of 
trainees set limits on training effectiveness and attitude change. Thus, recent research in the area 
of CRM points to the importance of interpersonal skills and certain personality traits for effective 
pilot performance. Training can be viewed as a way to promote awareness of group dynamics, 
bring about attitude change, and improve interpersonal skills, but it does not change the 
underlying traits that have been shown to be related to CRM. Selection based on personality 
traits and/or relevant interpersonal skills could greatly enhance CRM performance, above and 
beyond CRM training alone. 
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with severe EEG abnormalities (including epileptiform patterns where epilepsy is highly 
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 The training effectiveness literature has paid little attention to the potentially dynamic 
interaction of individual differences with various phases of training in determining ultimate 
training success. This study investigates the role of individual differences in explaining the 
transfer of learning from 1 phase of training to another among pilot trainees in a multistage, 
aviation training program. Using 3 of the Big Five factors (Conscientiousness, Emotional 
Stability, Openness to Experience), the results showed these measures to contribute to the 
prediction of the number of hours it took for trainees to attain their private pilot's license. 
Significant interactions between some of these measures and success on an earlier, simulator 
phase of the training program were also found. The results are discussed in terms of both the role 
of individual differences in training research as well as the broader issue of transfer of learning 
between phases of training. 
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 This chapter documents the 80-year history of military pilot selection, both theory and 
methodology of a variety of different countries with a focus on the U.S. The authors reviewed a 
great deal of research on psychomotor skill/quickness and intelligence/aptitude, but only the 
portions of the chapter dealing with "personality/character" are reviewed. Self-selection and 
rigorous physical examinations played a major role in early military pilot selection, with only the 
most adventurous people volunteering. During the period prior to 1919, the measurement of 
emotional coolness under pressure was the focus of pilot screening. Later, ingenuity and courage 
were added in screening for air-to-air combat, and interviews and observation were the main 
approaches for tapping these characteristics. From 1919 to 1938, successful combat pilots were 
characterized as quiet, methodical men, not given to emotional excitement, who were able to 
inhibit instincts of self-preservation. At this time, Germany pioneered the use graphology to form 
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judgments of pilot characterological suitability (Wyatt & Teuber, 1944). The U.S. Army and 
Navy used interviews to judge psychiatric well-being, while Germany continued to emphasize 
observation of facial expressions and emotional reactions to stresses. From 1938 to 1945, the 
U.S. Army Air Force found that commercially available paper-and-pencil personality tests did 
not contribute to pilot selection, while European countries "emphasized screening pilots for the 
proper character" (at that time a term referring primarily to motivational potential, personal 
presence/domination and emotional calmness under stress). Interviews were common during this 
period and were usually guided by an applicant's answers to a paper-and-pencil biographical 
inventory. A great deal of research dealing with personality was conducted during the period 
from 1945 to 1970. Some of this research showed that personality inventories could accurately 
identify psychiatrically unsuitable applicants, but did not distinguish between successful and 
unsuccessful aviation cadets. Sells (1956) found that motivational factors were more predictive 
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designed to measure stress tolerance. 
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 This study examined the ability of expert clinical psychologists to predict advanced flight 
training success using an experimental battery of psychological tests. The tests were similar to 
those used by clinical psychologists, but had been adapted for group administration. The 
researchers used an extreme groups design. Fifty successful (e.g., passed flight training, pilot 
stanine of six or greater) and 50 unsuccessful (e.g., did not pass training, pilot stanine less than 
six) subjects were randomly selected from a much larger pool of 1504 test subjects. Subjects 
completed the Background Information Form (a biographical history inventory), the Ink-Blot test 
(group adaptation of the Rorschach), Feeling and Doing (a psychosomatic inventory), What Is 
He Saying (a sentence completion test), the L-D test (a group version of the Szondi test) and a 
group administered version of the Draw-A-Person test. Nineteen psychologists were given 
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Forces (CF) is pursuing the introduction of UAVs, and while such platforms may provide an 
enormous amount of data, the management of data to support effective human decision making 
is still an issue. Various levels of automation have been suggested as a way of addressing the 
problem including Intelligent/Adaptive Interfaces (IAIs) for decision support. IAIs are intended 
to manage information dynamically and provide the right data and information to the right 
people, at the right time, to support effective decision making. The work reported in this paper 
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 In this article, the authors propose adding the aircrew psychomotor test (APT) to the Air 
Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT; Form N) in an effort to reduce the number of cadets 
who fail to complete flight training. The APT consists of two psychomotor tasks. For the first 
task, subjects are required to track a target using two hand controls. The second task introduces 
the use of foot pedals. The subjects are required to use the hand controls and the foot pedals to 
keep a cross centered on the crosshairs that split the screen in half. Approximately 200 cadets 
from the Air Force Academy's classes of 1978 and 1979 were administered the AFOQT and the 
APT. They were ranked according to their scores and all who failed to score above the cut-off 
score were identified. All subjects were allowed to participate in flight training. After completion 
of flight training, their training performance was compared with their scores on the AFOQT and 
the APT. Using the APT as the screening device, 9.3 percent of the pilot-qualified cadets in the 
class of 1978 would have been denied access to pilot training, but 83 percent of these cadets  
would have succeeded; 6.0 percent of the class of 1979 would have been denied training, but 
91.6 percent of these cadets would have succeeded. The correlations between the APT scores and 
UPT pass/fail were -.04 (class of '78) and -.09 (class of '79). Results of the analyses using the 
AFOQT were approximately the same as those obtained using the APT. Thus, neither the 
AFOQT or the APT discriminated very well between those who passed flight training and those 
who did not. 
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automated criterion-referenced lessons designed to teach a person how to fly an  airplane. BFITS 
provided feedback whenever student performance on monitored  variables approached the limits 
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feedback methodology is proposed.  
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learned a complex aerial maneuver (chandelle) on a desk-top flight simulator. These cadets had 
participated in a previous experiment (Koonce & Berry, 1980) where they were given a battery 
of tests which tapped several cognitive and perceptual-motor areas. Of special interest in the 
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present study was the relationship of the various cognitive factors to the rate of acquisition of the 
complex aerial maneuver. Prior to the introduction of the complex maneuver all subjects were 
trained to criterion level on four basic instrument flight maneuvers (Koonce & McCloy, 1980). 
Then they learned how to fly the complex maneuver with the number of trials required to reach 
criterion performance as the dependent variable. Results indicated cognitive factors were very 
significant in predicting complex maneuver performance. Additionally, individually tailoring the 
regression equations by sex as opposed to utilizing a general overall regression equation greatly 
enhanced predictive capability. 
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according to tension of central regulation mechanism during an experimental test simulating an 
operating activity. It shows and describes the human genotype dependent quality of the central 
nervous system structure to process information flows of any intensity and density. It develops a 
selection procedure for flying control officers working in dynamic information flow conditions 
according to individual human central nervous system ability to process information and resist 
information stress. 
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 The authors note that a wide range of factors influence the number of flight training hours 
necessary for obtaining a pilot's certificate. Sometimes a student reaches a learning plateau, and 
it is necessary for that student to change instructors before he or she is able to complete their 
training. The purpose of this study was to explore whether a significant relationship exists 
between differences in personality characteristics of instructors and those of their students and 
the number of flying hours required to complete flight training. The Myers Briggs Type Indicator 
(MBTI) was administered to 22 male and 10 female students and their instructors after 
completing flight training. Correlations were then computed between the difference scores of 
students and instructors on each of the MBTI scales and the number of flying hours required to 
complete training. No significant correlations were found for the Sensing/Intuition, 
Thinking/Seeing and the Judgment/Perception scales for either men or women. The correlation 
between number of flight hours and the difference score on the Extrovert/Introvert scale was .37 
a < .05) for men. A moderate correlation was found for women between flying hours and the 
difference score on the Sensing/Intuition scale, but this correlation was non-significant (mostly 
likely due to a lack of power). 
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 This report describes the job analysis performed by The U.S. Army Research Institute for 
the Behavioral and Social Sciences Rotary Wing Aviation Research Unit (ARI RWARU)  It was 
part of a larger research project to develop and validate a selection system for U.S. Army rotary 
wing aviators, called Selection Instrument for Flight Training (SIFT). The activities performed 
by Army aviators and the personal attributes required to perform those activities were examined. 
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 This study examined personality differences between student naval aviators, student 
naval flight officers and a normative college sample using the Tri-Dimensional Personality 
Questionnaire (TPQ). The TPQ is a 100 item true-false questionnaire designed to assess several 
adaptive stimulus-response characteristics of personality proposed by an integrated biosocial 
theory of personality. It measures three dimensions: Novelty Seeking (activation), Harm 
Avoidance (inhibition) and Reward Dependence (maintenance) [these dimensions correspond to 
the dopamine, serotonin and norepinephrine neural systems, respectively]. The authors 
hypothesized that personality characteristics, psychomotor skills and cognitive abilities play a 
significant role in the selection of aviation as a career goal. Thus, there should be both 
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similarities and differences in personality characteristics between pilots and flight officers. One 
hundred twenty nine aviation candidates from the U.S. Navy flight training program were used 
as subjects. Seventy-nine were student naval aviators and 50 were student naval flight officers. 
Three hundred twenty-six college students comprised the normative group. A one-way analysis 
of variance indicated that there were significant differences between the groups in Novelty 
Seeking and Harm Avoidance. Specifically, pilot candidates scored higher in Novelty Seeking 
than the normative group, and they scored lower than flight officer candidates and the normative 
sample in Harm Avoidance. The authors conclude that student naval aviators and student naval 
flight officers are likely to pursue novel and unfamiliar experiences and to appear calm and 
uninhibited under normal circumstances. They characterize the results of their study as being a 
"snapshot" taken at that point of time between finishing basic officer training and the beginning 
of flight training. 
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 The Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire and the Hand Test were administered to 
129 naval aviation student (79 student naval aviators and 50 student naval flight officer) 
candidates while they were waiting to begin basic flight training. Results indicated that, although 
pilot and flight officer candidate scores departed significantly in the same direction from 
normative data, there were few significant differences between the 2 groups on personality 
dimensions. However, both groups were significantly different from normative data on some 
dimensions. Possible interpretations of the data are discussed. 
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branch of the United States Armed Forces in their experimental aviation selection battery. The 
instrument, the Dot Estimation Task (DOT), was designed to measure compulsiveness versus 
decisiveness. The reliability and validity of this experimental instrument was evaluated. One 
hundred and fifty three university undergraduate students were administered the DOT and either 
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and attitudes. The Air Force plans to operationally implement the BAT as a pilot candidate 
selection instrument in the near future. Scores from the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test, BAT, 
and biographical information will be combined in a new pilot candidate selection composite to 
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predict undergraduate pilot training outcomes. Although much useful research has been done in 
the BAT battery, the need for additional psychometric research to improve test scoring 
procedures and predictive efficiency was identified. The purpose of this study was to investigate 
(a) the internal consistency of item-level test scores, (b) the effects of alternative scoring 
procedures (e.g., treatment of outliers, data transformations, alternate scoring algorithms) on 
internal consistency and validity, and (c) the factor structure of the BAT. Results showed that (a) 
internal consistencies of most BAT scores are acceptable, indicating that the constructs are being 
measured reliably, (b) neither censoring outlying data points nor transforming data had a 
significant impact on internal consistency or validity of BAT scores, (c) few alternative scoring 
procedures improved BAT score validity, (d) test scores relate to a meaningful factor structure, 
and (e) BAT scores can be combined into an efficient model for the prediction of undergraduate 
pilot training performance. 
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economic parameters. Follow-up examinations on the group were conducted in 1951, 1957, and 
963. During the 1963 follow-up, smoking history information on 675 subjects was obtained by 
questionnaire and confirmed by interview, together with concurrent data from clinical 
examinations, laboratory tests, anthropometry, and personal history variables. Two smoking 
variables were created, Cigarette Amount (CA) and Cigarette Years (CY), each on a scale of 1 to 
5 points. From the concurrent data, 62 variables were selected for relevance and general interest 
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to be examined in relation to smoking. Twenty-four of the 62 variables had significant 
correlations (p <.05) with CA, and 16 showed significant relationships to CY. Findings are 
related briefly to previous research and problems of cause-effect isolation are mentioned. It is 
concluded that results in general support of previous findings on smoker-nonsmoker differences. 
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more than another to engage in behaviors that increase the probability that he or she will be 
involved in an accident. Specifically, the author attempts to answer the question of whether or 
not there are personality, motivational and/or other psychological variables associated with 
behavioral responses that, under various circumstances, are more or less likely to result in 
aircrew accidents. An extreme groups design was utilized including 89 F-4 fighter aircraft pilots 
who were involved in at least one class A mishap and 89 F-4 pilots who were considered to be 
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selecting and classifying soldiers into military occupational specialties. Tasks 1 and 2 of the 
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 Pilot selection in the Canadian Armed Forces has been a continuing concern especially 
since attrition rates for trainees has been as high as fifty percent on a few courses. In the reported 
study, the utility of a custom-developed, microprocessor-driven aircraft landing test WT), was 
examined in terms of its added value to the current pilot selection battery. A CROMENCO II 
microcomputer was programmed to simulate the landing of a light aircraft where visual 
stimulation was presented on a CRT and the candidates used a ―joystick‖ and throttle to perform 
three landing tests. Several dependant measures were automatically recorded every 500 m sec. 
This ALT was a further development of earlier research conducted on another system. (Fowler, 
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1981). One hundred and fifty male candidates applying for military flying training were tested on 
the ALT as well as on the current test battery which consists of a psychomotor test in an aviation 
tester, pencil-and-paper tests which tape verbal and quantitative aptitudes and a memory test. 
The candidates also completed a measure of cognitive style, the Group Embedded Figures .Test, 
and selected scales from Jackson‘ s Personality Research Form. It was found that performance 
on the ALT was independent of performance on the current test battery as well as performance 
on the Group Embedded Figures Test and the selected scales from Jackson‘s Personality 
Research Form. Future research into the use of the ALT as a selection device will take place 
once trainees have completed the primary flying training course. 
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 The author discusses the increasing dependability and reliability of aircrafts and how this 
has made the role of the human operator much more critical. One effort to identify individual 
attributes that are important to aviation safety has been the delineation of five hazardous thought 
patterns (HTPs): anti-authority, impulsivity, invulnerability, macho and resignation. These HTPs 
are thought to have the status of constructs and are seen as mediating the link between basic 
psychological processes and irrational pilot judgment. Even though there is basically no validity 
research on these HTPs, they are a core element of the judgment training currently being 
conducted by several U.S. and Canadian airlines. The purpose of this study was to examine the 
construct validity of these HTPs using the 16 PF and Rotter's Locus of Control scale. Thirty-five 
male pilots participated (4 held commercial ratings and 3 1 had private licenses). Subjects 
completed three scales from the 16 PF (impulsivity, superego strength and integration self-
concept control) and the Rotter Locus of Control scale. They also completed a self-assessment 
inventory designed to measure the five HTPs. When completing this inventory, subjects 
represented with 10 flight scenarios that describe errors in pilot judgment and asked to rank 
(from most probable to least probable) the reasons why they might have made the error. Results 
showed that fourteen of the subjects did not have a predominant HTP, but the percentage of 
pilots showing a single dominant HTP was similar to that found in later studies (e.g., Lester & 
Connolly, 1987). Of the remaining subjects, 43 percent primarily exhibited the invulnerability 
HTP, impulsivity was dominant in 20 percent and macho was dominant in 14 percent. The 
remaining HTPs were predominant in only a few subjects. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
revealed a significant relationship between the three HTPs and the integration self-concept 
control scale and Rotter's locus of control scale. Pilots with the invulnerable HTP scored 
significantly lower on the integration scale and pilots with the macho HTP scored significantly 
higher on the integration scale. Also, pilots with the dominant macho HTP were significantly 
more internally controlled than either the invulnerable or impulsive pilots. The authors conclude 
that this study provides some support for the construct validity of the HTPs, but notes that their 
sample was extremely small. 
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 The authors state that errors in pilot decision-making (PDM) can be accounted for by five 
hazardous thought patterns (HTPs): anti-authority, impulsivity, invulnerability, macho and 
resignation. However, the evidence for these HTPs is largely anecdotal and their exact nature is 
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not very clear. For example, some researchers consider them to be attitudes, while others 
consider them to be personality variables. This study was conducted with five purposes: (1) 
establish base rates for the different HTPs; (2) examine the relationships among the HTPs; (3) 
determine how the HTPs are related to pilot personality; (4) determine whether the HTPs are 
related to involvement in aviation accidents and incidents; and (5) examine the utility of two 
forms of the Pilot Decision Making Questionnaire (PDMQ). One hundred fifty-two males in 
their late teens or early twenties (all pilots) were used as subjects in this study. They had an 
average of 190 flight hours. Subjects completed the Rotter Locus of Control Scale, four scales 
from the 16 PF (Emotional Stability, Surgency, Conscientiousness and Integration) and two 
forms of the PDMQ. In the PDMQ Form A, subjects are presented with scenarios and asked to 
indicate whether the pilot's behavior was "very much like me" or "not at all like me." This is 
designed to be a measure a subject's overall propensity toward irrational judgment. The PDMQ 
Form P describes irrational decisions and presents the subjects with reasons (each representing a 
HTP) for why that pilot behaved as he or she did. Subjects are asked to rate how likely it was 
that each of the reasons would have caused the pilot to behave in that manner. This was designed 
to measure the strength of each of the HTPs. These data were analyzed and subjects were 
classified according to their predominant HTP (39%-Invulnerable, 24%-Impulsive, 19%-Macho, 
very few-Resignation, 0% Anti-Authority). HTP intercorrelations ranged from .21 to .53 and all 
were positive. Subjects who displayed the Macho HTP were significantly more internally 
controlled than subjects who displayed the Invulnerable or Impulsive HTPs. They were also 
more Conscientious than those classified as Invulnerable. No other significant differences among 
the groups were found. Subjects were separated into groups with "better" and "poorer" judgment 
on the basis of their scores on the PDMQ Form A. Pilots with better judgment were more 
internally controlled and were better integrated than those with poorer judgment. No 
relationships were found between scores-on the PDMQ Form A and involvement in aviation 
accidents/incidents. 
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aviators and enlisted air wing support personnel aboard an aircraft carrier. One hundred fifty-six 
aviators and 879 support personnel participated in this study. These subjects completed a 22-item 
attitude questionnaire which asked them to rate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with 
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each statement. The questionnaire was factor analyzed (varimax rotation) and items loading most 
highly on each factor were summed to form six scales: logic, adventurousness, discipline, 
concern with self and brashness. The accident criterion was the number of personal injuries (or 
deaths) which were sufficiently severe to require a visit to sick call. Results showed that the 
Adventurousness scale was significantly correlated with personal injuries among the enlisted air 
crew personnel (r = .12, p < .01) and with aircraft accidents among aviators (r = .25, p < .01). 
None of the other five factor-analytically derived scales were correlated with accidents for either 
sample. 
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Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Society for Academic Emergency 
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 A common goal of many clinical research studies is the development of a reliable clinical 
decision rule, which can be used to classify new patients into clinically-important categories. 
Examples of such clinical decision rules include triage rules, whether used in the out-of-hospital 
setting or in the emergency department, and rules used to classify patients into various risk 
categories so that appropriate decisions can be made regarding treatment or hospitalization. 
Traditional statistical methods are cumbersome to use, or of limited utility, in addressing these 
types of classification problems. There are a number of reasons for these difficulties. First, there 
are generally many possible ―predictor‖ variables which makes the task of variable selection 
difficult. Traditional statistical methods are poorly suited for this sort of multiple comparison. 
Second, the predictor variables are rarely nicely distributed. Many clinical variables are not 
normally distributed and different groups of patients may have markedly different degrees of 
variation or variance. Third, complex interactions or patterns may exist in the data. For example, 
the value of one variable (e.g., age) may substantially affect the importance of another variable 
(e.g., weight). These types of interactions are generally difficult to model, and virtually 
impossible to model when the number of interactions and variables becomes substantial. Fourth, 
the results of traditional methods may be difficult to use. For example, a multivariate logistic 
regression model yields a probability of disease, which can be calculated using the regression 
coefficients and the characteristics of the patient, yet such models are rarely utilized in clinical 
practice. Clinicians generally do not think in terms of probability but, rather in terms of 
categories, such as ―low risk‖ versus ―high risk.‖  
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 The purpose of the present study is to develop a Mission Track Assignment Battery ( 
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depending on their demonstrated skills and abilities. The development of such a testing system 
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identified as important in piloting helicopters. The battery was developed on the basis of a 
taxonomic approach to job analysis which linked pilot tasks to ability requirements for different 
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by the Arizona State University group of the UAV Alliance, Research, and Curriculum 
Development Partnership Program. The paper will then discuss various avenues of future 
research pertinent to operator training including what training backgrounds UAS operators 
should possess, issues in team training, and use of simulators. 
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 An evaluation of Any, Air Force and Navy pilot selection and classification research and 
operational selection procedures resulted in several conclusions. The services share significant 
commonalities. For example, all three services utilize paper and pencil tests for pilot selection 
that are augmented by computerized, performance-based selection or classification tests and the 
individual selection systems assess common personal attributes. All three services have 
documented that computerized testing improves accuracy for predicting success in flight training 
beyond that of paper and pencil testing alone . The working group found that the requisite skill, 
abilities and attributes for completion of flight training are similar for Army, Navy and Air 
Force. This is supported by the fact that the services test similar domains in their respective 
selection programs. Although no service currently has the resources to properly maintain a 
computer test battery while improving aviation selection technology, their pooled resources 
could support a single battery. It is recommended that the services consolidate administration, 
maintenance, and research and development of a common computer test battery to select and 
classify aviation candidates. This consolidation could provide a significant savings over the cost 
of each service conducting its own test maintenance and research programs. 
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"were careful" or "less careful" than themselves . The Carefulness Ratings (CR) were correlated 
with scores on each of the primary selection tests and grades in the U.S. Naval School, Pre-
Flight, and the addition of CR to the validity of the Pensacola Student Prediction System was 
investigated. Carefulness Ratings had significant relationships to the majority of the primary 
selection tests and Pre-Flight grades currently employed as predictors. For this reason, despite a 
significant relationship of CR to the criterion of success/failure, its unique contribution was too 
small to be of practical value. 
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inventory, was evaluated as a predictor of success in naval flight training. The EPPS failed to 
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dropped voluntarily or failed due to poor performance. The schedule showed little promise as a 
predictive instrument for flight training.  
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 Professionals in personnel research have long been searching for a culture-fair predictor 
of Scholastic Aptitude which might indicate future-potential success in relatively complex 
technician - level jobs of Ss (those educationally disadvantaged, but with hidden and hard-to-
measure potential ) Guion (1965). Working with similar kinds of situations, Safford (1967) 
employed Dunn's Object-Sorting Task to predict academic performance of school children. 
Prediction is the prime concern of personnel research. In personnel psychology, the problem 
often boils down to the prediction of adequate performance on moderately complex, technician - 
level jobs . Typically, the familiar measures of "scholastic aptitude" (which admittedly tend to 
reflect a bias in favor of the length and location of schooling) have been the best single predictor 
of achievement , and supervisors ' rating been the most often used criteria] measure of job 
proficiency. 
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 The purpose of this study was to validate selection performance standards for the 
screening of candidates for entrance into the US Navy and Marine Corps Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle (UAV) Pioneer Pilot training program. A minimum Pioneer crew consists of an external 
pilot (EP), internal pilot (IP), and a mission commander/payload specialist (MC). The EP is 
responsible for take-offs, landings, and control of the vehicle when it is within visual range. The 
IP is responsible for control of the aircraft when it is beyond visual range. The MC is responsible 
for planning and execution of the mission, operation of the payload, and for information 
gathering during the mission. In the development and initial validation phases of this system, a 
task analysis was completed in training and fleet squadrons to identify both tasks that are critical 
for safe flight and skills required to perform piloting tasks. Specific computer-based 
psychomotor tests were chosen as predictor variables based on the task analysis and initial 
validation. In the present study subjects consisted of 39 students: 5 IPs and 34 Ground Control 
Station Operators (who received combined IP and MC training) for whom both psychomotor test 
battery scores and training outcome data were available. A single, four-component, unit-
weighted, composite scoring algorithm was generated to indicate performance on the 
computerized test battery. This composite score was found to be a significant predictor of final 
average in primary UAV training (r = .59, p <.001). Mean composite scores also significantly 
differed between students who ultimately qualified as operators in their operational fleet units 
and those who failed to qualify (t=-2.92 (37), p <.01).  
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 This chapter focuses on the selection and training of people who work in aviation 
specialties. Aviation work encompasses a full spectrum of activity from operators of aircraft (ie 
pilots), to flight attendants, dispatchers, flight controllers, mechanics, engineers, baggage 
handlers, ticket agents, airport managers, and air marshals. The topic covers a lot of territory. For 
manageability, we concentrated on three categories of aviation personnel: pilots and aircrew, 
maintenance technicians, and flight controllers. One problem shared by nearly all aviation 
specialties is their workload. Workload within most categories of aviation work has been 
increasing since the beginning of aviation. In the earliest days, available technology limited what 
the aircraft could do, similarly limiting the extent and complexity of aircraft operations. Pilots 
flew the airplane from one place to another, but lacked instrumentation to deal with poor weather 
conditions-conditions that were simply avoided. Maintainers serviced the airframe and engine, 
but both of these were adapted from relatively familiar, non-aviation technologies and materials. 
Flight controllers, if they were present at all, were found standing on the airfield waving red and 
green flags. Since those days, aircraft capabilities, aircraft materials, and aviation operations 
have progressed remarkably. The aircraft is no longer a limiting factor. Pilots, maintainers, and 
controllers are no longer pushing aviation technology to its limits, but are themselves being 
pushed to the edge of the human performance envelope by the aircraft that they operate, 
maintain, and control. To give an idea about the work for which we are selecting and training 
people, it may help to discuss the workloads that different specialties impose on aviation 
personnel. The following is a short discussion about each of the three selected aviation 
specialties and the workloads that they may impose. 
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 The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, a forced-choice personality "need " 
inventory , was evaluated as a predictor of success in naval flight training. The EPPS failed to 
discriminate between student aviators who completed training successfully and those who 
dropped voluntarily or failed due to poor performance. The schedule showed little promise as a 
predictive instrument for flight training. 
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program is a paper-and-pencil test that measures academic aptitude. There are no other tests in 
operational use that measure the psychomotor skills and cognitive processing skills that aviators 
need to fly. The Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAMRL) is currently 
evaluating the use of such a test. The purpose of this study was to establish the relationship 
between the paper-and-pencil Aviation Selection Test Battery that is currently being used and a 
Computer-Based Performance Test (CBPT). A factor analysis resulted in a four factor model 
accounting for 66% variance. The four factors measured by the CBPT and ASTB include 
tracking, quantitative skills, dichotic listening, and spatial abilities. Neither of the test batteries 
fully loaded on all factors. This indicates that while there are some similarities between the two 
test batteries (i.e. math skills, spatial apperception), there are also some important differences 
(e.g. dichotic listening and tracking) between the two test batteries. These differences may prove 
to be beneficial for future aviation selection tests. 
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 The concept of birth order and its effects have intrigued psychologists for at least a 
century. Beginning with Sir Francis Galton's study of intellectual eminence in 1874 (1), many 
studies have shown clear differences between first- and later-born individuals on a wide variety 
of variables. Among these are differences in intelligence college attendance, willingness to 
volunteer, schizophrenia, dependency, affiliation need, and various measures of performance. 
One difference, found by Schacter (2) and of particular interest to aviation psychologists, was for 
reaction to stress. In his laboratory studies, Schacter allowed students who were waiting for what 
was assumed to be mild or extremely painful shock either to wait alone or with someone . lie 
found that his subjects who were first or only children showed a greater desire for affiliation 
under these conditions than later borns. 
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technique to combat performance of Army aviators. Paper presented at the Alabama 
Psychological Association Annual Meeting, Birmingham, AL.  

 The research being reported in this paper was an effort by Division No. 6 (Aviation) of 
the Human Resources Research Office, to describe the ways in which ineffective aviators cope 
with combat stress. It was thought that by focusing attention on the behavior of men judged 
ineffective in combat, we could begin developing measures of overall aviation combat 
effectiveness. In designing a preliminary study of this kind, we chose a methodology that 
provided rich and detailed information of the combat environment of Vietnam and aviators' 
reactions to it. 
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pilot training. Paper presented at the 27th Annual Military Testing Association 
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 Air Force commissioned officer and Officer Training School (OTS) pilot training 
candidates who do not have a Private Pilot's License are required to complete a Flight Screening 
Program (FSP). FSP is a 14-hour flying program in the T-41 (Cessna 172). All student sorties are 
graded by the Instructor Pilot (IP). Students performing especially poorly may be eliminated 
before completion of the program. After 12 flying hours, students are administered Final 
Evaluation Flight covering the basic flying skills taught. Students failing this evaluation may 
repeat it one time. Students achieving a satisfactory Final Evaluation Flight grade proceed to 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). All other students are eliminated from the pilot training 
program for flying training deficiency (FTD). Thus, the program acts as a screen for entry to 
WT. 
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 Optimal visual acuity is a requirement for piloting aircraft in military and civilian 
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settings. While acuity can be corrected with glasses, spectacle wear can limit or even prohibit use 
of certain devices such as night vision goggles, helmet mounted displays, and/or chemical 
protective masks. Although current Army policy is directed toward selection of pilots who do not 
require spectacle correction for acceptable vision, refractive error can become manifest over 
time, making optical correction necessary. In such cases, contact lenses have been used quite 
successfully. Another approach is to neglect small amounts of refractive error, provided that 
vision is at least 20/20 without correction. This report describes visual findings in an aviator who 
was fitted with a contact lens to correct moderate astigmatism in one eye, while the other eye, 
with lesser refractive error, was left uncorrected. Advanced methods of testing visual resolution, 
including high and low contrast visual acuity and small letter contrast sensitivity, were used to 
compare vision achieved with full spectacle correction to that attained with the habitual, contact 
lens correction. Although the patient was pleased with his habitual correction, vision was 
significantly better with full spectacle correction, particularly on the small letter contrast test. 
Implications of these findings are considered. 
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approach. Paper presented at the 23rd Annual Military Testing Association Conference, 
Arlington, VA.  

 Determination of the proficient performance of aircraft flying tasks continues to be a 
subjective judgment made by instructor pilots. Current practice in training squadrons consists of 
"flights" during which a subset of tasks from the training syllabus are performed a varying 
number of times by the pilot trainee at the discretion of the instructor pilots. During or shortly 
after each flight, the instructor pilot "grades" the pilot trainee on the tasks performed using a 
standard scale but also employing his own personal criteria. While instructors differ in their 
personal rating bias (hard-easy), they attempt to grade in terms of "average performance at this 
stage of training." It is usual for the pilot trainee to be exposed to several different instructor 
pilots. After a specified minimum number of flights, and a recommendation by an instructor 
pilot, the pilot trainee is scheduled for a final "check flight. His performance on selected tasks is 
graded by an instructor pilot acting in the independent role of "check pilot." Should the pilot 
trainee not perform the flight consonant with the standards of performance expected of him by 
the "check pilot," he is rescheduled for additional "check flights" until he is deemed proficient. 
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 As a review of the existing knowledge of the psychology of aviation the present paper 
has a number of limitations. First, it does not include the significant research that has been done 
in this country in the last year and a half under the auspices of the Committee on Selection and 
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Training of Aircraft Pilots of the National Research Council and the Civil Aeronautics Authority. 
Secondly, there is good reason to believe that some important work, particularly in Germany and 
Russia, is not being published. Thirdly, much of the Russian published material, a considerable 
amount of the Italian, and even some in the more accessible languages could not be examined in 
time for the present paper. Nevertheless, the writers have in their possession 626 abstracted 
references that bear upon the psychology of aviation, and 92 of these titles have been selected for 
mention here. 
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 A paper-and-pencil multiple-aptitude test battery and a computer-based psychomotor test 
battery were administered to a sample of 354 Air Force recruits . The tests of the multiple-
aptitude battery were used estimate psychometric g and to predict the psychomotor tests. The 
multiple correlation of the multiple-aptitude tests and each psychomotor test as a criterion was 
S0, corrected for range restriction . The average correlation of a psychomotor tests and 
psychometric g, corrected for range restriction and unreliability , was .73. The multiple-aptitude 
tests and the psychomotor tests were correlated and subjected to a principal components analysis. 
The average saturations of the psychomotor and multiple-aptitude tests were .76 and .87, 
respectively . Confirmatory factor analyses disclosed hierarchical general cognitive and general 
psychomotor factors, two lower order multiple-aptitude test factors and three lower order 
psychomotor test factors. 
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Presentation of the brief history of the use of G in pilot selection; Measurement of g; Awareness 
of the prominence of g in job performance.1 Examines the role of general cognitive ability (g) in 
the selection of military pilots. Presentation of the brief history of the use of G in pilot selection; 
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 A causal model of the role of general cognitive ability and prior job knowledge in 
subsequent job-knowledge acquisition and work-sample performance during training as 
developed. Participants were 3,428 U.S. Air Force officers in pilot training. The measures of 
ability and prior job knowledge came from the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test. The measures 
of job knowledge acquired during training were derived from classroom grades. Work-sample 
measures came from check flight ratings. The causal model showed that ability directly 
influenced the acquisition of job knowledge. General cognitive ability influenced work samples 
through job knowledge. Prior job knowledge had almost no influence on subsequent job 
knowledge but directly influenced the early work sample. Early training job knowledge 
influenced subsequent job knowledge and work-sample performance. Finally, early work-sample 
performance strongly influenced subsequent work-sample performance. 
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 Two studies were conducted to examine the role of general and specific ability in 
predicting performance in military. technical training. The first was a principal components 
analysis of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB); the second was a series 
of regression analyses using principal component scores derived from test scores as predictors 
and final school grades from Air Force technical training as the criterion. In the first study, 10 
principal components were derived using a nation-wide representative sample of American 
youth. Weights derived from this analysis were used to compute principal component scores for 
over 78,000 subjects in Air Force technical training in 89 jobs. The first principal component 
was a general ability factor (g). Some specific ability components were also interpreted. The 
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subjects for the second study were approximately 78,000 airmen who had taken parallel forms of 
the ASVAB and completed technical training. Using Final School Grade as the criterion, 
multiple regressions were computed to determine if g was a potent predictor for all jobs and if 
predictive accuracy would increase if other principal components, measures of specific abilities, 
were added to the prediction. The regressions were computed from both uncorrected and 
corrected correlation matrices to properly estimate the R2 values. For each of. the 89 jobs, the 
first principal component, g, was the most potent predictor, and for i,9 of the jobs, additional 
principal components increased the coefficient of multiple correlation. The magnitude of the 
increase in R2 was estimated to be about .022 on average. Although this may seem small, 
practical benefits could be realized when applied to large groups of individuals such as 
applicants for military service. 
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 The concept of short-term memory as a limited capacity structure is embedded within 
information processing approaches in psychology. As a consequence, short-term memory tasks 
have been employed as attention loading devices in studies of dual task performance (Logan, 
1979). The assumption behind such studies is that the memory task will load the information 
processing system and will usurp processing capacity and/or space in the central structure. 
Performance on the non-memory task is examined to see if processing stages of that task draw on 
the same capacity or space as the memory task. This paper considers two hypotheses about how 
short-term memory might interact with another task in a dual task situation. When two tasks are 
combined, the activity of controlling and organizing performance on both tasks simultaneously 
may compete with either task for a resource, be that resource space in a central mechanism, 
general processing capacity, or some task specific resource. If there is some special relationship 
between short-term memory and control, especially if there is an identity relationship between 
short term and a central controlling mechanism, then short-term memory performance should 
show a decrement in a dual task situation. Even if short-term memory does not have any 
particular identity with a controlling mechanism, but both tasks draw on some common 
resource(s), then a tradeoff between the two tasks in allocation of resources is possible, and 
could be reflected in performance. 
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 This work describes the development of a new psychological test for aviators. The 
Armstrong Laboratory Aviation Personality Survey was developed through the integration of 
clinical theory, psychometric methods, and empirical testing. It is currently given to all incoming 
U.S. Air Force pilot candidates. Using a sample of 6,047 student pilots, a thorough test 
development plan was accomplished. The 15 final test scales assess personality, 
psychopathology, and crew interaction styles. The scales have normative data and are 
demonstrated to be reliable and valid. The Armstrong Laboratory Aviation Personality Survey is 
recommended for use in the aviation community for both clinical and research purposes. Future 
research is recommended and needed in the areas of training, airframe, and special duty 
selection. Additional clinical work is indicated in the areas of psychiatric, psychological, and 
aeromedical evaluations.  
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 Joint interdependence grows out of the growing reliance of the Army on the Air Force as 
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questions addressed herein: What are the implications of joint interdependence? What are the 
doctrinal friction points? Where is the potential for operational seams? What might be the 
options for a way ahead? Organizing the services to become more interdependent makes sense 
operationally and strategically. Yet, experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq demonstrate that the 
services have much to accomplish to institutionalize joint interdependence despite the spirit of 
cooperation that now exists between the air and land services in both areas of operations. The 
simultaneous ground operations of the US Army‘s V Corps and the US Marine Corps‘ I MEF 
during Operation Iraqi Freedom provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the issues of joint 
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lines of information, and to the great mass of the volunteers if called to the defense of the 
country, these notes may also be of interest and use. For these reasons they have been prepared. 
The writer begs to acknowledge his indebtedness to Lieut. Col. Samuel Reber, Maj. Edgar 
Russel, Capts. Charles S. Wallace, George S. Gibbs, and G. Soulard Turner, of the signal corps, 
and Mr. William M. Reading, of the signal office, for their assistance in the preparation of these 
notes. 
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Questionnaire. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: U.S. Air Force School of Aviation Medicine. 
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Predictor (MAP). Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and 
Social Sciences. 

 The Army Research Institute (ARI) was directed by the Deputy Chief of Staff for 
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Personnel to develop and validate motivational measures to aid in selection of enlisted personnel. 
The development of the Military Aptitude Predictor (MAP) was begun in 1973 for this purpose. 
The initial MAP included the trainee's age, education, aptitudes, and civil court convictions 
(moral waiver) as predictors of military performance, and was intended for use at the Armed 
Forces Examining and Entrance Stations (AFEES). The 1975 version (MAP-75) was intended 
for use by recruiters to provide a prediction of Basic Combat Training ( BCT) behavior and 
performance at an earlier point in time, thus saving the Army AFEES transportation and 
processing costs. In April 1975, the Secretary of the Army directed implementation of the MAP 
to begin 1 August 1975. This initial testing was conducted in one District Recruiting Command ( 
DRC) in each of the five Recruiting Regions during the period 1 August - 30 September 1975. Its 
operational use was suspended on 1 October 1975 and, immediately following suspension of 
testing, ARI conducted interviews in the five DRC's to determine the nature and extent of 
problems associated with its use. 
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Seidenman, P. (2001). Blue in the Race. Civil Aviation Training, 8-11. 
  
Seidenman, P. (2001). Pacemaker Comair in expansive mode. Civil Aviation Training, 20-24. 
  
Seidenman, P. (2001). Wild times at SkyWest. Civil Aviation Training, 6-9. 
  
Sekiguchi, C., Umikura, S., Sone, K., & Kume, M. (1994). Psychological evaluation of Japanese 

astronaut applicants. Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 65(10 Pt 1), 920-924.  
 In 1991, a new psychological selection procedure was employed during the selection of 
Japanese Space Station astronauts. It was based on international selection criteria developed by 
an international psychological/psychiatric working group. A total of 372 individuals--fewer than 
expected--submitted applications for Space Station astronaut in Japan. Of the applicants, 233 
were given several psychological written tests [Anxiety Scale, Performance Test, General 
Aptitude Test Battery, and Environmental Adjustment Test Battery (EATB)] in Phase I of the 
selection. Forty-five applicants went on to take the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), 
Human Assessment Method (a group test), a semi-structured psychological interview and an 
intelligence test in Phase II of the selection. All applicants were found to be highly intelligent. 
Interestingly, an unexpectedly large number of candidates were disqualified by the newly 
developed EATB. Assessment of individual functioning in a group (the Human Assessment 
Method) resulted in no applicant being ranked in either the "qualified with reservation" (QR) or 
"disqualified" (DQ) category. Much has been learned from this initial application of 
psychological "select-in" testing, but further efforts are needed to improve both psychological 
criteria and evaluation methods and to determine their reliability and validity. 
 
Sells, S. A. (1956). Further developments on adaptability screening of flying personnel. Aviation 

Medicine, 26, 35-45.  
 This was the third progress report on the development of a personality battery to 
supplement present aircrew selection techniques. The goal of the program was to identify 
prospective aircrew trainees who were predisposed to difficulties in adapting to the rigors of 
military flying. Predictor measures included a wide variety of aptitude, personality, perceptual, 
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attitude and psychomotor variables. Personnel information from Personnel File Form 66 and the 
20 1 File concerning rate and extent of promotion, type of assignment, extent of command 
responsibility and flying duties involved were gathered to use as criteria. Psychologists made 
adjustment ratings, one of which was a purified pass/fail criterion. The high group included those 
who graduated from training and were well-adjusted. The low group consisted of pilots who 
failed training for reasons of poor motivation, excessive emotional reaction, or overt symptoms 
attributable to stress in the program. The following are the results obtained when correlating the 
different predictors with the various criteria. The Aviation Interest Key is comprised of 25 items 
covering the attitudes of parents toward the trainees participation in hazardous sports, a history 
of motion sickness, prior military flying experience, etc. It yielded correlations of .37 to .41 with 
the purified pass/fail criterion controlling for pilot stanine. Seven Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory (MMPI) scales (Hs, Pd, Winne, Taylor, Seaquist, D and Hy) correlated 
from .10 to .40 (mean = .24) with the purified pass/fail criterion measure. The Pilot Opinionaire 
used an indirect polling approach to assess attitudes toward various aspects of military aviation 
(and also included an authoritarianism scale). Correlations were found between it and the 
pass/fail criterion that ranged from .28 for cadets to .I1 for officers. The author also demonstrated 
that even though aptitude measures were much more highly correlated with the pass/fail criterion 
(r = .53), they correlated only .13 with information from Form 66 (which involves job 
performance). Whereas, the correlations of the personality variables remained relatively 
constant, albeit low (r = -1 1). At this point in time, only four screening tests have been validated 
against post-training criteria, the Personal Inventory (PI), the Cornell Index (CI), the Cornell 
Word Form (CWF) and the Sentence Completion (SC) Factor scores. The correlations of these 
tests with various personnel file form (Form 66) information ranged from -.07 (for Interpersonal 
Attitudes) to .23 (for Self-Enhancement). 
 
Sells, S. B. (1955). Development of a personality test battery for psychiatric screening of flying 

personnel. Aviation Medicine, 25, 35-45.  
 The author characterizes the qualifications for jobs in combat aircrews as encompassing 
three areas: (1) physical qualifications; (2) abilities and aptitudes; and (3) personality factors. He 
notes that the USAF has developed thorough and effective standards for selection procedures for 
the first two areas, but not for the third area. This report summarized the progress to date on a 
large scale developmental project (started in 1949) to update the USAFs use of personality 
factors in selection. The present research included only pilots. Subjects were administered a wide 
range of paper and pencil, projective, performance and apparatus tests. Students entering flying 
school were not told that they could be eliminated based on the results of the test, but they were 
led to believe that the tests would be used for administrative decisions (i.e., selection). Validation 
of the tests were in progress (or planned) at the time of this article was written for three stages in 
the students careers: (1) training; (2) post-training and operational experience; and (3) combat 
performance (based on data collected in Korea). The results indicated that ratings made by 
classmates and by instructors during training were superior to psychologists' evaluations in 
predicting combat performance. However, a significant positive correlation was found between 
performance ratings in combat and an absence of pathological behavior symptoms in the clinical 
reports made by a field survey team. Also, pilots with superior adjustment ratings in training and 
higher pilot stanines tended to have more accidents. At the time this article was written, all 
studies had been conducted using training level criteria, which relies on a pass/fail criterion. The 
author advocates using "purified" pass/fail measures. For example, one approach is to classify 
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the population into more refined administrative categories according to their performance in 
training. Finally, the author stated that there are three broad, interrelated areas in which efforts 
should be concentrated: (1) specific motivational structure; (2) character integration; and (3) 
tolerance of frustration and anxiety. 
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Journal of Aviation Medicine, 29, 683-689.  

 A field tryout of an experimental test battery for adaptability screening of flying 
personnel was begun in September, 1956, by the U.S. Air Force School of Aviation Medicine at 
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. This battery consisted of seven paper and pencil, machine 
scored, personality and motivational tests which had been developed and validated in previous 
research.1-6.10 These tests have been ad ministered, under operational testing conditions to 
9,500 students entering pre-flight schools for aircrew training as part of their entrance physical-
examination. The Field Testing Laboratory of the Department of Medical Psychology of this 
school, carried out this project, under the, direction of one of us (R.C,T.). 
 
Senders, J. W. (2007). Response:  Is the "Is the UAV control ration the right question?" the right 

answer? Ergonomics in Design, 15, 31.  
 There are a variety of ongoing attempts to generate unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
technologies to exploit the advantages that these semiautomated and automated airborne 
platforms promise to render. (Although we refer specifically to UAVs here, our arguments apply, 
in principle, to all remote vehicles whatever their medium of operation. The principles 
themselves also extend to other forms of nontransport-based entities.) With regard to such 
operations, the collective community is searching for the ratio between operator(s) and vehicle(s) 
that will prove most efficient and effective. 
 
Serusi, C., & Calanna, P. (2004). Validity of a Computer-Based Test System and Psychological 

Assessment in Controlling Flight Training False Positive Rate. Paper presented at the 
46th Annual International Military Testing Association Conference, Brussels, Belgium.  

 The reduction of military pilot training attrition rates is a central issue for any successful 
and cost-effective selection procedure. With this object in mind, a validation study was designed 
using the ―Pilot Aptitude Tester‖ (PILAPT) together with other assessments used by the Italian 
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Air Force (IAF). The main hypothesis was that the combined use of traditional and computer-
based techniques would reduce false positive rates in selecting candidates admitted to flight 
training.   
 
Shaffer, M. T., Hendy, K. C., & White, L. R. (1988). An empirically validated task analysis 

(EVTA) of low level Army helicopter operations. Paper presented at the 32nd Annual 
Meeting of the Human Factors Society.  

 A computer-based Empirically Validated Task Analysis (EVTA) of Canadian Forces 
light observation helicopter operations was conducted from video records of cockpit activity 
gathered during flight. The task analysis was performed in order to provide data for function 
analysis and work-load prediction studies in support of the Canadian Forces Light Helicopter 
replacement project. Observable behaviors were categorized according to the type of activity 
involved and communications were analysed for content, agencies involved, and relevance to the 
crew's task. The results of this study indicate that data gathered from a controlled test 
environment can differ considerably from those obtained in operational settings and that 
miniature video cameras can be useful in obtaining information from environments which 
hitherto may have been inaccessible to all but operational personnel. 
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Measurements and Predictors, and Implications for Creating a Task-Based Selection Test 
Battery (pp. 92). Ottawa, ON: Director General Military Personnel Research and 
Analysis. 

 The purpose of this document is to provide a critical review of the literature on situation 
awareness and to determine whether current situation awareness measurement techniques are 
adequate to be used as a part of personnel selection tests.  In order to determine if this is the case, 
the discussions in this document are centered on (a) providing a working definition of situation 
awareness; (b) understanding the various situation awareness models; (c) evaluating current 
situation awareness measurements; (d) identifying  key domains where individual differences in 
situation awareness matter; and (e) identifying correlates of situation awareness levels.  It is 
concluded that the current measurement tools may not be sensitive enough to be used for 
selection purposes; therefore development of a new, job task based, selection battery is 
recommended.  
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Shipley, B. D. (1984). Productivity and difficulty as new criteria for validating aviator selection 

tests. Paper presented at the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting. 
 The US Army Research Institute is conducting research to improve the quality of the 
Army's aviator selection testing program. The research is motivated by increasing costs of 
training and by changing aviator ability requirements due to advanced aircraft and modern 
tactics. This paper describes the development of a new criterion variable to support the testing 
improvement research.  
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presented at the 33rd Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society.  
 In this paper, the relationships between a Risk Test, the Pilot Personality Questionnaire 
(PPQ),and a pass/fail training criterion and academic grades were examined. The authors also 
examined the relationships between the two predictor measures and the current U.S. 
Navy/Marine Corps aviation selection battery, the Academic Qualifications Test flight Aptitude 
Rating (AQTlFAR). Subjects were 407 student naval aviators (SNAs) and 182 student naval 
flight officers (SNFOs) who took the Risk Test and 110 SNAs and 1 14 SNFOs who took the 
PPQ. In the Risk Test, subjects are asked to choose which of ten squares is the reward square 
accumulating points as they go. The average number of responses (NR) and the corresponding 
average reaction time (RT) are measured for each trial. The PPQ is a self-administered 
personality inventory containing 112 multiple-choice items, which is a combination of 4 
different personality tests: Locus of Control, Work and Family Orientation, Personality 
Attributes Questionnaire and a Social Desirability Scale. The AQT is a general cognitive ability 
measure and the FAR is comprised of the Mechanical Comprehension Test, the Spatial 
Apperception Test and the Biographical Inventory. Results showed that for the SNAs, the 
number of responses on the Risk Test correlated .13 @ < -05) with Undergraduate Pilot Training 
(UPT) pass/fail criterion and -. 13 (p < .05) with academic grades. Reaction time correlated -. 18 
(p < -05) with UPT pass/fail. For the PPQ, the Social Desirability Scale correlated -.30 (p < .05) 
with UPT pass/fail and -.45 (p <.05) with academic grades. For the SNFOs, the number of 
responses on the gambling risk test correlated .28 (p < .05) with UPT pass/fail, while reaction 
time correlated -.45 (p < .05) with UPT pass/fail. Neither the number of responses nor the 
reaction time variables from the Risk Test were correlated with academic grades. For the PPQ, 
high self control correlated .40 @ < -05) with UPT pass/fail, but no other scales were correlated 
with this criterion. For the academic grades criterion, PPQ aggressiveness correlated .54 (p < 
.05), high competitiveness correlated -52 (y < .05) and submissiveness correlated -.55 @ < .05). 
The authors concluded that those trainees who exhibited more risk-taking behavior were more 
likely to complete flight training. However, the experienced pilots showed less risk-taking 
behavior than the SNAs. This may mean that although in training those that are successful are 
more likely to take risks, once they become pilots they demonstrate more cautious behavior (i.e., 
take more calculated risks where they can assess the likelihood of failing). 
 
Shull, R. N., Dolgin, D. L., & Gibb, G. D. (1988). The Relationship between Flight Training 

Performance, a Risk Assessment Test, and the Jenkins Activity Survey: Naval Aerospace 
Medical Research Laboratory. 

 Current aircrew selection research at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory 
has focused primarily on psychomotor and cognitive abilities. Evidence from studies on flight 
training attrition suggests that a number of failures may be attributed to personality or 
motivational factors rather than a lack of abilities. Because flight training success is a dynamic 
interaction of abilities, motivation, and personality factors, all three areas should be included to 
optimize the predictive validity of aircrew selection batteries. Two sets of data are presented; one 
set is from a computer based risk assessment task, and the other is from the Jenkins Activity 
Survey. The data indicated few relationships between risk assessment measures and flight 
training criteria. We found only one indication that increased risk taking was associated with 
successfully completing primary flight training. The Jenkins Activity Survey results indicated 
contradictory relationships between the scale measures and flight training criteria in the few 
significant findings observed. 
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Shull, R. N., & Griffin, G. R. (1990). Performance of Several Different Naval Aviator 

Communities on a Cognitive/Psychomotor Test Battery: Pipeline Comparison and 
Prediction. Pensacola, FL: Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 

 Research is currently being conducted to develop reliable predictor tests which might aid 
in the making of decisions concerning aircrew assignment. The current approach involves 
comparing the performance of several different aviator communities on a test battery measuring 
various aspects of cognitive and psychomotor functioning. Four groups of pilots (two 
experienced jet groups, one experienced helicopter (helo) group, and one untrained student 
group) were tested on this battery. Overall, the jet groups performed in an equivalent manner, 
while the helo group showed a lower test performance level in comparison. The student group 
performed at a lower level than the experienced groups in general. Within this student group, 
pilot trainees who were assigned to the jet pipeline did significantly better on several of these 
tests than those trainees who were assigned to either helicopter or land-based fixed-wing 
pipelines. Many of the test performance differences seen between these jet and helo student 
pipeline groups were also seen between the experienced jet and helo pilots tested.  Shull, R. N. 
and G. R. Griffin (1990). Predicting F-14 air combat maneuvering (ACM) performance using an 
automated battery of cognitive/psychomotor tests. Naval Air Station Pensacola, FL, Naval 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. Some studies have suggested the possibility of 
predicting operational performance in fleet aviation environments. The current report concerns 
the use of an automated performance-based test battery, involving cognitive and psychomotor 
functioning, to predict the operational performance of fighter pilots. A group of jet pilots 
completing Air Combat Maneuvering (ACH) training in the F-I4 were tested on this battery. The 
few significant correlations found between the test measures and ACM performance measures 
were illogically patterned and of insufficient quantity or strength to establish that such a battery 
would reliably predict ACM performance. This could have been due to the homogeneous nature 
of the subject group in terms of pilot skills and abilities. Given these results, this particular test 
battery would probably not be useful in the prediction of flight performance at such a late stage 
of training as ACM, but it might predict flight performance in earlier training. 
 
Shull, R. N., & Griffin, G. R. (1990). Predicting F-14 air combat maneuvering (ACM) 

performance using an automated battery of cognitive/psychomotor tests. Naval Air 
Station Pensacola, FL: Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 

 Some studies have suggested the possibility of predicting operational performance in 
fleet aviation environments.  The current report concerns the use of an automated performance-
based test battery, involving cogitive and psychomotor functioning, to predict the operational 
performance of fighter pilots.  A group of jet pilots completing Air Combat Maneuvering (ACH) 
training in the F-I4 were tested on this battery.  The few significant correlations found between 
the test measures and ACM performance measures were illogically patterned and of insufficient 
quantity or strength to establish that such a battery would reliably predict ACM performance.  
This could have been due to the homogeneous nature of the subject group in terms of pilot skills 
and  abilities.  Given these results, this particular test battery would probably not be useful in the 
prediction of flight performance at such a late stage of training as ACM, but it might predict 
flight performance in earlier training. 
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classification program for Air Force men. Occupations, 31, 182-185.  
  
Siem, F. M. (1987). The Effects of Aircrew Member Personality in Interaction and Performance.  

Dissertation, University of Texas, Austin, TX.     
 
Siem, F. M. (1988). Current developments in research on Air Force pilot characteristics. Paper 

presented at the 32nd Annual Meeting of the Human Factors Society, Anaheim, CA.  
 A personality inventory was given to 509 USAF pilot candidates. The items were 
combined into five measures. two of which differentiated training successes from failures; 
graduates demonstrated higher self-confidence and less dogmatism. As an alternative approach 
to examining simple relationships between personality characteristics and training outcomes 
personality profiles were examined as predictors of performance criteria. The value of this 
approach was demonstrated by better discrimination of training graduates from non-graduates. 
The implication of these results are discussed. as are plans for other research projects designed to 
replicate and extend the findings from the current study. 
 
Siem, F. M. (1989). Personality characteristics of USAF pilot candidates. Paper presented at the 

Human Behavior in High Stress Situations Involving Aerospace Operations Conference. 
  
Siem, F. M. (1990). Development of a selection model for fighter-qualified USAF pilot 

candidates. Paper presented at the American Psychological Association Annual 
Convention, Boston, MA.  

 The authors state that until recently, USAF pilots had been assigned to either fighter 
aircraft or tanker-transport aircraft based upon the recommendation of the advanced training 
recommendation board (ATRB). The purpose of this study was to develop a model to predict 
which USAF pilot candidates would be considered by the ATRB to be suitable for assignment to 
fighter aircraft using scores from the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT), the Basic 
Attributes Tests (BAT), college GPA and an index of candidates' preference for tanker-transport 
aircraft. A sample of 426 Officer Training School candidates were randomly assigned to one of 
two subsamples. For each subsample, multiple correlations were computed between the 42 
variables and the ATRB recommendation outcome. These regression models were then each 
cross-validated in the other subsample. The full models for sample A and sample B were both 
significant (R = .61, p < .001; R = SO, p < .05, respectively). For each subsample, multiple 
regression was used to eliminate variables that did not contribute significantly to the prediction 
of ATRB outcome. For sample A, the final reduced model contained two predictors: AFOQT 
Instrument Comprehension and Response Time (RT) from the BAT Mental Rotation task (R = .3 
1, p < .01). For sample B, the reduced model contained seven predictors: AFOQT Instrument 
Comprehension and Block Counting; the BAT percent correct and RT variability from the 
Mental Rotation test and average tracking difficulty from the Time Sharing test; college GPA; 
and the desire to fly tanker-transport rating. For the cross-validity results, the model developed 
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for sample A, had a multiple correlation of -22 with ATRB recommendation outcome in 
subsample B. The model developed in sample B, had a multiple correlation of .26 with ATRB 
recommendation outcome in sample A. Based on these results a final model was developed that 
produced a multiple correlation of .40 @ < .001). 
 
Siem, F. M. (1990). Predictive Validity of an Automated Personality Inventory for Air Force 

Pilot Selection. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 To examine the utility of personality testing for enhancing current Air Force pilot 
selection procedures, a sample of 509 USAF officers was given a computer-administered 
personality inventory, the Automated Aircrew Personality Profiler (AAPP) prior to entry into 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). Factor analysis of 16 scale scores indicated that the 
inventory comprised measures of five personality characteristics, of which three were directly 
associated with UPT training outcome (pass or fail): Self-confidence, Values Flexibility, and 
Hostility. UPT graduates scored higher on both positive dimensions and lower on hostility than 
did those individuals eliminated for flying training deficiency. The AAPP failed to add predictive 
utility to a selection model that combined test scores from the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test 
(AFOQT) and the Basic Attributes Tests (BAT) battery. 
 
Siem, F. M. (1990). Validity of an Automated Personality Inventory for Air Force Pilot 

Selection. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. 
 To examine the utility of personality testing for enhancing current Air Force pilot 
selection procedures, a sample of 509 USAF officers was given a computer-administered 
personality inventory, the Automated Aircrew Personality Profiler (AAPP) prior to entry into 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). Factor analysis of 16 scale scores indicated that the 
inventory comprised measures of five personality characteristics, of which three were directly 
associated with UPT training outcome (pass or fail): Self-confidence, Values Flexibility, and 
Hostility. UPT graduates scored higher on both positive dimensions and lower on hostility than 
did those individuals eliminated for flying training deficiency. The AAPP failed to add predictive 
utility to a selection model that combined test scores from the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test 
(AFOQT) and the Basic Attributes Tests (BAT) battery. 
 
Siem, F. M. (1991). Predictive validity of response latencies from computer-administered 

personality tests. Paper presented at the 33rd Annual Military Testing Association 
Conference.  

 In this paper, past research (e.g., Holden & Fekken, 1987) is discussed showing that 
individuals who scored high on a personality trait manifested shorter response latencies than 
individuals who scored low on that trait on items that were "endorsed." The opposite was found 
for items that were "rejected." Some interpret these results in terms of a "self-schema," which is 
an integrated network of self knowledge. Five hundred and nine Air Force student pilots entering 
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT; 332 for which training outcome was available) participated 
in this study. The Automated Aircrew Personality Profiler (AAPP) was administered and 
includes 94 items from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). Scores were 
computed on the following scales: Sociability (Psychoticism), Emotional Stability (Neuroticism), 
Extraversion, Competency (Inadequacy) and Cynicism. The criterion used was UPT training 
outcome (pass/fail). Response latencies were standardized within subjects to control for reading 
speed and by item to control for item length and vocabulary level. For each subject and each 
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scale, a mean response time for endorsed items and one for rejected items was computed. 
Correlations between personality scores and UPT outcome were fairly weak. The only 
significant correlations with UPT were for Sociability (r = .13, p < .01) and Cynicism (r = -. 14, 
p < .01). Correlations between response time scores with the criterion were only significant for 
endorsed items and then only for Extraversion and Cynicism. The author noted that the internal 
consistency for the sociability scale was only .34. Correlations between scale and response time 
variables for each trait were relatively small (ranging from .02 to .35). Correlations between the 
two response time measures (i.e., endorsed and rejected) for each trait were also small (ranging 
from -.01 to .-.26). 
 
Siem, F. M. (1992). Incremental validity of personality measures for predicting pilot training 

performance. Paper presented at the American Psychological Association Annual 
Convention, Washington, DC.  

 Past research (e.g., Siem, 199 1) has indicated that personality measures based on 
inventory response latencies, as well as scale scores, have validity for predicting pilot training 
performance. The purpose of this study was to examine the incremental validities of these 
measures in predicting training performance. Specifically, two issues were addressed: (1) the 
factor structure of the scale scores and response latency scores were examined, with the 
expectation that the measures of the same trait would load on the same factor; and (2) the extent 
to which these personality measures would contribute unique variance to the prediction of 
training outcome was examined. Three hundred thirty-two college graduates who had been 
selected for Air Force pilot training were included in the factor analyses, 277 of these students 
were subsequently included in the multiple regression analyses. Scores from three predictors 
were used in this study: (1) the Basic Attributes Tests (BAT) - accuracy and response time scores 
were collected for the tests and psychomotor tasks; (2) the Automated Aircrew Personality 
Profiler (AAPP) - data on item endorsement and response time were collected for each item; and 
(3) the Air Force Officer Qualifying Tests (AFOQT). Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) was 
dichotomously scored pass/fail. Results of the factor analysis related to the first hypothesis 
showed that one factor was defined by the scale scores for the Emotional Stability, Sociability 
and Cynicism dimensions. Two factors were defined by loadings both of a scale score and a 
latency score (Extraversion & Cynicism). The remaining two factors were defined by loadings of 
latency variables only for Cynicism and Emotional Stability. Results related to hypothesis 2 
showed that the full model correlated .36 (p < .01) with UPT pass/fail, the model with the five 
AAPP variables removed resulted in a R-change of .06 @ < .05). Thus, the personality variables 
did add to the prediction of UPT outcome beyond the AFOQT and the BAT. However, further 
analyses showed that all but one of the five AAPP variables, namely, Extraversion, could be 
removed from the model without a decrease in validity. 
 
Siem, F. M. (1992). Predictive Validity of an Automated Personality Inventory for Air Force 

Pilot Selection. International Journal of Aviation Psychology, 2(4), 261-270.  
 Assesses the predictive utility contribution of personality measures on the pilot selection 
procedure of the U.S. Air Force. Demonstration of a direct relation between hostility, self-
confidence and values flexibility to training outcome; Negative enhancement of the predictive 
validity of the selection system; Correlation between personality and aviation performance. 
Assesses the predictive utility contribution of personality measures on the pilot selection 
procedure of the U.S. Air Force. Demonstration of a direct relation between hostility, self-
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confidence and values flexibility to training outcome; Negative enhancement of the predictive 
validity of the selection system; Correlation between personality and aviation performance. 
 
Siem, F. M. (1995). Future directions for pilot personality research. Paper presented at the 

Aerospace Medical Association Meeting.  
  
Siem, F. M. (1995). Optimal personnel assignment: An application to Air Force pilots. Military 

Psychology, 7(4), 253-263.  
  
Siem, F. M. (1996). The use of response latencies to enhance self-report personality measures. 

Military Psychology, 8(1), 15-27.  
  
Siem, F. M., & Alley, W. E. (1996). Optimal personnel assignment: An application to Air Force 

pilots. Brooks AFB, TX: Armstrong Laboratory. 
  
Siem, F. M., & Carretta, T. R. (1986). The development and initial validation of the basic 

attributes tests system.  
  
Siem, F. M., Carretta, T. R., & Mercatante, T. A. (1988). Personality, Attitudes, and Pilot 

Training Performance: Preliminary Analysis. Brooks AFB, TX: Air Force Human 
Resources Laboratory. 

 Developments in research concerning personality characteristics have led to a renewed 
interest in applications of individual differences measures for selection of pilot candidates. 
Recent research efforts have focused on selecting for positive characteristics, rather than 
screening out pathological traits. Another development is the use of tests in which the dimension 
of interest is not readily apparent to the examinee. In the present study, five personality and 
attitude measures were administered to 883 USAF pilot candidates as part of an experimental test 
battery under consideration for operational use in pilot selection and classification. These tests 
were designed to assess decisiveness, risk-taking, self-confidence, survival attitudes, and field 
dependence/independence. Scores from these tests wert examined for their utility in predicting 
training outcome (graduation or elimination) and advanced training recommendation (fighter or 
non-fighter aircraft). Results indicated that as a group, the tests demonstrated weak relationships 
with the performance criteria. No test manifested a consistent pattern of validity for both 
performance measures. Only the test of self-confidence appeared to contribute to predicting 
completion of training. Future research efforts are discussed with regard to refining the current 
test of self-confidence and establishing its construct validity. 
 
Siem, F. M., Hagman, D. C., & Mercatante, T. A. (1988). Current directions in Air Force pilot 

selection and classification research. Paper presented at the 30th Annual Military Testing 
Association Conference, Arlington, VA.  

 Employment interviews are widely used In industry and the military for personnel 
selection and classification, although the scientific evidence for their validity and reliability is 
somewhat weak (Arvey & Campion, 1982; Harkness,1987). The U.S. Air Force does not 
currently use a routine interview process for pilot selection, other than that conducted for 
recruiting purposes, although some components of the Air Force do rely on their own 
procedures. Units of the Air National Guard, for instance, have used an interview process with 
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some success (Armour, personal communication, October 10, 1987). Based on the perceived 
success of an interview process used by the Air National Guard, , a study was undertaken to 
assess the validity of an interview for selecting Air Force pilot candidates. In particular, the issue 
of Interest was whether instructor pilots could use a structured interview technique to assess an 
applicant's potential for pilot training. The content of the interview was derived from a review of 
the instrument used by the Air National Guard and through discursions with subject matter 
experts of the Air Force Air Training Command (ATC), the organization responsible for training 
all Air Force, Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve pilot candidates. 
 
Siem, F. M., & Murray, M. W. (1993). Personality factors affecting pilot combat performance. 

Paper presented at the 35th Annual Military Testing Association Conference, 
Williamsburg, VA.  

 Studies based on pilot performance in combat suggest that individual differences in 
personality characteristics are important to effective performance (Bair, 1952; Jenkins, Ewti, & 
&roll, 1950; Stanley, 1973; Youngling, Levine, Mochamuk, & Weston.1977). Nonetheless, 
qualitative reviews of the literature have generally been pessimistic toward empirical evidence 
supporting the hypothesis that personality characteristics are important to effective pilot 
performance, despite the large number of characteristics examined using a variety of different 
instruments in a multitude of studies (Dolgin & Gibb, 1988). One possible explanation for the 
failure to find stronger relationships may be due to the lack of a suitable conceptual framework 
for evaluating results from different studies. Efforts to identify such a framework have led to a 
consensus model of personality based on the observation that five global factors adequately 
describe individual differences in personality traits (Digman, 1990; Tupes & Christal 1961). 
These factors, known as the ―Big Five,‖ are (I) Extroversion, (II) Agreeableness, (III) 
Conscientiousness, (IV) Emotional Stability, and (V) Culture, or Openness to Experience (Costa 
& McCrae, 1992). 
 
Siem, F. M., & Murray, M. W. (1994). Personality factors affecting pilot combat performance: a 

preliminary investigation. Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 65(5), A45-
A48.  

  
Siem, F. M., & Sawin, L. L. (1990). Comparison of Male and Female USAF Pilot Candidates, In 

Recruitment, Selection, and Training and Military Operations of Female Aircrew. Paper 
presented at the 69th Symposium of the Aerospace Medical Panel.  

 
Signori, E. I. (1949). The Arnprior experiment: A study of World War II pilot selection 

procedures in the RCAF and RAF. Canadian Journal of Psychology, 3, 136-150.  
 This article presents validity evidence for the pilot selection battery employed by the 
Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF). This battery includes a variety of predictor variables ranging 
from cognitive ability to biodata to psychomotor coordination. Several different criterion 
measures were also used ranging from a training pass/fail criterion to various flight training and 
ground school ranks. Results showed that the RCAF Visual Link Test was the most valid 
predictor variable (zero-order validities ranging from .18 for initial training school rank to -57 
for elementary flying training school rank). The validities for the Aircrew Information Sheet 
(biodata) ranged from .O1 for elementary and service flight training school to .20 for initial 
training school rank. The validities for the Aircrew Interview Report Form (motivation and 
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attitude appraisal) ranged from .06 for elementary flight training school pass/fail to .16 for initial 
training school rank. The authors conclude that the RCAF battery compares favorably with the 
1943 U.S. Air Force selection battery. 
 
Silva, J. M. (1997). Using Psychomotor Ability for Selecting TOW Gunners. (pp. 30). 

Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. 
 The situation awareness (SA) and mental workload of 56 subjects were evaluated as they 
monitored one or more attributes of six objects moving systematically over a rectangular grid. 
Subjects were assigned to one of seven groups depending upon whether they were to monitor 
object locations (location task), object colors (color task), whether the objects flashed (flash 
task), or some combination of these three. Both task performance and subjective ratings were 
used to assess subjects' awareness of the three object attributes. In addition, subjective ratings of 
mental workload were collected. All subjects performed the monitoring task under four different 
conditions formed from the factorial combination of 1) the probability that objects of a certain 
color would flash and 2) whether object colors remained consistent or changed during the course 
of a trial. The results pointed to the usefulness of both flash and color task performance as 
measures of SA. Subjects were very poor at the location task, suggesting either their location 
awareness was poor or the location task is not a good measure of that awareness. Subjective 
ratings proved useful but occasionally dissociated from task performance. One possibility is that 
subjective ratings reflect rational inferences b the subjects rather than the outcome of their 
introspections. 
 
Simon, E., Watts, D., & Bohnker, B. K. (2008). Helicopter mishap attributed to single seizure. 

Military Medicine, 173(3), 322-323.  
 A case report is presented of a 36-year-old U.S. Coast Guard aviator who had a single 
seizure while operating a helicopter on the ground. His seizure activity produced a loss of 
consciousness during which he pushed the cyclic to the left anterior quadrant that resulted in a 
ground mishap. No risk factors were identified in an extensive neurological workup. The current 
guidance for handling seizures in military aviation personnel is reviewed, along with 
considerations for treatment. Although the military aviation selection process carefully screens 
applicants for seizure history and potential, occasional seizures in the aviation population remain 
possible. Such events may result in military aircraft mishaps despite careful risk factor 
surveillance, as demonstrated by this case. 
 
Simons, J. C., Boyett, J. E., McGraw, M. E., & Askren, W. B. (1988). Models that relate 

helicopter crew task performance to combat success. Volume III - validation test plan. 
Dayton, OH: Universal Energy Systems, Inc. 

  
Singh, G. (1991). Comparative analysis of MMPI profiles in two groups of ab Initio flying 

trainees. Paper presented at the 6th International Symposium on Aviation Psychology.  
  
Sipes, W. E., Moore, J. L., & Caldwell, J. L. (1991). The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality. 

Inventory (MMPI): Military Pilot Norms. Paper presented at the 33rd Annual Military 
Testing Association Conference, San Antonio, TX.  

 Pilot standards in the military are stringent with high physical, mental and psychological 
criteria. When testing military pilots, two areas of concern are addressed. The first is the 
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occupational question of whether this pilot is like other pilots and is safe to fly and able to 
complete the mission. The second is the clinical question of whether this pilot has a diagnostic 
and treatable psychiatric condition or disorder that immediately excludes the pilot from flying 
until treatment is successfully completed. The MMPI may be helpful in answering these two 
questions, but a normative sample of pilots has been lacking in the past. Given these selection 
and continuation standards, military pilots are expected to have the same general MMPI profile 
across time and military services. It was hypothesized that "normal" (not having received any 
psychiatric diagnosis) pilot groups from the US Air Force, Army and Navy have MMPI profiles 
not significantly different from one another regardless of the passage of time. A second 
hypothesis was that groups of military pilots would be significantly different from the civilian 
norms on at least eight scales: K-correction (K), Hypochondriasis (Hs), Hysteria (Hy), 
Psychopathic Deviate (Pd), Psyhasthenia (Pt), Schizophrenia (SC), Hypomania (Ma), and Social 
Introversion (Si) as shown in a previous study (Fulkerson, Freud and Raynor, 1958). 
 
Sisson, E. D. (1948). The personnel research program of the Adjutant General's Office of the 

United States Army. Review of Educational Research, 18, 575-614.  
  
Small. (1959). The validity of the sub-scores of the aviation qualification test: Navy. 
  
Smith, G. (2008). RAFAAT & TSD-PI as Predictors of Aerospace Control Performance. Paper 

presented at the 50th Annual International Military Testing Association Conference, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands.  

 Air Traffic & Air Weapons Control offer highly complex, critical entry-level jobs AEC 
relies upon the same generic system use to select General Service Officer classifications & NCM 
occupations Training serials filled on ‗first-passed-the-post‘ basis Only difference for AEC 
selection is interim CFAT Total cut-off score at 60th percentile AEC has experienced significant 
training attrition rate since 2000 (e.g., 1999 - 60%, now averaging 35%) Current selection 
criteria unable to further decrease training attrition aim To determine predictive validity of 
RAFAAT & TSD-PI in Aerospace Control training & job performance. 
 
Smith, G. A. (2003). Whom among us? Preliminary research on position and personnel selection 

criteria for MALE UAV sensor operators. Paper presented at the 45th Annual 
International Military Testing Association Conference, Pensacola, FL.  

 Net-centric warfare and interoperability are fast becoming basic tenets of modern military 
strategic thought. The Canadian Forces and its NATO allies are currently conducting research 
into the effective use of current and emerging technologies such as airborne sensors and 
uninhabited aerospace vehicles (UAVs) to enhance their intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities. Effective sensor operation is critical to the successful support 
of UAVs to Canada‘s joint and combined net-centric warfare capability. The selection, training, 
and employment of Canadian Forces personnel as sensor operators will depend upon an accurate 
analysis of this position‘s requirements and upon the determination of whom among us has the 
appropriate training and experience to competently fill this vital ISR position. Canadian Forces 
UAV experimentation is developing an understanding of the generic task and knowledge 
requirements of the Medium Long Endurance (MALE) UAV Sensor Operator position to that 
end. This paper discusses the methods and techniques used over the course of three major 
research events to determine the position and personnel selection criteria for MALE UAV Sensor 
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Operators and provide preliminary results from Canadian Forces research to date.  
 
Smith, G. M., Bjerke, E., NewMyer, D. A., Niemczyk, M., & Hamilton, R. A. (2010). Pilot 

Source Study: An Analysis of Pilot Backgrounds and Subsequent Success in US Regional 
Airline Training Programs. International Journal of Applied Aviation Studies, 10(1), 73-
93. 

 The 2010 Pilot Source Study, commissioned to research the success of pilots in initial 
training for Part 121 operations, analyzed the training performance of 2,156 new-hire pilots in 
the years 2005-2009. Six regional airlines provided data that was mined from human resource 
and pilot training files. Five university researchers independently analyzed the data and 
integrated their results. The study expressed success in terms of fewer extra training events and 
fewer non-completions in regional airline training. Statistically, the best performing pilots were 
those who had flight instructor certificates, graduated from collegiate accredited flight programs, 
received advanced (post-Private) pilot training in college, graduated with collegiate aviation 
degrees (any aviation discipline), and had between 500 and 1,000 pre-employment flight hours. 
Pilot source characteristics that had no significance in regional airline pilot training success 
were: having a non-aviation college degree and having prior corporate pilot or airline pilot 
experience. 
 
Smith, P. C., & Gold, R. A. (1956). Prediction of success from examination of performance 

during the training period. Journal of Applied Psychology, 40, 83-86.  
  
Smith, R. C. (1971). Personality assessment in aviation: An analysis of the item ambiguity 

characteristics of the 16PF and MMPI. Oklahoma City, OK: FAA Civil Aeromedical 
Institute. 

 Devices such as the 16PF and MMPI have been widely employed in the evaluation of 
personnel in aviation settings . The present study investigated the problem of item ambiguity (the 
degree to which an item elicits multiple interpretation) which may limit the utility of such 
devices when used in screening procedures. Subjects complete either the 16PF or the MMPI 
while concurrently rating each item on a five-point ambiguity scale. The ambiguity for each item 
was determined and the relationship between ambiguity and sex of the respondent, the individual 
factor scales, and the scores of subjects on the scales was considered. The implications of the 
findings for item construction and use of the test in various applications were discussed. 
 
Smith, R. L., & McAnulty, D. M. (1985). Test-retest reliability of the Revised Flight Aptitude 

Selection Test (RFAST). Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the 
Behavioral and Social Sciences. 
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Medicine, 22, 530-534;553.  
  
Snyder, Q. C. (1991). Assessment of Two Depth Perception Tests to Predict Undergraduate Pilot 

Training Completion. . Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH: Air Force Institute of 
Technology. 

 This document is a proposal for a publishable research paper. Ophthalmologists at the 
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine suspect one of the two depth perception tests used to 
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screen candidates for Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) inadequately evaluates depth 
perception abilities required to operate high performance jet aircraft. They hypothesize that 
candidates passing only the Verhoeff test for near stereopsis have higher attrition rates from UPT 
than candidates passing the VTA, a test of distant stereopsis. A historical prospective study will 
be used to test this hypothesis. A cohort of students attending USAF UPT during Fiscal Year 
1990 will be compared. UPT attrition rates will be compared among type of depth perception test 
passed. Multiple logistic regression methods will be used to study attrition rate increases. 
Confounding variables evaluated include: commissioning source, previous flying experience, 
training base assigned, degree of phoria and gender of student. If this hypothesis is validated, the 
USAF may amend its pre-selection depth perception criterion for medical qualification of UPT 
candidates, thus resulting in significant financial savings to the US Air Force.  
 
Snyder, Q. C. (1993). Prospective assessment of stereoscopic visual status and USAF training 

attrition. Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 64, 14-19.  
  
Sommer, M., Olbrich, A. and Arendasy, M. (2004). Improvements in personnel selection with 

neural networks: A pilot study in the field of aviation psychology. International Journal 
of Aviation Psychology, 14(1), 103-115.  

  
Sommer, M., Häusler, J., Koning, A. J., Arendasy, M., & Schufried, G. (2006). Validation of the 

Dutch Airforce test battery using artificial neural networks. Paper presented at the 48th 
Annual International Military Testing Association Conference, Kingston, ON, Canada.  

 The main selection criteria for individual tests and test batteries used to select military 
pilot applicants are the construct and criterion validity, the overall cost of testing and the time 
requirements. Naturally, the derivation of decisions from a test battery requires a sufficiently 
high correlation between the tests and the criterion variable. However, recent metaanalysis (cf. 
Burke, Hobson & Linsky, 1997; Hunter & Burke, 1994; Martinussen, 1996) indicates that the 
correlation coefficients between a single test and the criterion measure do not exceed an absolute 
value of .30. There are a variety of causes for this, ranging from a lower reliability of the 
criterion or predictor variables (Lienert & Raatz, 1998; Goeters, 1998), an attenuation of the 
variance in the predictor variables due to selection (Lienert & Raatz, 1998; Goeters, 1998) to the 
lack of symmetry between the generality of the predictor variables and the generality of the 
criterion variable. With regard to the later cause Wittmann and Süß (1997), Ajzen (1987) and 
Ree and Carretta (1996) pointed out that for more general and global criteria such as successful 
performance in a flight-simulator or an educational program, aggregate measures such as general 
ability (―g‖) are better suited for prediction than more specific predictors. Thus one way to 
handle this problem is to combine the available information about an applicant to generate a 
prediction about his success. In general, one can resort to various methods of statistical judgment 
formation in order to do so. But classical methods of statistical judgment formation such as 
discriminant analysis or regression analysis are vulnerable to violations of their statistical 
assumptions and often lack stability in cross-validation in practical applications (cf. Bortz, 1999; 
Brown & Wickers, 2000). A promising alternative is the use of artificial neural networks. This 
statistical method has few requirements with respect to data characteristics and has proven to be 
a robust procedure for pattern recognition tasks (Bishop, 1995; Kinnebrock, 1992; Mielke, 2001; 
Rojas, 2000; Warner & Misra, 1996). 
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Sommer, M., Hausler, J., & Schuhfried, G. (2005). Validation of two aviation psychology test 
battery using artificial neural networks. Paper presented at the 47th Annual International 
Military Testing Association Conference, Singapore.  

 The main selection criteria for individual tests as well as test batteries used to select pilot 
applicants are the criterion validity, the overall cost of testing and time requirements. The 
selection of the respective tests can be based on recommendations of the Joint Aviation 
Requirements for Crew Licensing 3 (JAR-FCL3) and validation studies. Naturally, the derivation 
of decisions from a test battery requires a sufficiently high correlation between the tests and the 
criterion variable. However, recent metaanalysis (cf. Hunter & Burke, 1994; Burke, Hobson & 
Linsky, 1997) indicates, that the correlation coefficients between a single test and the criterion 
measure don‘t exceed an absolute value of .30. There are a variety of causes for this, ranking 
from a lower reliability of the criterion- or predictor variables (Lienert & Raatz, 1998), an 
attenutation of the variance in the predictor variables due to selection (Lienert & Raatz, 1998) to 
the lack of symmetry between the generality of the predictor variables and the generality of the 
criterion variable. With regard to the later cause Wittmann and Süß (1997), Ajzen (1987) and 
Ree and Carretta (1996) pointed out, that for more general and global criteria such as successful 
performance in a flight-simulator or an aviation educational program, aggregate measures such 
as general ability (―g‖) are better suited for prediction than more specific predictors. Thus, one 
way to handle this problem is to combine the available information about an applicant to 
generate a prediction about her or his success. In general, one can resort to various methods of 
statistical judgment formation in order to do so. But classical methods of statistical judgment 
formation, such as the discriminant analysis or the regression analysis, are vulnerable to 
violations of their statistical assumptions and often lack stability in cross-validation in practical 
applications (cf. Bortz, 1999; Brown & Wickers, 2000). A promising alternative is the use of 
artificial neural networks. This statistical method has few requirements with respect to data 
characteristics and has proven to be a robust procedure for pattern recognition tasks (Bishop, 
1995; Kinnebrock, 1992; Mielke, 2001; Rojas, 2000; Warner & Misra, 1996). 
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Aviators. Master of Science, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.    Current Naval 
aviator selection and screening procedures are based on the individual's statistical 
probability of completing flight training and do not determine the capability of the 
student to adapt to an operational environment. The resultant failure of some student 
aviators to complete the advanced stages of training and the ineffective performance of 
others in operational missions have caused a considerable financial loss and a lessening 
of combat readiness A critical incident study, using 30 aviators who have combat 
experience, indicates that there are 10 categories of behavior which characterize effective 
and ineffective Naval aviators. Procedures to identify these categories early in flight 
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 The problem of devising rational means to select candidates for flight has been with us 
for over 75 years now. It has become more important as aircraft have become more complicated 
and training more expensive. Selection for flight in the U.S. Navy is based on considerations of 
academic histories, written tests, physical examinations, and biographical information. The net 
effect is a substantial improvement over random selection. Nevertheless, perhaps 30% of those 
who enter flight training do not finish (1). Hence there is continuing interest in improving the 
selection process. Possibly the first attempt to use the EEG to forecast the performance of naval 
aviators was carried out by Alexander Forbes and Hallowell Davis as a part of the Pensacola 
Study of Naval Aviators of 1940-1941 (2,3).1 Forbes and Davis examined the 
electroencephalograms (EEGs) of several hundred Navy flight candidates for signs of epilepsy. 
They found no reliable association between the presence of minor EEG abnormalities and later 
flight performance. 
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Success of Norwegian Pilots. Paper presented at the 42nd Annual International Military 
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 The causal role of general cognitive ability (g), personality, English proficiency, prior job 
knowledge, and training job knowledge on passing/failing flying training in the Norwegian Air 
Force was investigated. All the independent variables, with the exception of personality, were 
collected by paper and pencil measures. Personality was collected through the Defense 
Mechanism Test (DMT (Kragh, 1960); DMT-NPI (Neuman, 1978)), a tachtistiscopic 
presentation of stimuli and ratings by a psychologist. The criterion consisted of a dichotomous 
pass/fail measure of pilot performance determined by the flight instructors. There was a direct 
influence of g on English proficiency and prior job knowledge, and an indirect path from g to 
pass/fail going through English proficiency, prior job knowledge, and job knowledge acquired in 
training. Personality showed a direct influence on the acquisition of prior job knowledge and on 
passing/failing pilot training only. 
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Arlington, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. 
 The construct of Locus of Control (LOC) has been shown to predict a broad range of 
attitudes and behaviors, including risk  taking and risk management, the performance of multiple 
tasks, distractibility, and the subjective perception of time. The above topics and many others 
have applicability to aviation settings. Over the past two decades, a few researchers have 
examined the relationship between LOC and hazardous attitudes, pilot errors, and other variables 
relating to safety and risk management. Most of this work has been correlational, and, in many 
instances, sample size has been quite small. The present paper reviews this work and other areas 
of research, which, though not specifically tied to aviation, have potential relevance to it. These 
include concepts from attribution theory, such as the optimism bias, in which people tend to 
attribute greater competency and lesser vulnerability to themselves than to similar others. 
Suggested applications of established and existing research in applied areas of social psychology 
are examined, with a focus on their relevance to aviation.  
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Broad-spectrum computer-based testing. Paper presented at the 35th Annual Military 
Testing Association Conference, Williamsburg, VA.  

 A number of procedures have been used by the U.S. military to improve the selection of 
potential military pilots. These procedures have usually focused on the assessment of 
psychomotor skills, intellectual abilities, and personal attitudes/interests commonly found in 
successful aviators. Since WWI, the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps have selected student aviators 
based on a battery of paper-and-pencil tests. Eligibility to take the selection test battery requires a 
college degree and a flight physical. The current selection test, the U.S. Navy/Marine Corps 
Aviation Selection Test Battery (ASTB), was developed to replace the Aviation Qualification 
Test/Flight Aptitude Rating (AQT/FAR). The AQT/FAR had been used unchanged since 1973. 
This test series was developed during WWII and includes four basic content areas: 1) general 
scholastic-related ability, 2) mechanical reasoning, 3) spatial reasoning, and 4) background 
experiences and interests. Extensive research has shown that the AQTIFAR was a valid predictor 
of aviation training success. The ASTB, like the AQT/FAR, is a paper-and-pencil test that takes 
approximately 2 hours to complete. The ASTB was developed jointly by the U.S. Navy and the 
Educational Testing Service (ETS) in Princeton, New Jersey. The development of questions for 
the ASTB was based on an extensive job and skill analysis conducted by ETS and the Navy. It is 
broadly useful for aviation and naval officer training and is comprised of 6 subtests that cover the 
same content areas as the AQT/FAR. Unlike earlier versions that targeted only attrition, the item 
selection and scoring of the ASTB is based on the ability to predict primary flight grades and 
training attrition. 
 
Street, D. R., & Dolgin, D. L. (1992). The efficacy of biographical inventory data in predicting 

early attrition in Naval aviation officer candidate training. Pensacola, FL: Naval 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 

 Attrition in the training of U.S. naval aviation officer candidates represents a historic 
problem. The early identification of those likely to attrite during training would significantly 
reduce overall training expenditures. In this study, we assessed the value of biographical 
information for predicting early attrition at the indoctrination level of naval aviation officer 
training. We selected a random sample of 1551 aviation officer candidates and naval aviation 
cadets for analysis. The subjects selected had taken the Aviation Selection Test Battery (ASTB) 
between 1987 and 1990 and had completed the aviation indoctrination program operated by the 
Naval Aviation Schools Command in Pensacola, Florida. A principal component factor analysis 
of Biographical Inventory items was conducted with those who passed (N - 1176) and also with 
those who attrited (N = 375) basic aviation indoctrination. The resultant factors were then forced 
into a discriminant function analysis to determine if the factors obtained were different for the 
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two groups. We found that the factors were significantly different for the two groups. The results 
indicate that biographical data may be useful in identifying candidates who are most likely to 
attrite early from naval aviation training. 
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Station Pensacola, FL: Naval Aerospace Medical Laboratory. 
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Track Assignment of Student Naval Aviators. (pp. 18). Pensacola, FL: Naval Aerospace 
Medical Research Laboratory. 

 The purpose of our investigation was to determine if computer-based selection tests could 
predict training track assignment for student naval aviators. This study evaluated the predictive 
efficacy of an experimental battery of computer-based pilot selection tests for training 
classification. Student naval aviators are currently assigned to an aircraft training track based 
primarily on performance in primary training. Students were tested on the experimental test 
battery and classified into one of three aircraft training tracks based on their test scores. The 
resulting classifications were compared to actual selections made as the students progressed 
through naval aviation training. Using a sample of 237 students, linear analyses were conducted 
to evaluate the efficacy of predicted decisions. The unique contribution of the experimental 
battery was determined by comparing scores on the experimental battery to scores on the 
Navy/Marine Corps Aviation Selection Test Battery, a paper-and-pencil pilot selection test used 
by the United States Navy and Marine Corps, and student primary flight training grades. A 
significant classification model including one of the experimental selection tests was derived. 
The model was able to significantly predict fast attack pipeline selections before flight training. 
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Columbus, OH.  

  
Street, D. R., Helton, K. T., & Dolgin, D. L. (1992). Personality Tests to Predict Success in Navy 

Pilot Training. Paper presented at the 34th Annual Military Testing Association 
Conference, San Diego, CA.  

 The increasing cost of training aircrew to operate modern naval aircraft and the 
simultaneous decline in retention rate for these same trained aircrew increase the importance of 
utilizing the best selection methods available. This importance is underscored by the fact that 
every aircrew selectee who fails to complete training contributes to a potential operational 
personnel shortage if expected replacements necessary to maintain military readiness do not 
materialize as planned. Pilot selection research to date has generally focused on the testing of 
various psychomotor and cognitive abilities (Carretta, 1986; Davis, 1989; Dolgin & Gibb, 1989; 
Hilton & Dolgin, 1990). While these abilities would seem logically necessary for successful 
performance in flight training, some failures may be due, at least in part, to personality and/or 
motivational factors (Helmreich, 1982). Historically, researchers have tried to fmd the ideal 
aviator personality profile among numerous personality measures. This ideal aviator personality 
profile has often been anecdotally called ―the right stuff.‖ Promising results have been found in 
identifying characteristics that improve the likelihood of later success in aviation such as 
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persistence, motivation, coolness under pressure (clear thinking), and novel problem solving 
(e.g., Retzlaff & Gibertini, 1987). Other researchers have considered personality factors with 
varying degrees of success (Dolgin & Gibb, 1989; Hunter & Burke, 1991). Certain personality 
characteristics or traits may correlate highly with success in initial/primary flight training. For 
example, interpersonal orientation, self-assertiveness, and achievement motivation are associated 
with pilot attitude and performance (Helmreich, Sawin,  dc Carsrud, 1986). Important 
developments in personality assessment have included attempts to avoid response bias by 
masking the personality dimension of interest and to screen for positive attributes, in contrast to a 
past emphasis on psychopathology (Picano, 1991). 
 
Street, D. R., Helton, K. T., & Dolgin, D. L. (1992). The unique contribution of selected 

personality tests to the prediction of success in naval pilot training. Naval Air Station 
Pensacola, FL: Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 

 This study concerns the relationship of naval flight training performance to scores on the 
Aviation Qualification Test/Flight Aptitude Rating (AQT/FAR) and the automated Pilot 
Personality Questionnaire (PPQ). We analyzed a sample of 211 pilot candidates who had taken 
the AQT/FAR and PPQ. We found that the PPQ competitiveness scale and three of the 
AQT/FAR subtest score means were significantly different (p < .05) for those who passed (N - 
168) and those who attrited (N - 43) flight training. Discriminant analysis yielded a linear 
composite of the AQT/FAR and PPQ subtest variables that could be used to classify the students 
according to the likelihood of passing or attriting during flight training. The resulting 
discriminant function explained 9% of the variance in the pass/attrite criterion (r = .30). We 
found that a 50% reduction in attritions could be attained with a 23% increase in false rejections. 
The regression analysis as significant (p < .01) and indicated that three scales of the PPQ and the 
AQT and FAR scores accounted for unique variance in a linear prediction equation. The FAR 
and PPQ competitiveness scale were the most powerful predictors of overall flight training 
success. 
 
Street, D. R., Helton, K. T., & Nontasak, T. (1993). An evaluation of personality testing and the 

five-factor model in the selection of landing craft air cushion vehicle crew members. 
Pensacola, FL: Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 

 The purpose of our investigation was to determine if personality testing and a five-factor 
model could improve the selection of Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) vehicle crew 
members. Vehicle crew members for the LCAC are currently selected by their performance on a 
computer-based psychomotor selection system. The various psychomotor tests in the selection 
system have demonstrated predictive validity in LCAC crew training. Certain personality 
characteristics may also be involved in the LCAC vehicle crew training success. In fact, various 
researchers have found that personality testing may improve the selection of Navy/Marine Corps 
aviators. Increasing evidence indicates that a five-factor model may be useful in describing the 
personality characteristics involved in training success. We believe that a five-factor model may 
improve the selection system used for LCAC vehicle crew members. A principal component 
analysis with varimax rotation was conducted to determine the underlying structure of the Adult 
Personality Inventory with 168 LCAC crew candidates. The resulting factor scores were then 
statistically analyzed to determine the relation of the personality factor scores and the 
performance-based test to an underway grade in training criterion. The results indicated that one 
personality factor, openness, significantly improved predictions of the criterion (p < 0.05). Based 
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on these results, we believe that personality testing would improve the selection of LCAC 
vehicle crew members. 
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 The Biographical Inventory in the Navy's aviation selection battery is interesting and 
important from both historical and psychometric perspectives. This traditional inventory, 
composed of heterogeneous items selected and keyed to predict retention vs. attrition of student 
naval aviators in flight training, has evolved over the years but can be traced back to the one used 
in World War II. This device has consistently been one of the most valid predictors of retention 
vs. attrition in the battery, overshadowing tests of general ability, mechanical comprehension, 
spatial ability, and aviation information (e.g., Fiske, 1947) It has been speculated that the 
inventory tapes maturity and risk taking (Petho, 1980), but the reasons for its success have so far 
not been explored. Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to assess the dimensions 
underlying the inventory and their relations with retention vs. attrition of aviators in naval 
aviation training. (A parallel investigation of flight officers is underway.)  
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 A biographical inventory has been used in the selection of students for naval aviation 
training since World War II, and its validity in predicting their retention in this training has been 
well established. This study investigated the constructs underlying the inventory and their 
relations to student retention criteria. A factor analysis of the items on the inventory for student 
pilots identified five factors. One factor, being a commissioned officer, appeared to account for 
the inventory‘s validity. 
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 'The Army and Its Air Corps' was James P. Tate's doctoral dissertation at Indiana 
University in 1976. During the past 22 years, Tate's remarkable work has gained wide acceptance 
among scholars for its authoritative and well-documented treatment of the formative years of 
what eventually became the United States Air Force. Thoroughly researched but bearing its 
scholarship lightly, Tate's narrative moves swiftly as it describes the ambitions, the frustrations, 
and the excruciatingly slow march to final success that never deterred the early airmen. 'The 
Army and Its Air Corps' is one in a series of airpower history classics that the Air University 
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motivation assessment techniques for Air Force officer training and education programs: 
Motivation for pilot training. Brooks Air Force Base, TX: Air Force Human Resources 
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 The authors attempted to develop a motivational screening device that would reduce the 
number of voluntary eliminees from undergraduate pilot training (UPT) and to develop an 
instrument which could be used to measure changes in motivation as subjects progress through 
pilot training (and later on the job). Both an a priori and an empirical keying approach were used 
to develop measures intended to predict several different types of attrition. Two hundred twenty-
four self initiated eliminees (SIE) from UPT identified their reasons for attriting and these were 
subsequently examined to develop subcategories (i.e., criterion measures) that could be used to 
classify eliminees (e.g., SIE, flying deficiency, medical elimination, etc.). The initial item pool 
for predictor battery development contained 2500 items, 899 of which were included in the first 
version of the battery. The predictor battery consisted of two biographical inventories (BIs) with 
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approximately 300 items each and an Activities Index, which was a 300 item personality test. 
The battery was administered to all active students in the Officer training School (OTS), which 
was operated at Lackland AFB between January and November 1970. Of the a priori scales, only 
the BI creativity key demonstrated predictive validity with total attrition (r = -. 10, p < .05). All 
other validities for a priori BI keys and for all of the other criteria were non-significant. Of the a 
priori personality scales, Abasement, Change, Energy, Science, Sensuality, Audacity and 
Motivation all demonstrated marginal negative validity for several of the attrition measures 
(generally on the order of -. 10 to -. 16). The validities for the Harm Avoidance scale ranged 
from .09 (ns) for elimination due to flying deficiency to .18 (p < .01) for UPTIOTS-SIE. 
Supplication also correlated positively with attrition, although the validity coefficients were 
generally small. The empirically derived scales resulted in moderately large validity coefficients 
(generally in the .20s and -30s) for almost all the attrition criteria, except for elimination due to 
flying deficiency. They also correlated significantly with self-rated lack of dedication to 
complete UPT (correlations ranged from .38 @ < .01) for flying deficiency to .72 @ < .01) for 
UPT/OTS-SIE). Generally, the a priori scales only accounted for a small proportion of attrition 
variance. Significantly more positive results were obtained using the empirically developed 
scales. 
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CS of non-aviators. We obtained the non-aviator data from published studies of other 
investigators who used similar procedures with the same widely used, commercially available 
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apparatus (Nicolet CST 2000). In addition to this comparison, we correlated the pilots' CS with 
their air-to-air target detection distances measured during air combat maneuver training and to 
their night carrier landing performance scores. The major findings were: 1) The mean CS of the 
aviators and the non-aviators were within +/- 1.0 S.D. of each other in most instances, and those 
few instances where a greater difference was found were parsimoniously explained by 
methodological and procedural factors; 2) sensitivities to different spatial frequencies were 
highly correlated among themselves, indicating much redundancy among the measurements; 3) 
there was no evidence of a relationship between CS and air-to-air target detection distances or 
night carrier landing performance. 
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Toquam, J. L., McHenrry, J. J., Corpe, V. A., Rose, S. R., Lammlein, S. E., Kemery, E., . . . 
Bosshardt, M. J. (1988). Development and field test of behaviorally anchored rating 
scales for nine MOS. Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral 
and Social Sciences. 

 The research described in this report was performed under Project A, the U.S. Army's 
current, large-scale, manpower and personnel effort to improve the election, classification, and 
utilization of Army enlisted personnel. This report documents the development and field test of 
behaviorally anchored rating scales for nine Military Occupational Specialties (MOS). These 
include combat, combat support, and noncombat MOS. For each MOS, the behavioral analysis 
method was used to generate examples of performance. These examples were used to identify 
performance effectiveness dimensions and to develop behavioral definitions of performance for 
each dimension. Across the nine MOS, behavioral summary rating scales contained from 7 to 13 
performance dimensions. The nine sets of MOS-specific behavioral summary rating scales were 
field tested in continental United States and overseas locations in two groupings (Batch A and 
Batch B). For each MOS, ratings scales were administered to 120 to 160 first-term soldiers and 
their supervisors. Within each MOS, interrater reliability estimates for individual performance 
dimension ratings were reasonably high and rating distributions were acceptable, indicating no 
leniency or severity effects. Results from the field tests, along with suggestions from proponent 
review committees and Project A staff, were used to modify and prepare the nine sets of rating 
scales for the Concurrent Validation study. 
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Aviation Medicine, 28, 34-40.  
 Determining the characteristics of successful military pilots requires two types of 
assessments of individuals . First, it is necessary to define and measure their personal 
characteristics and, second, it is necessary to array them on some continuum of success. These 
two operations can represent either a concurrent or a longitudinal undertaking. In the concurrent 
approach, both the degree of success and the personal characteristics are evaluated at more or 
less the same time. This has the advantage of representing the current interaction of a subject 's 
attributes and the extent of his success. It is also less expensive in terms of the number of 
subjects required to obtain samples of a specified size. It suffers from the disadvantage that no 
information can be obtained concerning the association between success and personal 
characteristics over time. In other words, since measurement of an individual's personal 
characteristics may be directly influenced by the extent of his success at the time of 
measurement, no inferences concerning the predictability of success by personal characteristics 
are warranted. 
 
Trites, D. K., Kubala, A. L., Jr., & Sells, S. B. (1954). Operational aircraft accidents subsequent 

to training as a function of personal characteristics of pilots and students. Paper 
presented at the Southeastern Psychological Association Meeting.  

  
Trites, D. R., Holtzman, W. H., Templeton, R. C., & Sells, S. B. (1953). Psychiatric screening of 

flying personnel: Research on the SAM Sentence Completion Test. Randolph Field, TX: 
USAF School of Aviation Medicine. 

 This report describes research on the development of the SAM Sentence Completion 
Test, "What Is He Saying?" whit was part of the Randolph Field Battery of experimental 
psychiatric selection tests developed and r this project. The test form a given in Repair No. 1 
(34), with instructions for its administration. The experimental design of the program for the 
development of psychiatric screening devices for flying personnel is described in Reports Nos. 1 
and 2 (3 , 35). The Sentence Completion Test is a projective technique of personality study. A 
projective device is an ambiguous eat situation which is designed to encourage the subject to 
invest the stimulus materials with hi own wishes, impulses, fantasies, and values -in other words, 
to "project" certain aspects of his personality into the test response. Somewhat like the word-
association method, the subjects are presented with stimuli consisting of one or m re words 
representing incomplete sentences . The task of the subject is to complete each sentence . The 
SAM Sentence Completion Test was structured to evoke responses indicative of attitudes and 
feelings related to motivation for military flying, self-esteem , interpersonal relations, and 
conformity o social customs . These factors are described in port No. 1 as important factors in 
predisposition to psychiatric failure. 
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 Selection procedures for OCS were changed early in 1952, and this report compares 
results of selection by the revised procedures with selection by those previously used. The 
existence of a backlog of applicants who had been accepted under the old procedures made it 
possible to study and OCS class containing reasonably large samples of candidates selected by 
both methods. The two crucial changes were elimination of college credit requirements and 
removal of the subjective ratings by past military supervisors. The general effect was to render 
the bases of officer candidate selection more objective, placing a floor under general aptitude 
requirements and improving the estimation of past military accomplishments. A greater 
percentage of the group selected under the new procedures graduated from OCS, and a 
significantly higher percentage ranked high in the class. Failures for military deficiency were in 
the same proportion for both groups, but the new selection procedures resulted in higher 
academic success. 
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and Training Research Center. 
 Procedures for screening and selecting applicants for USAF Officer Candidate School 
(OCS) were modified early in 1952. The new composite score consisted of an officer quality 
score derived from the Aviation Cadet Qualifying Test (ACQT), a score based on board 
interview, and other scores awarded for years of college completed, airman technical schools 
completed, airman rank, and length of service, weighted according to their presumed importance 
to success in OCS and to later officer performance. Scores on the composite and its components 
were obtained for OCS Class 53-B. Biserial correlations between these scores and the criterion 
of graduation did not differ significantly from zero. Only the ACQT officer quality score was 
significantly related to academic grades. 4 variables were significantly related to military grades 
(service, rank, and interview positively, and college negatively). Further analysis suggested that 
modified weighting of the components could improve the prediction of both criteria. 
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 This report is a nontechnical review of the research programs with a listing of 75 
scientific publications produced by Air Force personnel research in this area. Contributions of 
psychological tests to officer selection for flying training and technical training are summarized. 
5 graphic figures illustrate the efficiency of tests in selection. The directions in which current 
research is moving are indicated. Aptitude tests are generally used in officer selection programs 
but are not yet fully exploited in officer classification. 
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Turnbull, G. J. (1992). A review of military pilot selection. Aviation, Space, and Environmental 
Medicine, 63(9), 825-830.  

 The author reviews the various methods that have been used to select pilots over the 
years. This comprehensive review begins with a description of the "selection" method used by 
the Wright brothers in 191 3 (i.e., they flipped a coin) to decide who would fly their plane and 
includes the present-day multivariate approach to selecting pilots. He describes the historical 
depiction of pilots as sportsmen with initiative and humor, as well as high-spirited, gregarious 
and lacking in imagination. The RAF developed the first basic aptitude tests used to select pilots 
during WWI, but these efforts receded after the war ended. However, by 1941 the high incidence 
of failure in RAF pilot training became a major problem and the focus on pilot selection once 
again increased. This cycle is contrasted against the remarkable success of the German Luftwaffe 
selection procedures. The Germans used a combination of psychological and aptitude testing and 
were very successful in selecting pilots. The author reviews the use of personality tests in general 
and concludes that they have had some success in predicting pilot training performance, but that 
their susceptibility to faking is a major failing. The use of "objective" tests (e.g., the Rod and 
Frame test) is also reviewed. He concludes that while there is no one reliable way to select pilots, 
there is considerable evidence suggesting that the measurement of the "right stuff' is feasible. 
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U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences. 
 The report presents an abbreviated account of developments in military psychology in the 
Army, beginning with the general ability tests developed and used in World War 1. A 
chronological listing of "Events and Organizational Change" is accompanied by interpretive 
comment in terms or "Research Achievements and Directions." The following periods are 
treated: Beginning, 1917 to 1921, Interim Period, 1921to I939, World War II, 1939-1945, Early 
Post-War Years, 1945 to 1951, Period of Transition, 1951 to 1960, Developments, 1960 to 1969, 
and 1969 to the Present. 
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USAAVNC Evaluation Team. (1979). Evaluation of the 175/40 Initial Entry Rotary Wing flight 

training program. Volume I: Executive Summary. Pensacola, FL: Seville Research Corp. 
 This report presents results of an evaluation of the Army's 17 5/40 Initial Entry Rotary 
Wing (IERW) training program. The program consists of 175 flight and 40 simulator hours. In 
the last training phase of the program, students are divided into two training tracks, i.e., Utility 
Helicopter and Aeroscout. Data were gathered from IERW training files and through 
questionnaires administered to instructors at the Army Aviation Center and to unit instructors, 
supervisors, and program graduates at aviation field units world-wide. Data were gathered on 
graduates of both the 175/40 program and the 180/20 program that preceded it, and comparisons 
between the two programs are made. Results and conclusions are presented with reference to 
nine specific evaluation objectives. Major conclusions are: (1) the 175/40 IERW course is 
accomplishing its objectives; (2) the 175/40 course is an improvement over the 180/20 course; 
and (3) proficiency progression and individualized training can play an effective role in IERW 
training. 
 
USAAVNC Evaluation Team. (1979). Evaluation of the 175/40 Initial Entry Rotary Wing flight 

training program. Volume II: Evaluation Report. Pensacola, FL: Seville Research Corp. 
 This report presents results of an evaluation of the Army' s 175/40 Initial Entry Rotary 
Wing (IERW) training program. The program consists of 175 flight and 40 simulator hours. In 
the last training phase of the program, students are divided into two training tracks, i.e. , Utility 
Helicopter and Aeroscout. Data were gathered from IERW training files and through 
questionnaires administered to instructors at the Army Aviation Center and to unit instructors, 
supervisors, and program graduates at aviation field units world-wide. Data were gathered on 
graduates of both the 175/40 program and the 180/20 program that preceded it, and comparisons 
between the two programs are made. Results and conclusions are presented with reference to 
nine specific evaluation objectives. Major conclusions are: (1) the 175/40 IERW course is 
accomplishing its' objectives; (2) the 175/40 course is an improvement over the 180/20 course; 
and (3) proficiency progression and individualized training can play an effective role in IERW 
training. 
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Valentine, L. D., & McGrevy, D. (1972). Validation of a pilot psychomotor selection battery. 

Paper presented at the 14th Annual Military Testing Association Conference, Lake 
Geneva, WI.  

 The purpose of this paper is to present initial findings on utility of two psychomotor tests 
for improved selection of Air Force pilots. During, and for a few years following World War II, 
the predecessor organization of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory conducted an 
extensive program of psychomotor research, and selected psychomotor tests developed under 
this program were an integral part of the World War II Aircrew Classification Batteries. Much of 
this early effort has been described by Melton (1947). Generally, it was found that such 
assessments had validity for predicting eliminations from pilot training beyond that achieved 
with a battery of paper and pencil tests. Use of psychomotor assessments in the Air Force pilot 
selection testing program was discontinue in the early 1950‘s because of the expense and 
difficulty of maintaining and calibrating the required equipment under decentralized testing 
conditions. 
 
Van Wagenen, M. J. (1919). Some Results and Inferences Derived From the Use of the Army 

Tests at the University of Minnesota. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Saint Louis, MO.  

 During the two academic years 1917-18 and 1918-19 the Army Test Alpha or its 
equivalent, Form E, was given to the freshman classes of nearly all the colleges at the University 
of Minnesota In some of the colleges the results were used as an aid in diagnosing the causes of 
student failures. In other colleges the purpose was purely an experimental one. The use of the 
tests has revealed some significant information regarding the students of the various colleges. 
For instance, over eighty per cent of the student body of the University as a whole were found to 
come from the upper fifteen to twenty per cent of the population in general. With the exception 
of two of the individual tests the women of the several colleges did just as well or even better 
than the men of the same colleges, but in these two tests—the range of information test and the 
arithmetic problems test—from seventy to seventy-five per cent of the men did as well or better 
than the median woman. Making correction for the excess of overlapping due to the use of a 
single test, from sixty-five to seventy per cent of the men may be expected to do as well or better 
in solving arithmetic problems and to have as wide or a wider range of the kind of information 
called for m the Army Tests than has the median woman of the same college. 
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Vandyke, G. A. (1981). The personality research form (PRF) as a prediction for success in pilot 
training. Paper presented at the 23rd Annual Military Testing Association Conference, 
Arlington, VA.  

 This study examined the utility of Jackson‘s Personality Research Form (PRF) in the 
selection of aircrew in the Canadian Forces. A total of 1962 male candidates completed either the 
English or French version of Form E. Major findings focused on the validity scales, anglophone 
versus francophone differences on the 22 scales and the predictive validity of the scales against 
performance in flying training. Results show that while Infrequency scores are within the range 
reported by Jackson, the Desirability scores obtained were very high. There are also some 
significant correlations between Desirability scores and scores on other trait scales. There were a 
number of differences between performance of anglophone and francophone subjects and these 
will be discussed, together with other early stage psychometric evaluations of the Form. Finally, 
the PRF may prove useful in the counseling of candidates who are interested in becoming 
military pilots. 
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Velis, D. N. (2005). Proposal for electroencephalogram standardization in aircrew selection. 

Epilepsy & Behavior, 6(1), 27-30.  
 Current diagnostic electroencephalogram (EEG) investigations in aircrew selection and 
certification lack both standardization and reference to universally applicable criteria for their 
effective use. Extrapolation from clinical EEG studies may not be appropriate. Recent studies on 
serial EEGs in aircrew are lacking, whereas follow-up of individuals who failed certification is 
nonexistent. Population-based EEG studies in healthy subjects are generally underpowered to 
establish the significance of pathological EEG findings. Advanced digital video/EEG recording, 
in combination with standardization of data exchange formats and automated detection of 
pathological grapho-elements, is cost effective when carried out for extended periods, e.g., 
during flight simulator sessions. Extensive databases of serial video/EEG records in aircrew may 
thus be easily obtained and validated over time. Prognostic inferences on the significance of 
pathological EEG discharges may subsequently be derived from these databases. 
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rating for military aviation (ARMA) among USAF flight surgeons. Aviation, Space, and 
Environmental Medicine, 64(12), 1086-1993.  

 The Adaptability Rating for Military Aviation (ARMA) is that portion of the initial flight 
physical that assesses an aviator candidate's motivation for and potential adaptability toward an 
aviation career. A survey was mailed to all USAF operational flight surgeons in the continental 
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U.S. to describe the frequency and distribution of ARMA usage and attitudes. Descriptive 
statistics suggest that the ARMA is used suboptimally in accordance with current USAF 
regulation. ARMA training, flight surgeon satisfaction and lack of regulation clarity are 
described and discussed. More flight surgeons are dissatisfied with the ARMA than are satisfied, 
and the regulation is perceived as unclear in the area of final disposition for candidates with 
equivocal ARMA's. A post-hoc analysis to rule out the influences of rank, gender, experience 
and residency training was performed. Residency training in Aerospace Medicine is beneficial in 
terms of doing an ARMA, when required, and covering recommended areas. Females and those 
with less than 1 year experience perform an ARMA more frequently than males and experienced 
flight surgeons. Despite the limitations of the current ARMA, it should not be abandoned. 
Recommendations to improve it are provided. Doing better ARMA's can lead to decreased 
illness, injury, accidents, and attrition. 
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Viteles, M. S. (1945). The Aircraft Pilot: 5 Years of Research. A summary of outcomes. 

Psychological Bulletin, 42(8), 489-526.  
 Committee on Selection and Training of Aircraft Pilots In 1939 the Civil Aeronautics 
Authority (now the Civil Aeronautics Administration) undertook an ambitious program of 
training civilian pilots. The purpose of this was to make young men and young women air-
minded and to prepare the present generation of young people to fly the private and commercial 
planes of the future. This program, known as the Civilian Pilot Training program, was operated 
through the universities of the country, making use of already established facilities in the hands 
of private operators while encouraging others to set up similar facilities. The first phase of the 
Civilian Pilot Training program called for instruction of 10,000 pilots, which was quickly 
expanded to the number of 50,000. Almost simultaneously with the formulation of the program, 
largely through the efforts of Robert Hinckley, at that time Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics 
Authority and Dean R. Brimhall , Director of Research, funds were set aside for research on 
selection and training of civilian aircraft pilots. This was done in the belief that an extended 
program of civilian pilot training should make use of every possible scientific aid for selecting 
those most competent to fly; for determining the best methods of training; for the appraisal of 
flight achievement, and for safe-guarding the adjustment of the pilot. Moreover, it was 
recognized that this large scale training program provided unusual opportunities for renewing the 
study of problems related to the human side of aviation which had been initiated during World 
War I and abandoned almost immediately with the signing of the Armistice. 
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Voas, R. B. (1957). Inventory testing of vocational interests of Naval aviation cadets: Final 
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Voas, R. B. (1959). Vocational interests of naval aviation cadets: Final results. Journal of 

Applied Psychology, 43, 70-73.  
 This study attempts to determine whether interest patterns, as measured by the Kuder 
Preference Record (KPR), differ between students who successfully complete flight training and 
those who do not. The KPR is a standard interest inventory that consists of nine scales: 
Mechanical, Computational, Scientific, Persuasive, Artistic, Literacy, Musical, Social Service 
and Clerical. This was a follow-up study for work completed by Rosenberg and Izard (1954), 
which found that students who failed flight training scored lower on the Mechanical and 
Scientific scales and higher on the Persuasive, Literacy and Musical scales than did those 
students who passed flight training. Six hundred and five aviation cadets participated: 465 who 
successfully completed training, 74 who withdrew at their own request and 66 who failed at 
some point during flight training or were eliminated for medicaVphysica1 reasons. The author 
constructed an empirically keyed Voluntary Withdrawal (VW) scale based on results from 
Rosenberg and Izard. For those scales that differentiated successful cadets from unsuccessful 
cadets, a score of " 1" was assigned to those items that unsuccessful cadets endorsed and a score 
of "0" was assigned to those items that successful cadets endorsed. A high score on the VW scale 
indicated a pattern of interests similar to cadets who had failed flight training. Results of this 
study showed that of the nine KPR scales, significant differences between successful and 
unsuccessful cadets were only found for the Mechanical and Scientific scales. In addition, the 
cadets who voluntarily withdrew from training scored significantly higher on the VW scale than 
cadets who succeeded, although there was quite a bit of shrinkage in the cross validity sample (r 
= .56 compared to r = .17). When scores on the Mechanical Comprehension Test were held 
constant, the differences between the successful and unsuccessful cadets on the VW scale 
became nonsignificant. Thus, the validity of the VW scale was apparently based mostly on its 
relationship to mechanical ability. 
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Psychological Reports, 2, 393-397.  

 This study examines the effects of stress tolerance on a purified success in training 
criterion. Subjects were 1540 flight trainees who were participating in decompression chamber 
classes. Stress tolerance was operationalized as whether or not subjects replaced their air mask 
during a chamber ride or experienced ear blocks. Flight training criteria included poor 
performance leading to failure in training or voluntary withdrawal, and an indication of "anxiety 
toward flying" (assessed in an unstructured exit interview). Subjects were classified into one of 
three groups at the end of training: (1) "S" group were those who successfully completed 
training; (2) "P" group were those who failed (this group was subsequently divided into "PA" – 
poor performance with anxiety and "PN" - poor performance without anxiety); and (3) "M" 
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group made up of all subjects who did not complete training for various other reasons. Results 
indicated that those subjects who demonstrated anxiety in the chamber ride were more likely to 
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